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5th Security Force Assistance Brigade BJA, MAJ 
Ryan Kemper, takes part in in demanding combat-
focused physical training while wild fire smoke 
descends on the Pacific Northwest.



SFC Christal Jones and MAJ Todd Wayne of 
2d Security Force Assistance Brigade (2SFAB) 
participated in Mission Readiness Exercise 3.0 
by conducting short range reflexive fire drills 
as a notional partner force in anticipation of an 
upcoming 2SFAB force package deployment 
to Africa.
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Court Is Assembled
Can Principled Counsel Be Taught?

By Colonel Sean T. McGarry

There is a new leader in your organi-

zation. First impressions are good. The 
leader projects confidence, charisma, and 
competence. Initially, the rapport developed 
across the organization is strong. However, 
as time goes on, what was initially projected 
as confidence increasingly gives way to an 
aggressiveness approaching bullying. The 
leader vents his frustrations in public, often 
in a pointed way at particular individuals. As 
first-impression good behavior wears off in 
favor of familiarity and comfort, poor lan-
guage and boorish humor becomes more fre-
quent. The leader’s Type-A performance and 
the results they produce remain top-notch, 

but organizational morale is significantly 
slipping. Nobody wants to complain for fear 
of becoming the next target or becoming 
embroiled in an investigation that may not 
end well for anyone. What do you do?

Leadership and Principled Counsel

Every organization needs to know who they 
are and what they are about. Mission and 
vision statements are not unique to the mili-
tary and are ubiquitous across organizations 
of all types because they provide superor-
dinate goals that bring people together and 
guide unified effort in the same direction. 
The Judge Advocate General’s (JAG) Corps 

is no exception. In order to facilitate and 
sustain our diverse and high performing or-
ganization, we need to clearly and repeatedly 
identify, not just what we do, but how we do 
it—that is who we are and how we bring our 
individual teammates together to continue 
providing the gold standard of legal support 
across a world-wide practice that is “the most 
consequential practice of law on earth.”1

The JAG Corps’s identity and core 
values are firmly rooted in the “North Star of 
our Regiment—Substantive Mastery, Stew-
ardship, Servant Leadership, and the spirit 
behind each of them—Principled Counsel.”2 
Those Four Constants start with our JAG 
Corps senior leaders and permeate through-
out the Regiment as we collectively develop 
and grow formal and informal leaders across 
our formation. The ultimate goal, of course, 
is to have those North Star elements—our 
Four Constants—be naturally occurring and 
instinctive guides for what we collectively do 
every day across the globe.

Our senior leaders cannot be like the 
individual described above; instead, they 
must emphasize and cultivate the Four 
Constants—especially that of Principled 
Counsel—to retain and attract the kind 
of people we want in our Corps. Senior 
leaders must serve as the reference point 
for what right looks like—it is through 
their words and deeds that office and Corps 
climates will develop and maintain social 
mores and norms consistent with our 
organization’s identity. In a situation where 
local leadership behavior is not consistent 
with senior leader messaging, those local 
leaders will likely be viewed as paying trite 
lip service to our Corps’s core values, and in 
turn, to its identity. That effect can increase 
our teammates’ dissatisfaction with “bait 
and switch” bitterness, which will result in 
low morale, poor performance, and, ulti-
mately, loss of talent from our ranks. Exit 
surveys continue to discuss the importance 
of the Corps’s leadership in talent retention, 
and also how it relates to both personal and 
professional satisfaction.3 The Fort Hood 
Independent Review Committee’s report 
is a recent example of the damage that can 

The Decker Auditorium entrance to The Judge 
Advocate General’s Legal Center and School in 
Charlottesville, Virginia. (Credit: Jason Wilkerson/
TJAGLCS)
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be done within an organization when local 
culture is seen as inconsistent with insti-
tutional values and messaging.4 The report 
also further highlights the importance of 
equipping our leaders to avoid those pitfalls.

Teaching Principled Counsel

So, how do we best prepare our JAG Corps 
leaders to exemplify our core values for our 
junior members? The Judge Advocate Gen-
eral’s Legal Center and School (TJAGLCS) 
inculcates Principled Counsel through 
early and repeated exposure to our JAG 
Corps’s Four Constants—reinforced with 
Army doctrine5 and modeled behavior at 
the organizational and individual level. The 
process begins with early exposure for our 
initial entry populations with basic concepts 
like the Army Values, officership, and the 
basic premise for Principled Counsel. Ac-
culturation to the important tenets of our 
Corps is continued at the institutional level 
throughout JAG Corps-specific Professional 
Military Education.

During the Graduate Course (GC), 
students are exposed to a robust leadership 
curriculum rooted in Army Doctrine Publi-
cation (ADP) 6-22, Army Leadership and the 

Profession; they then continue the transition 
from student to formal leader through a 
GC/Officer Basic Course (OBC) cross-
over program that matches GC and OBC 
students in a mentor-type relationship. The 
intent of the crossover is to expose OBC 
students to basic leadership concepts while 
further internalizing those same concepts in 
the GC counterparts as they prepare to as-
sume formal leadership positions when they 
return to the field. Small GC peer-seminar 
groups are also key for both substantive 
material as well as network-building discus-
sion. The seminar highlights more common 
challenges our newest field-grade officers 
will face in the field and provides a platform 
to discuss approaches to those challenges in 
light of doctrine, leadership lessons, and the 
experiences brought to the table by seminar 
participants.

Does this approach work? Anecdotally, 
yes, it does. The shared reflection of recent 
GC graduates as well as feedback from JAG 
Corps leaders who did not have the benefit 
of a formal leadership professional develop-
ment program during their GC experience 
is illustrative.6 Recent graduates found ADP 

6-22 concepts, along with seminar discus-
sions of those concepts, to be powerful 
tools in recognizing inconsistent behaviors 
early and formulating an approach to com-
bat them. Similarly, the more seasoned JAG 
Corps leaders regularly shared how their 
own developmental experiences would 
have benefitted from a similar institutional 
program, especially since they have been re-
sponsible for developing Principled Counsel 
within our junior leaders. It is one thing to 
intellectually know these concepts, but it is 
another to utilize them in daily practice. As 
one recent GC student shared,

you must now do your part to “clean 
up” this [negative] behavior by setting 
a positive example as an informal lead-
er. To this end, you must immediately 
commit to engaging in civil discourse, 
rather than disrespect. You must oper-
ate with integrity by owning your part 
in the state of the office.7

Recent GC students are more empow-
ered to be effective leaders through their 
shared experiences and robust discussions 
during their time at TJAGLCS. Leadership 
challenges, like legal issues, are generally 
not completely novel. Whether a particular 
challenge arises within a brigade, office 
of the staff judge advocate, or somewhere 
else, the worldwide JAG Corps network is 
available to support. Nobody in our Corps 
is ever alone—when our team is enabled 
with formal instruction that highlights 
and reinforces our institutional values, our 

leaders are best equipped and empowered 
to ensure Principled Counsel continues to 
be our enduring hallmark. TAL

COL	McGarry	is	the	Dean	of	The	Judge	

Advocate General’s Legal Center and School in 

Charlottesville, Virginia.
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News & Notes
Photo 1

Members of the 1st Stryker Brigade Combat 
Team, 4th Infantry Division, Fort Car-
son, CO, completed the Colorado Springs 
Spartan Super, a 10-km obstacle course 
race. Pictured L to R: MAJ Jeremy Watford 
(Brigade Judge Advocate), CPT Ashley Jess-
er (Deputy Brigade Judge Advocate), SGT 
Matthew Pierce (2-1 CAV Paralegal), and 
SFC Kevin Creel (Brigade NCOIC).

Photo 2

On 12 June 2021, the 79th Theater Sustain-
ment Command hosted a hybrid Article 6 

event which included virtual and in-person 
attendees from the 311th, 451st, 364th, and 
103d Expeditionary Sustainment Commands.

Photo 3

Fort Sill interns, a FLEP officer, and a cadet 
got out of the office and headed to the range 
for a live fire demonstration with Bravo 
Battery, 2nd Battalion, 2nd Field Artillery 
Regiment, 428th Field Artillery Brigade, 
Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Pictured from L to R: 
Mr. Henry Harder (intern), CPT Caitlin 
Anderson (FLEP), Mr. Peter Hess (intern), 
and CDT Emily Cavanaugh. 

Photo 4

SGM Gail Drummond conducts rappel 
training at Fort Drum, NY. 

Photo 5

Members of the North Carolina Army 
National Guard JAG Corps come together 
after an administrative separation board 
conducted during annual training at Fort 
Pickett, VA. Pictured from L to R: LTC 
Brian Blankenship, SPC John Moore, PFC 
Brian Zody, 1LT Chris Harrell, CPT Tom 
Murry, and MAJ Scott Somerset.

Photo 6

After months of field exercises, to include a 
National Training Center rotation, the legal 
office of the 3d Armored Brigade Com-
bat Team, 4th Infantry Division, enjoys a 
night at the Colorado Springs Vibes Minor 

1
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League Baseball game. Back row pictured 
from L to R: CPT Chris Gill, CPT Mitch 
Bailey, MAJ Matthew Bryan, SPC Hwan 
Seok Oh, PFC Carden Arias. Front row 
pictured L to R: SPC Kimberly Ayala, SGT 
Acuzena Vigil, CPT Jori Jasper, CPT Kiara 
Martinez-Bentley, SSG Kristina Cosme, 
SPC Kimberly Varela.

Photo 7

Congratulations to SPC Marquise Johnson 
of the 7th Army Training Command OSJA 
for his BLC graduation. Pictured from L to 
R: SSG Sha’davia Newberry, SPC Marquis 
Johnson, and SGT Blake Howard. 

2 3

6 7
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Book 
Review
The Centaur’s 
Dilemma

Reviewed by First Lieutenant Thomas Rovito

[Artificial	Intelligence	(AI)]	technology	will	

change	much	about	the	battlefield	of	the	future,	

but nothing will change America’s steadfast 

record of honorable military service, individual 

accountability, and our military’s commitment 

to lawful and ethical behavior. Our focus on 

AI follows from our long history of making 

investments to preserve our most precious asset, 

our people, and to limit danger to innocent 

civilians.	All	of	the	AI	systems	that	we	field	will	

have compliance with the law as a key priority 

from	the	first	moment	of	requirements	setting	

through the last step of rigorous testing.
1

In his book, The Centaur’s Dilemma,
2 

renowned national security practitioner 
and former U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Armed Forces Chief Judge James E. Baker 
contextualizes the expansive development 
of AI and its emerging legal structure. As in 
his previous literary works,3 Baker frames 
his terms and issues, the most pertinent 
of which is the “Centaur’s Dilemma,” or 
“how to reap the benefit of AI for national 
security purposes without losing control 
of the consequences.” 4 In other words, the 
Centaur’s Dilemma discusses how to gain 
the advantage of rapid AI processing speed 
while preserving the value of human input 
and control.

Modeled in chess,5 this “centaur” 
human-algorithm concept where machines 
provide processing power and humans pro-
vide oversight became widely promulgated 
in a Department of Defense (DoD) policy 
speech on keeping a human in or on the 
loop for weapons using AI.6 Baker’s book is 
“intended to make AI and the law accessible 
to national security policy and legal general-
ists so that they can make wise and strategic 
decisions about regulating the security uses 
of AI.”7 Baker notes the broad contours 
and normative implications of his text as 
“[identifying] law, or principles of law, that 
might, do, or should apply to AI by impli-
cation or analogy” and proposes looking 
toward either the law of armed conflict or 
arms control to provide a framework for AI 
or using constitutional law as a gap filler.8

To provide a roadmap for his readers, 
Baker divides the book into two parts.9 The 
first part “describes AI, its security uses, 
and risks,” with chapters on the history, 
components, and potential of AI; relevant 
military and intelligence issues concerning 
AI; and the risks of AI to security (such as 
creating unintended consequences, harden-
ing authoritarian governments, triggering a 
technology arms race, lowering the cost of 
conflict—thus generating more conflict, and 
exposing national security decision-mak-
ing pathologies).10 Baker also discusses the 
“central” and normative question of “how, 
if at all, should we, might we, regulate the 
national security uses of AI.”11 He looks at 
the underlying principles behind national 
security law, constitutional law, statutory 
authorities, and how they may apply to AI.12 
Baker also looks to existing frameworks and 

how they may apply to AI, including arms 
control and the laws of armed conflict.13 
Baker concludes by reviewing regulatory 
mechanisms outside the legal process, such 
as ethical codes of conduct, internal review 
boards, and corporate social responsibility.14

Baker is an analytical writer in the 
truest sense of the word in that he provides 
context for his AI subject matter, such as 
the underlying historical currents and pend-
ing implications for the topic, and clearly 
frames his terms by noting common charac-
teristics from other competing definitions. 
He also keeps the audience engaged by 
noting real-world examples to illustrate his 
concepts—such as the technology implica-
tions of the dispute between Apple and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation following 
the San Bernardino shooting15—and by 
providing concise explanations of points 
of constitutional law and statutory anal-
ysis, including an in-depth review of the 
principles of the Youngstown case.16 Perhaps 
best of all, in takeaways at the end of each 
chapter, Baker lays out the critical questions 
that legal generalists and policymakers 
should concern themselves with while look-
ing toward a normative legal framework 
concerning AI.

As underlying global affairs push cyber 
law into a growing, visible, and discussed 
facet of national security law,17 such a text is 
extremely timely and may provide norma-
tive and historical guideposts for lawyers 
and policymakers as they navigate new 
opportunities and threats. For instance, 
national security scholars have noted that 
the latest technologies, including AI, have 
provided an opportunity for Congress and 
the DoD to address the risk.18 One example 
is provided by the National Security Com-
mission on Artificial Intelligence, which re-
cently promulgated its report on “winning 
the artificial intelligence era.”19 Another 
example is provided by the Joint Artifi-
cial Intelligence Center, set to execute the 
DoD’s 2018 Artificial Intelligence Strategy.20 
Thus, this text may guide newly-established 
bureaucracies as they navigate legal issues 
and AI.

Judge advocates (JAs) should take 
particular notice of this book because it 
provides an introduction to AI and the 
emerging legal frameworks that are being 
used and developed around it; but, most 
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importantly, it reinforces the purposes and 
advancement of national security law as a 
whole. Baker is able to describe the impact 
of AI on national security law as “a mili-
tary force multiplier,” with an emphasis 
on intelligence cycle.21 He also places AI 
in the broader changing strategic context, 
like the advent of the modern battleship, 
which should enable JAs to better brief 
and advise commanders and staff person-
nel on the topic.22 Baker also discerns the 
three purposes of national security law, 
which includes “provid[ing] the substantive 
authority to act, as well as the left and right 
boundaries of that action,”23 the process 
of its application,24 and “provid[ing] for, 
protect[ing], and preserv[ing] our essential 
legal values.25 These purposes go beyond 
AI and are relevant for JAs as a normative 
guide in any legal practice. The book also 
provides a concise and precise review of 
constitutional national security law and its 
connections to AI, which reads like an easy-
to-read law school hornbook on the topic; 
JAs will welcome this review on the topic.26 
This will enable JAs to better process 
national security legal issues and to inform 
their commanders on this developing topic.

Ultimately, The Centaur’s Dilemma 

achieves what it sets out to do: it provides 
a framework for national security policy 
attorneys and legal generalists, in addition 
to raising critical questions and potential 
solutions as AI develops. The book is similar 
to P.W. Singer’s Wire for War,27 insofar as 
both texts break down complex topics on AI 
and make it digestible for a relatively novice 
audience through easy-to-read prose and 
real world vignettes straight out of the head-
lines. Such a book is appropriate for those 
unfamiliar with the topic or are starting to 
build their national security law framework, 
such as recently-commissioned lieutenants at 
The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center 
and School (who trained with the new Cyber 
Corps direct commissioned officers at the 
Direct Commission Course). As such, there 
is no dilemma with reading The Centaur’s 

Dilemma as a guide to the legal and national 
security implications of AI. TAL

1LT	Rovito	is	an	Operational	Law	Judge	

Advocate	for	the	371st	Sustainment	Brigade	in	

the	Ohio	National	Guard	in	Springfield,	Ohio.
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Azimuth Check
Judge Advocates and Paralegal 
Professionals
Charting the Courses, Leading Others, and Serving as Ethical 

Pathfinders

By Major General (Retired, U.S. Army) Patrick Reinert & Colonel Walter D. Venneman

Over our military careers we contem-

plated the question, “what makes a per-

son an effective or good leader?” Today, 
we still ask of ourselves, “how can I become 
a better leader?” Focused on purely legal 
and technical missions, one might reason-
ably ask whether leadership is important to 
fulfill the duties of Army lawyer or parale-

gal. While Army doctrine answers “yes” in 
the maxim that “[e]very Soldier and Army 
civilian has the duty to be a leader, follower, 
and steward of the Army profession,”1 the 
“how do I become a better leader” part of 
the equation is less clear.

Our collective experience is that 
leadership is only partly about achieving 

or completing a task or mission. Lead-
ers communicate; and they continuously 
“read about, write about, and practice 
their profession.”2 Together, we read—and 
now write—about two pivotal works on 
leadership: Leaders:	Myth	and	Reality

3 and 

Army Leadership and the Profession.4 Excel-
lent leadership and excellent followership in 
our Regiment is fundamentally concerned 
with influencing, charting the courses, and 
leading the way on ethical paths.

Leaders: Myth and Reality

The first captivating read is Leaders:	Myth	

and Reality by General (Retired) Stanley 
McChrystal, Jeff Eggers, and Jason Man-
gone.5 General McChrystal et al. masterfully 
challenge the concept of leaders as being 
singularly legendary and engagingly pull 
apart leadership myths. The authors take us 
back to river crossings, such as Julius Cae-
sar’s crossing of the Rubicon and Washing-
ton’s crossing of the Delaware, and forward 
to the brutal reality of Abu Musab al-Zarqa-
wi’s leadership journey in the 2000s.

In Leaders, General McChrystal sets 
aside the usual framework of leader-centric 

(Credit: xtock – stock.adobe.com)
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biographies and opens the aperture to show 
why these figures emerged as leaders, how 
they led, and how the ecosystem in which 
they lived contributed to their effectiveness. 
The text brings to life leaders you will both 
admire and reject. In it, you will find robust 
and probing accounts of founders (Walt 
Disney and Coco Chanel), geniuses (Albert 
Einstein and Leonard Bernstein), zealots 
(Maximilien Robespierre and Abu Musab 
al-Zarqawi), reformers (Zheng He and 
Harriet Tubman), power brokers (William 
“Boss” Tweed and Margaret Thatcher), 
and reformers (Martin Luther and Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr.). We encourage 
you to study it for yourselves and measure 
its content and lessons against your own 
experiences.

Published in 2018, Leaders does not 
analyze military leadership in the pres-
ent day, but it does adeptly describe a full 
spectrum of leadership realities that can be 
seen today, identifies several myths about 
it, and concludes with a new definition of 
leadership that hits the mark. As opposed to 
being about specific moments or achieved 
missions, leadership is: 1) dynamic and 
contextual; 2) a reiterative directional 
process that accounts for complex systems 
and feedback from followers; 3) symbolic; 
and 4) critical to the selection of the next 
generation of leaders. Leaders helps us to 
understand why we tend to emphasize and 
focus on leaders, and yet, it also encourages 
us to analyze the role of followers, systems, 
context, and culture. We commend Leaders 
and believe it will pique your interest in 
leadership and followership theory, as well 
as enable your practice of it.

Army Leadership and the Profession

When serving as the Deputy Judge Advo-
cate General, then-Major General Stuart 
Risch’s reading list included our paired 
reading, Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 
6-22, Army Leadership and the Profession. 
It captures a plethora of lessons that are 
critical and inspiring. Army Doctrine Pub-
lication 6-22 defines the context in which 
we lead and follow (the Army profession) 
as the “trusted vocation of Soldiers and 
Army civilians whose collective expertise is 
the ethical design, generation, support, and 
application of land power; serving under ci-
vilian authority; and entrusted to defend the 

Constitution and the rights and interests of 
the American people.” 6

The ethical component of our lead-
ership and followership cannot be over-
emphasized. One of the twelve principles 
of joint operations, “legitimacy” is “main-
tain[ed by] the legal and moral authority in 
the conduct of operations.”7 The command-
ers that we serve study ADP 6-22 and are 
directed to engage in ethical reasoning and 
give lawful, ethical orders. If the questions 
and decisions our commanders face are 
complex, they are encouraged to seek legal 
counsel. Our brand of leadership may be 
less direct, but our role as ethical influenc-
ers—or	ethical	pathfinders—is vital to our 
practice. Our Army profession, our Regi-
ment’s role in the Army, and the legal and 
moral application of land power depends 
on our courageous and selfless service as 
ethical pathfinders.

While our operating environment 
and context is in a time of cultural and 
social change, our ethic is timeless. Army 
Doctrine Publication 6-22 explains that 
the Army motto—“This We’ll Defend”—is 
grounded in our Constitution and all that 
comes with it.8 To defend and advance the 
Army on an ethical path, as a part of the 
Judge Advocate General’s (JAG) Corps, 
we put people, selfless service, and princi-
pled counsel first. “Principled counsel” is 
also grounded in the Army ethic.9 Army 
Doctrine Publication 6-22 defines the Army 
Ethic as “the set of enduring moral princi-
ples, values, beliefs, and laws that guide the 
Army profession and create the culture of 
trust essential to Army professionals in the 
conduct of missions, performance of duty, 
and all aspects of life.”10 Putting people first 
means we “protect the constitutional rights 
of every American and the basic human 
rights of all people.”11 As ethical pathfind-
ers, this is our core mission.

Without studying leadership formally 
through self-study and obtaining lead-
ership experience, one might maintain a 
false confidence that “achieving” in one’s 
technical work—or meeting deadlines, or 
completing missions—is all that is required 
to be an effective leader. Army Doctrine 
Publication 6-22’s definition of leadership 
as “the activity of influencing people by 
providing purpose, direction, and motiva-
tion to accomplish the mission and improve 

the organization”12 could be used to partially 
support that view; however, leadership 
goals like “improving the organization,” or 
defining what gives us “purpose,” or “the 
desire to serve,” are relative concepts that 
cannot necessarily be measured objectively 
by unit metrics.

Not all will agree with what gives us 
“purpose,” and an “improvement” in an 
organization may not be universally viewed 
as an improvement by all within the organi-
zation or by those on the outside. While 
helpful, the Army’s definition of leadership 
arguably misses an essence of what leaders 
do. In Leaders, General McChrystal ex-
plains that “leadership is a complex sys-
tem of relationships between leaders and 
followers and, in a particular context, that 
provides meaning to its members.”13 For 
us as a JAG Corps, meaning comes from 
the development of ethics-based decisions 
and the respectful relationships with peers, 
supported commanders and subordinates 
(people first), and stewardship of our trust-
ed profession.

Our organization, our context, our 
measures of success include the Four Con-
stants.14 Our JAG Corps mission embodies 
ethical pathfinding in its charge to “[p]rovide 
principled counsel and premier legal services 
as committed members and leaders in the 
Army and legal professions, in support of 
a ready, globally responsive, and regionally 
engaged Army.”15 To fulfill this mission 
(and ourselves) we need to master the law, 
provide principled counsel, be good stewards 
of our resources and personnel, and practice 
servant leadership. To practice servant lead-
ership, we must study it. The two resources 
we touch upon, Leaders and ADP 6-22, can 
help in leadership development.

Ethical Leadership

The ethical leader must do more than 
be effective and ethical; they must also 
positively impact the unit’s climate and 
culture consistent with the Army ethic. A 
leader can be effective in getting a mis-
sion accomplished but, at the same time, 
engage in counter-productive,16 tyrannical, 
and unethical conduct while serving in a 
leadership position. In the long run, the 
ethical leaders in our organization will be 
more effective because the ethical leader 
does not cut corners, nor do they use Ma-
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chiavellian tactics—where the ends justify 
the means. The end state is important, but 
how one achieves it is equally important 
to the ethical leader. Ethical leadership and 
followership is more than a duty—it is a 
vital privilege. No matter your component, 
grade, or position, your leadership matters 
a great deal to your supported clients and 
subordinates.17

While as a Regiment we continue 
to identify our formal “leaders,”18 all of us 
simultaneously support commanders and 
peers through decision-making on com-
plex legal, moral, and ethical issues. Our 
Regiment is organized in such a way that 
most of our formal leadership positions are 
at the direct level of leadership.19 In this 
way, judge advocates at all levels fill the 
critical leadership role of being the ethical 
pathfinder for our Soldiers, peers, support-
ed commanders, and those who command 
our Nation.

For the follower who seeks to be a 
more ethical and effective leader, General 
McChrystal suggests that both leaders and 
followers encourage the “whole organiza-
tion to become great together.”20 While our 
Regiment’s narrower context includes legal 
sections, offices, divisions, and commands, 
as ethical pathfinders, our reach routinely 
extends well into the organizations we 
serve—charting new courses along the way. 
Your positive attitude and ethical pathfind-
ing encourage those who follow you to be-
come more than they envisioned possible.

All of us lead and follow at the same 
time in a particular era, place, and time. The 
“how, where, and when” of our leadership 
and followership frames our mindsets and 
contributes to how we lead today and shape 
tomorrow’s leaders. It is the people that 
have led us, the people we have followed, 
and the people that followed us in a certain 
place and time that made a large impact on 
our lives. Books broadened our understand-
ing of leaders, followers, and leadership 
theory, and they help us to shape ourselves 
as leaders.

Going forward in your studies and 
reflection on leadership, you may want to 
ponder the three myths about leadership 
advanced by General McChrystal:

Myth #1: The “Formulaic Myth”21—
that leadership can be reduced to a set 

of traits, or a prescription that once 
filled, yields a leader. Put simply, it is 
“the desire to tame leadership into a 
static checklist.”22 We make leaders of 
those we believe possess the traits or 
“do” the checklists.

Myth #2: The “Attribution Myth”23—
this view of leadership sees the leader 
as a director and the outcomes as caus-
ally related to them. It deemphasizes 
the importance of systems, context, 
and followers. All successes and failures 
belong to the leader.

Myth #3: The “Results Myth”—in this 
equation, “the objective results of the 
leader’s activity are more important 
than her words or style or appear-
ance.”24 This myth de-emphasizes the 
art of leadership and overlooks oral 
and written communication skills. It 
also disregards the potential impact of 
a leader on the psyche or climate of the 
organization.

You may also want to contemplate 
whether “[w]hen you lead and where you 
lead has a lot to do with how you lead.”25

Excellent, effective, ethical leadership 
can and must be developed. Part of being 
a leader is learning how to be an effective 
follower and how to be reflective when 
time allows. We did not start out with this 
perspective—once upon a time we were 
young Soldiers, who were taught that lead-
ership was unwavering, courageous, auda-
cious, brash, bold, and always decisive. We 
brought our own concept of leadership and 
tendencies to service at the small unit level, 
and then gradually learned more about the 
myths and realities of leadership along our 
unique paths.

Key Takeaways:

1. Every leader you have had is a role 
model of either what you want to avoid, 
or to what you aspire. Keep the good 
and discard the bad on your “how-to 
list.”

2. As a judge advocate or paralegal, you 
are an ethical pathfinder for others. You 
live in a glass house where everyone 
can see your actions. You set the tone 

for your unit as the “keeper of the law.” 
Leaders will come to you. Be Ready!

3. Formal leadership courses (officer, ci-
vilian, and enlisted) are only part of the 
process of exposing you to leadership 
principles. You must also read about 
leaders and history to help expand your 
library of skills. The reading lists of The 
Judge Advocate General and Deputy 
Judge Advocate General, the Chief of 
Staff of the Army, and other senior 
leaders are always great places to start.

4. Expand your experiences in different 
types of units, in different locations, 
and in different environments. Lead-
ing a unit in a hostile theater presents 
significantly different challenges than 
in garrison. Similarly, serving different 
types of units, combat, combat support, 
and combat service support, give you 
a different view of the Army and the 
challenges of leadership. This will help 
give you adaptability.

5. Understand yourself. In various lead-
ership courses, you may have taken 
the Myers-Briggs type indicator test to 
help you understand why you approach 
problems a certain way and to help you 
understand others. Beyond understand-
ing your own tendencies, understanding 
what you do not know is as helpful in 
knowing what you do know. Everyone 
has blind spots; understanding some of 
yours will help you develop strategies to 
compensate for them.

6. Empower your team to help make the 
unit a success. This requires you to 
train them, trust them to make good 
decisions, and then give them some 
ownership in finding solutions. As a 
leader, especially a senior leader, all the 
easy problems should be solved long 
before you even know about them.

7. At some point “[y]our job will not 
always be to build the ships and steer 
the wheels. Eventually you must chart 
the courses to ensure those you lead 
know where they are headed.”26 In other 
words, there are times to come when 
you must lead and direct the mission. Be 
bold and be ethical.

8. Develop others. “Leader development 
of others involves recruiting, assessing, 
developing, assigning, promoting, and 
retaining the leaders with the potential 
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for levels of greater responsibility . . . . 
It is the individual professional re-
sponsibility of all leaders to develop 
their subordinates as leaders.”27 Excel-
lent leaders and followers are present, 
actively listen, effectively communicate, 
timely counsel, and equitably develop 
one another. Be the leader that learns 
from subordinates.

9. Both followers and leaders are in con-
stant evolution. Be an ethical and posi-
tive influence on others. Avoid the trap 
of defining yourself or altering your 
destiny by overweighting one leader or 
moment in time.

10. Excellent leadership begins with 
excellent followership.28 “There is a 
tendency to think of people as either 
leader or subordinate but leading and 
following are simultaneous responsibil-
ities.”29 You can build trust within your 
team by being ethical and maintaining 
a “can-do” attitude. Communicate in 
every word and action and understand 
that Character, Presence, and Intellect 
(our core leader attributes) and Leads, 
Develops, and Achieves (our core leader 
competencies) are critical at every level 
of leadership: Direct, Organizational, 
and Strategic.

11. If you do not know, ask a noncom-
missioned officer, civilian leader, or 
warrant officer. They are expert leaders, 
trainers, counselors, developers, and 
will always accomplish the mission. 
Empower them.

Over the years, as we looked back, 
analyzed, and self-critiqued our own 
leadership, we came to realize that, almost 
invariably, we had to charge others with 
obtaining certain results. The reality is that 
leaders must accomplish more than one 
mission contemporaneously while greatly 
concerning themselves with building and 
maintaining relationships with subordi-
nates. As subordinates to others, whatever 
the mission, we recognized that following 
through on our duties was central to our 
leader’s success, as well as vital to our own 
success and meaning.

Conclusion

One of the finest points General McChrys-
tal makes in Leaders is the importance of 

meaning and purpose in all that we do. 
“Sometimes that meaning may take the 
form of driving and achieving results. Other 
times it will take the form of achieving 
some sense of understanding, or hope, or 
identity.”30 Being ethical and equitable in 
our stewardship, recruitment, assignments, 
developmental evaluations, and daily con-
duct defines and differentiates our organi-
zation from others. Whether serving as a 
formal or informal leader, being generous 
of spirit, graceful, and forgiving of mistakes 
empowers those you lead. It is critical to 
our Regiment’s future success and influence 
on ethical leadership that we continue to 
serve as ethical pathfinders who are true to 
our Army ethic and the Army profession. 
You are the future of the Army JAG Corps. 
The JAG Corps’s success is the Army’s 
success. Embrace the challenge of being an 
ethical pathfinder. TAL
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Lore of the Corps
Justice Was a “Casualty of War”
A Kidnapping, Rape, and Murder in Vietnam

By Fred L. Borch III

On 17 November 1966, four infantry-
men—Sergeant (SGT) David E. Gervase, 
and Privates First Class Steven C. Thomas, 
Cipriano S. Garcia, and Joseph C. Gar-
cia—on a five-man reconnaissance patrol in 
South Vietnam entered a small village and 
kidnapped a twenty-year-old Vietnamese 
woman named Phan Thi Mao. The fifth 
man in the patrol, Private First Class (PFC) 
Robert M. Storeby, refused to participate in 
the abduction. He also refused to take part 
in the gang rape of Mao that followed the 
kidnapping. Storeby also had nothing to 
do with the murder of Mao the following 
day, when she was stabbed and then shot by 

PFC Thomas to cover up crimes committed 
against her. What follows is the story of 
this horrific war crime and how, despite 
the trials by general courts-martial that 
followed this kidnapping, rape, and murder, 
justice very much was a casualty of war.1

On 16 November 1966, the five 
Soldiers, all members of C Company, 2d 
Battalion (Airborne), 8th Cavalry Regi-
ment, 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile), 
were selected by their platoon leader for 
an “extremely dangerous” mission: recon-
noitering an area in the Central Highlands 
around Hill 192, where it was thought that 
the Viet Cong were hiding out in a cave 

complex.2 The next day, SGT Gervase (the 
leader of the patrol mission) announced 
that, for the men to have a good time while 
on the patrol, “he was going to see that they 
found themselves a pretty girl and take her 
along for the morale of the squad.”3

In the early morning of 18 November, 
when the five Soldiers began their recon-
naissance mission, they entered a village 
of about a half-dozen “hootches.”4 After 
finding Mao in a hootch she shared with 
her mother and sister, the men bound her 
wrists with rope, gagged her, and took her 
on the patrol with them.

Later that same day, after setting up 
headquarters in an abandoned hootch near 
Hill 192, Gervase announced that it was 
“time for some fun.”5 Gervase then went into 
the hut, where Mao was resting, and sexually 
assaulted her. Private First Class Storeby, 
who refused to take part in the assault of 
Mao that day, would later say that during 
Gervase’s rape of her, “a high, piercing moan 
of pain and despair came from the girl. After 
several minutes, the moan turned to a steady 
sobbing; and this did not cease until, after 
half an hour, Gervase reappeared.”6

Thomas followed Gervase, and found 
Mao naked. She was lying on a table, her 
hands bound behind her back; Thomas 
raped her. The two Garcias, who were 
cousins, were the last to gang rape Mao. 
As for Storeby, he had moved away from 
the entrance to the hut, and remained 
seated “on the grassy turf to one side of the 
structure” during the assault on Mao, which 
lasted about 90 minutes.7 Asked later in 
court what he was thinking about while sat 
on the grassy turf, Storeby replied: “I was 
praying to God that if I ever got out of there 
alive I’d do everything I could to see that 
these men would pay for what they did.”8

After the rape, all five Soldiers went 
into the hootch together. While Mao—
whose hands had been untied and was now 
dressed—cowered in a corner, Gervase, 
Thomas, and the Garcias “reminisced about 
their communal feat, comparing Mao with 

Lieutenant General John J. Tolson, Commanding 
General XVIII Airborne Corps, presents the Silver 
Star and Bronze Medal posthumously to Glanor 
Gay Best and Hugh Best Jr., who are receiving the 
medals on behalf of their deceased son, Hugh E. 
Best III, who was killed in action in 1969 in the 
Vietnam War. (Credit: C. Gene Tyree, 20 June 1969) 
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other girls they had known and talking 
about how long it had been since they had 
a woman.”9

The next morning, the Soldiers got up 
shortly before 0600. Gervase and Thomas 
announced that Mao must be killed. If the 
patrol should encounter the Viet Cong, the 
woman would only get in the way. Even if 
the Americans did not run into the enemy, 
there was a strong possibility that Army 
helicopters scouting the area would see the 
squad and want to know why the girl was 
accompanying them.10

Recognizing that Storeby was a danger 
to himself and the others, Gervase suggested 
that—after the squad decided how to kill 
Mao—Storeby must carry out the murder. 
If Storeby refused, said Gervase, he likely 
would be reported as K.I.A.—killed in action. 
After Storeby refused to take part in any 
killing, Gervase asked the Garcias to commit 
the crime. When the cousins refused, PFC 
Thomas volunteered to kill her.11

After deciding that the murder should 
take place on the summit of Hill 192, so 
that Mao’s body could be disposed of by 
throwing it off a cliff, the patrol set out. 
Before Gervase, Thomas, and the Garcias 
could carry out their plan, however, the 
patrol ran into some Viet Cong. After the 
firefight that followed, and with helicopters 
now heading for their location to assist in 
the fight against the enemy, Gervase and 
Thomas became worried that Mao was cer-
tain to be seen with the patrol. According to 
the record of trial, Thomas said, “Let’s kill 
her and get it over with.” Gervase replied 
with, “All right, go ahead.”12

Thomas then took Mao into some near-
by bushes and stabbed her three times with 
his hunting knife. When she did not die, but 
tried to flee, Thomas caught her and shot her 
in the head with his M-16 rifle.13

Shortly after the murder, SGT Gervase 
radioed his platoon leader to report that, 
in the middle of the firefight with the Viet 
Cong, “a girl was fleeing up the side of” Hill 
192.”14 The platoon leader ordered Ger-
vase to “get the girl.”15 A few minutes later, 
Gervase radioed back that, as he had been 
unable to catch the girl, “that he had had to 
shoot her.”16

Private First Class Storeby, who had 
refused to take part in any of the criminal 
activities of his fellow Soldiers, was now 

determined to report the crime—despite 
threats against his life from the other four 
Soldiers, who insinuated that Storeby 
would be a combat casualty when on a 
future mission. When Storeby’s chain of 
command—including his company com-
mander—would take no action, Storeby 
reported the crime to the chaplain located 
at Camp Radcliff, where Storeby had been 
transferred for his own safety. The chap-
lain, shocked at what Storeby told him, 
immediately called the Criminal Investiga-
tion Command (CID) office; this phone call 
began the process that resulted in general 
courts-martial against Gervase, Thomas, 
and Cipriano and Joseph Garcia.17

All four men were prosecuted for rape 
and murder in March and April 1967—with 
judge advocate Colonel Paul J. Durbin18 
as the law officer and PFC Storeby as the 
chief witness in all four trials. By the time 
the four proceedings concluded, Storeby 
was accused of lying and cowardice. One 
defense counsel even argued that it was 
Storeby who had killed Mao.19 Anoth-
er defense attorney insisted to the panel 
members hearing the case that Storeby had 
“fabricated” the entire story to escape future 
hazardous assignments, like the reconnais-
sance mission.20

At the trial of Thomas, who had done 
the actual stabbing and shooting, the trial 
counsel asked for the death sentence after 
the panel found Thomas guilty of both 
premediated murder and rape. The court, 
however, instead sentenced Thomas to a 
dishonorable discharge and confinement at 
hard labor for life. Major General John J. 
Tolson, the convening authority, approved 
the sentence on 10 June 1967.21

Gervase was found guilty of unpre-
meditated murder, but not guilty of rape—a 
strange result given his role in organizing 
the kidnapping and being the first Soldier 
to sexually assault Mao. The panel sen-
tenced him to a dishonorable discharge 
and ten years in jail; Tolson approved this 
sentence on 10 June 1967, the same day 
he took action in Thomas’s case.22 As for 
the Garcias, Joseph Garcia received fifteen 
years’ confinement and Cipriano Garcia was 
sentenced by the members to eight years’ 
confinement—a good illustration of the 
disparate sentencing that frequently occurs 
at court-martial sentencing by panels.23

So why was justice a casualty of war? 
Because the sentences of all four war 
criminals were drastically reduced after they 
arrived at the U.S. Disciplinary Barracks 
(USDB) on 23 August 1967. Thomas, who 
had been sentenced to life imprisonment, 
was released on parole on 18 June 1970.24 
Gervase never served much of his ten-year 
sentence either; on 9 August 1969, the 
Army released him on parole after he had 
been at the USDB for less than two years.25

And, for the Garcias: On appeal, Joseph 
Garcia’s conviction was set aside by the 
Army Board of Review on the grounds 
that Garcia’s CID interrogators had failed 
to properly advise him of his rights under 
Article 31. While the agents had correct-
ly informed Garcia that he had a right to 
remain silent and to have a lawyer present 
during questioning, the agents had failed to 
tell Garcia that he had the right to “appoint-
ed” legal counsel, who would represent him 
free of charge. At Joseph Garcia’s subse-
quent trial at Fort Leavenworth, he was 
found not guilty.26

Cipriano Garcia’s court-martial verdict 
also was overturned—but by the Court 
of Military Appeals. The Army Board of 
Review examining Cipriano’s proceedings 
decided—contrary to the Board of Review 
that examined his cousin Joseph’s record of 
trial—that the failure to explain the exact 
meaning of appointed counsel was harmless 
error.27 On appeal, however, the Court of 
Military Appeals disagreed. It determined 
that the failure to adequately explain the 
meaning of the right to appointed counsel 
was a constitutional error that required 
Cipriano Garcia’s findings and sentence to 
be set aside.28

At his second trial, however, Cipriano 
Garcia decided to plead guilty to unpremed-
itated murder. The panel sentenced him 
to confinement for four years. When the 
convening authority at Fort Leavenworth 
took action in his case, however, he reduced 
his imprisonment to twenty-two months. 
Cipriano Garcia, now having served more 
time in prison than his approved sentence, 
was immediately released from confine-
ment and restored to duty.29

As for Robert M. Storeby—he left 
Vietnam in November 1967 and was 
honorably discharged in April 1968, at the 
age of twenty-four. Colonel Durbin, who 
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had sat as the law officer in all four trials, 
remembered Storeby as the “real hero” in 
the atrocity.30 Major General Tolson,31 the 
convening authority who had taken action 
in the cases, thought so as well. He signed 
an official letter of commendation, which 
one suspects was authored by the 1st Cav-
alry Division staff judge advocate’s office. It 
reads in full:

You are to be commended for the 
important role you played in seeing 
that justice was done in the recent 
court-martial cases involving four 
soldiers charged with the rape and 
murder of a young Vietnamese wom-
an. Your prompt reporting of this 
serious incident to your superiors and 
subsequent testimony in court were 
essential elements in the apprehen-
sion and trials of the men responsible 
for this brutal crime.

The great pressures you were subject 
to during these critical months are 
appreciated. Yours was not an easy 
task, but you did your duty as an 
American soldier. You should know 
that the courage and steadfastness 
you demonstrated make me proud 
to have you as a member of this 
division.32

What conclusions may be drawn from 
“The Incident on Hill 192,” as the war crime 
was known at the time of the courts-mar-
tial? It certainly was not the Army’s finest 
hour, given the reticence of Storeby’s chain 
of command to investigate the event and 
bring charges against Gervase, Thomas, 
and the Garcias. Only Storeby’s persistence 
and the intervention of an Army chaplain 
got the process rolling. While the four 
court-martial panels did return guilty 
verdicts, the sentences imposed by the 
members—except in the Thomas trial—
were relatively light for a heinous murder 
and gang rape. But readers familiar with 
military justice know that panel members 
are unpredictable at times.

There is only one word, however, 
to describe the Army’s decision to parole 
Thomas after he had served fewer than 
three years of a life sentence: wrong. One 
wonders if Robert Storeby ultimately de-

cided that “doing the right thing” was really 
worth it. After all, justice for Mao was very 
much a casualty of war. TAL

Mr. Borch is the Regimental Historian, Archivist, 

and Professor of Legal History and Leadership at 

The	Judge	Advocate	General’s	Legal	Center	and	

School in Charlottesville, Virginia.
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In Memoriam
W. Hays Parks
A Law of Armed Conflict Icon

By David E. Graham

On 2 June 2021, Hays Parks was bur-

ied amongst his fellow Marines at the 

Marine Corps Cemetery in Quantico, 

Virginia. This was as it should be, for those 
who knew Hays understood that he was a 
Marine’s Marine and a proud, vocal mem-

ber of the Semper Fi fraternity. So, how did 
this dedicated “gyrene”1 find his way to the 
Army JAG Corps? And how did he become 
an internationally-recognized and cited 
expert and scholar in the field of the Law of 
Armed Conflict (LOAC) and the definitive 

U.S. Government voice on essentially all 
LOAC matters? As someone who knew and 
taught, worked, and argued with Hays for 
half a century—or, as the saying goes, “from 
the beginning”—allow me to answer this 
question from a more personal, rather than 
purely professional, perspective.

Hays’s early Marine days have been 
aptly chronicled by Gary Solis (himself no 
stranger to LOAC).2 After his graduation 
from Baylor Law School, Hays entered 
active duty in 1963 and found his niche as 
a military prosecutor. In 1968, he volun-
teered to deploy to Vietnam. Assigned 
to the 1st Marine Division’s Staff Judge 
Advocate Office, he was appointed chief 
trial counsel, where he supervised and 
tried hundreds of cases. Additionally, he 
volunteered for, and was appointed as, 
executive officer of one of the 1st Marine 

Major W. Hays Parks (back row, center) in 1974 while 
on faculty at The Judge Advocate General’s School in 
Charlottesville, Virginia. (Photo courtesy of The Judge 
Advocate General’s Legal Center and School)
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Division’s Headquarters reaction com-
panies, which were assigned to quickly 
respond to enemy attacks against the unit. 
It was in this capacity that, in February 
1969, through what he later described as a 
very long night, he led the Marines under 
his command in repelling an attack by 
North Vietnam Army regular forces. It was 
largely this experience—one of functioning 
as a Marine infantry commander, rather 
than as a judge advocate (JA)—that helped 
shape his approach to operational legal 
issues later in his career.

In the summer of 1972, then-Major 
Parks was selected by the Marine Corps to 
attend the 21st Advanced Course3 at the 
Army’s Judge Advocate General’s School 
(TJAGSA) in Charlottesville, Virginia.4 
It was here that I first met Hays. He was 
among a class of experienced JAs from the 
various Services, many of whom had served 
in Vietnam. Having joined TJAGSA’s In-
ternational Law Division faculty in January 
1972, as a first-term captain, I inherited 
the somewhat unenviable task of providing 
international law instruction—to include 
LOAC—to this seasoned group. Hays 
approached me early in the first semester, 
expressing an interest in writing a thesis on 
a LOAC subject. And, in what I later came 
to know as his typical, no-nonsense fashion, 
he advised me that I need not recommend a 
topic; he had already selected one: “com-
mand responsibility.” With the subject thus 
“decided,” we struck an agreement that I 
would serve as his thesis advisor.

It was apparent early on that Hays was 
far more serious than the great majority 
of his classmates when it came to learn-
ing all that he could regarding LOAC—its 
strengths and weaknesses, as well as its 
many nuances. His was far from a casual 
interest. As we worked through drafts of 
his thesis, I once noted that his approach 
might be a bit too comprehensive and 
overly ambitious. Without hesitation, he 
looked at me, and in his typically straight-
forward manner, he said, “I disagree. You 
have to understand that I want this to be 
the seminal work on this subject.”5 And it 
was, and remains, just that—even all these 
years later. This work proved to be simply 
the first of numerous defining statements 
on complex LOAC issues that Hays would 
author during the course of his career.

In the spring of 1973, given the 
similarity of the legal issues faced by both 
Services, a decision was made to bring a 
Marine JA on to the TJAGSA faculty. Hays 
made his interest in this position known; 
given his classroom performance and the 
fact that the individual selected would be 
assigned to the International Law Division, 
he was a natural choice. Over the next 
two years, we shared a second-floor office 
in the old University of Virginia (UVA) 
Law School (Clark Hall), lived in the same 
apartment complex, and came to know each 
other well. At the time, the conflict in Viet-
nam was still underway, providing much 
material for discussion. We spent much of 
our time debating essentially every aspect of 
LOAC, from both academic and boots-on-
the-ground perspectives.

In a time of long hair and mustaches 
on the Basic Class students (and much of 
the faculty), Hays stood in stark contrast. 
He had a weekly appointment with the 
UVA barber shop, a perfectly-tailored 
uniform, and a take-no-prisoners attitude. 
Basic Class students were both suspicious of 
and awestruck by this recruitment-poster 
Marine. Once, after a heavy snow on a cold 
December morning, Hays—with his back to 
the students—was writing on the black-
board when a snowball from the back of the 
room whistled four inches from his head 
and splashed against the board. In dead 
silence, he paused, slowly turned, looked 
at the class, and said, “If a Marine had fired 
that shot, it would have hit me.” He then 
resumed writing. Seconds later, the room 
erupted into applause. Professionally, Hays 
benefitted significantly from his time at 
TJAGSA, using those years to delve deeply 
into the most contentious of LOAC matters 
and further hone his interest and expertise 
in this area of the law. Most importantly, 
however, from a personal perspective, it 
was in Charlottesville that Hays met Maria 
Lopez-Otin, a UVA graduate student who 
became his wife of forty-five years.

I next encountered Hays in the summer 
of 1979, during my assignment to the 
International Law Division, Office of The 
Judge Advocate General (OTJAG). After his 
time at TJAGSA, Hays held positions at the 
Office of the Secretary of the Navy, serving 
as a congressional liaison, as well as in the 
International Law Division, Navy OTJAG, 

where he headed the Law of War Branch. 
Following these assignments, to the great 
surprise of many, he made the decision to 
resign his regular commission, choosing 
to remain in the Marine Reserve. To those 
who knew him, however, this move made 
perfect sense. He was offered the oppor-
tunity to assume the civilian position in 
Army OTJAG’s International Law Division, 
previously occupied by Wally Solf,6 and 
to serve as the Special Assistant for Law 
of War Matters to The Judge Advocate 
General. We arrived at OTJAG within two 
weeks of each other. And again, for the next 
seven years, though Hays focused exclu-
sively on LOAC matters, we dealt with, 
discussed, and debated a wide range of legal 
issues associated with U.S. military oper-
ations. It was during these years that Hays 
systematically began to position himself 
as the fount of LOAC expertise within the 
Pentagon—an expertise that the Depart-
ment of State soon recognized as well. His 
academic reputation was enhanced during 
these years also, as he was selected to serve 
as the 1984–1985 Stockton Chair of Inter-
national Law at the Naval War College. 
Our frequent conversations over this time 
resulted in the office establishing a physi-
cal presence in—and providing daily legal 
advice to—the Army Operations Center, 
and the concept of a unique legal disci-
pline focused exclusively on the conduct 
of military operations was conceived (later 
implemented as Operational Law).

Upon my return to OTJAG in 1994, 
as the Chief of what was then the Interna-
tional/Operational Law Division, Hays had 
firmly established himself, both domesti-
cally and internationally, as the singular 
U.S. Government spokesman on all matters 
dealing with LOAC. He had authored 
definitive opinions or articles on subjects 
such as assassination and targeted killings, 
the concept of “unnecessary suffering,” 
perfidy in combat, the wearing of enemy 
uniforms, and LOAC applicable to air war. 
He had exercised primary responsibility for 
the investigation of Iraqi war crimes during 
that state’s 1990–1991 occupation of Kuwait 
and had served as a principal U.S. delegate 
for various LOAC negotiations in New 
York, Washington, Geneva, The Hague, 
and Vienna. He was frequently called upon 
as an expert witness in terrorism cases in 
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the United States and Canada; had provided 
LOAC-related testimony on Capitol Hill; 
and was a frequent lecturer at every Senior 
Service School, as well as at many other 
U.S. and foreign venues. Along the way, 
the operational Hays had also managed to 
collect an impressive array of U.S. and for-
eign jump wings and sharpshooter badges, 
and had risen to the rank of Colonel in the 
Marine Corps Reserve—accomplishments 
that further served to burnish his credibility 
with war fighters worldwide.

During my eight years at OTJAG, 
Hays continued to write, opine, serve as 
an adjunct professor at George Washing-
ton University and American University 
Schools of Law, and represent the United 
States in numerous international nego-
tiations. The month rarely passed when 
he was not traveling abroad, testifying, or 
lecturing. His work continued to be cited in 
essentially every law review article dealing 
with a LOAC topic. When a LOAC issue 
arose within either the Chairman’s Legal 
Office or that of the Department of Defense 
(DoD) General Counsel, the question 
inevitably asked was, “What does Hays say?” 
Solely responsible for the legal review of 
proposed Army weapon systems, he con-
sistently dedicated considerable time and 
effort to this task, and the resulting mem-
orandums on scores of such weapons were 
unfailingly comprehensive, but always read-
able. Perhaps his most favored client was 
the Special Operations community, which 
he advised from 1979 until his retirement; 
theirs was a mutual respect. The U.S. Spe-
cial Operations Command recognized Hays 
with exceptional honors in 2001 and 2006. 
And, as always, during these years, Hays 
continued to work tirelessly on drafting and 
coordinating, within the DoD, the produc-
tion of a much-needed replacement for the 
Army’s 1956 Field Manual 27–10 dealing 
with the Law of Land Warfare—a DoD Law 

of War Manual for which he had become 
the singular driving force.7 We debated, and 
sometimes disagreed; but we always arrived 
at a way ahead on matters for which Hays, 
and the office as a whole, were responsible.

After twenty-four years of extraordi-
nary service, Hays departed Army OTJAG 
in August 2003 to join the International 
Affairs Division of the DoD Office of Gen-
eral Counsel. As Chair of the Department’s 

Law of War Working Group, his primary 
goal was the completion and publication of 
the DoD Law of War Manual. By now, it had 
been an ongoing project for almost three 
decades. Despite his best efforts, however, 
it was not to be. With a final draft of the 
Manual finally in hand, politics intervened. 
Following the 11 September 2001 terrorist 
attacks, the U.S. Government issued a num-
ber of highly questionable interpretations of 
LOAC’s application to various aspects of its 
“Global War on Terrorism.” By 2003, there 
was a push by certain non-DoD agencies to 
revise the draft Manual to reflect these new-
ly-conceived views. Consequently, upon 
Hays’s retirement in 2010, the mandated 
substantive re-write of significant portions 
of the Manual was still a work in progress. 
Its publication would not occur for another 
five years. And, while the Manual makes 
no mention of the indispensable role that 
Hays had long played in its development, 
those who were involved in this initiative 
over the years are fully aware that, if not for 
his decades of herculean effort, the Manual 
would never have seen the light of day. 
It is only fitting that his name appears in 
its footnotes more than that of any other 
individual.

Hays was not without his critics. He 
could be opinionated, stubborn, and, at 
times, unduly confrontational. He was also 
the U.S. Government’s most skilled and 
effective advocate on LOAC matters. Those 
who disagreed with his views and chose to 
challenge him in international fora came 
to understand that they must come excep-
tionally well-prepared to do so; for, over 
the years, they witnessed him systematically 
shred positions taken by their fellow del-
egates. His approach toward LOAC issues 
was driven by his unmitigated, oft-stated, 
desire to shield the U.S. warfighter from 
unwarranted and potentially life-threaten-
ing restraints on the means and methods of 
waging armed conflict. In the years follow-
ing his retirement, he focused his efforts on 
producing a book discussing a subject about 
which he had developed a practiced and 
frequently-called-upon expertise—ballistics. 
He was in the midst of extensive research 
for this book when he passed away. He as-
sured me, as he had regarding his Advanced 
Class thesis fifty years earlier, that it would 
be the “definitive” work on this subject. I 

have no doubt that it would have been. So, 
Semper Fi, Hays. We look back on all that 
you accomplished with the deepest of pro-
fessional and personal gratitude and respect. 
You were truly one of a kind. TAL

Mr. Graham is the former Chair of the 

International/Operational Law Division, 
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General’s Legal Center and School. He retired as 

a Colonel from the U.S. Army.
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Leaders from the U.S. Army Trial Defense Service 
met at The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center 
and School in Charlottesville, Virginia, in August 
2021 to attend the Trial Defense Leaders Training 
where they discussed developments in trial 
defense. (Credit: Jason Wilkerson, TJAGLCS)
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Practice Notes
Under a Future 

Shady Tree
A Chat on Diversity, Equity, 

and Inclusion with Colonel 

Luis O. Rodriguez

Interview by Chief Warrant Officer 3 Jessica Marrisette

On 1 June 2021, Colonel (COL) Luis O. Rodriguez assumed his current duties 

as interim director of the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (ODEI), 

Office of The Judge Advocate General (OTJAG). Born and raised in Puerto 

Rico, he has served in the Army for over forty years, in both the Reserve and 

Active Components, as an officer and noncommissioned officer. Previously, 

he served as an associate judge for the Army Court of Criminal Appeals and 

as the Staff Judge Advocate for the 3d Infantry Division, which included a 

one-year combat deployment to Afghanistan. Colonel Rodriguez also served 

as the Chair, Administrative and Civil Law Department, The Judge Advocate 

General’s Legal Center and School; Staff Judge Advocate, U.S. Army South; 

and Deputy Staff Judge Advocate, 25th Infantry Division, which included 

a combat deployment to Iraq. One of his most memorable assignments was 

twenty years ago, while serving as the U.S. Southern Command’s Legal Ad-

visor and Liaison Officer in Colombia, establishing a Military Penal Justice 

Corps and military law school in that nation. Chief Warrant Officer 3 Jessica 

Marrisette, a member of the JAG Corps Council on Diversity, Equity, and 

Inclusion (DEIC) interviewed COL Rodriguez.

Buenos días, señor. ¿Cómo estás?

Good morning, mi amiga Jefe.1

Thanks for allowing me the opportunity to sit with 

you today to discuss your appointment as the first 

Director of the Judge Advocate General’s Corps ODEI.

What led to the creation of this 

new OTJAG directorate?

The short answer is that, while efforts in our military to improve 
diversity, equity, and inclusion are not new, ODEI is partly the re-
sult of the reckoning that has been affecting our republic since the 
murder of Mr. George Floyd. That murder, as we all know, caused 
a need to reexamine past behavior—a reckoning, to occur across 
our nation, a reckoning on racial equity, racial justice, bias, gender, 
and sexual orientation. That reckoning continues to reverberate 
and bitterly affect American society and government institutions 
to this day. It includes (among most in government or industry) a 
renewed desire to determine how inclusive our workplaces really 
are, and to assess how fairly we treat each other while at work.

As one of the government agencies affected by the Floyd 
murder’s reckoning, last summer, our Army renewed diversity, 
equity, and inclusion initiatives that were already under way. The 

Army People Strategy’s annex on diversity notes that the Army is a 
multiracial and multicultural force, and that the nation’s “increas-
ingly complex global responsibilities require” the Army to acquire 
“people with different experiences, values, and backgrounds.”2 In 
June 2020, the Army initiated an effort entitled “Project Inclusion” 
that is operationalizing The Army People Strategy’s DEI goals and 
objectives.3

Meanwhile, in our Corps, The Judge Advocate General 
(TJAG) stood up the DEI Council (DEIC), which began meeting 
and conducting listening sessions across all the Judge Advocate 
Legal Services (JALS), and with retired and former JALS personnel 
by July 2020. Also, in October and November 2020, the Corps con-

Colonel Luis Rodriguez, Interim Director, Office of Diversity, Equity, and 
Inclusion, Office of The Judge Advocate General. (Photo courtesy of author)
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ducted a survey to elicit the views of JALS 
personnel on diversity and inclusion.

By the fall of 2020, a committee 
appointed by the DEIC began to look in 
earnest at what an office dedicated to DEI 
could accomplish for JALS. The work of 
that committee led the DEIC to brief and 
recommend to TJAG the creation of a 
full-time ODEI in JALS. By early 2021, and 
following a review of the survey’s feedback, 
TJAG approved the concept of this office 
within OTJAG, working here in the Penta-
gon and reporting directly to TJAG.

As TJAG stated at the time ODEI was 
created, we are the nation’s premiere law 
firm, and “we can and must be better” in 
becoming a more diverse, equitable, and in-
clusive organization.4 The ODEI’s mission 
is to lead and guide in creating and manag-
ing practices that foster DEI consistent with 
JALS’s core values. That is ultimately what 
ODEI is about—to try to do better for all 
our people in JALS.

As a starting point, how can people 

learn more about this topic?

Anyone in JALS who wants to learn more 
about DEI should review the many docu-
mentary sources the DEIC has been posting 
in its milSuite page.5 Start by learning what 
is meant by the basic terms we use—by 
learning the Army’s definitions of terms 
such as “diversity,” “equity,” and “inclusion.” 
Of course, like all good legal professionals, 
check out the law and, in particular, recent 
legislation on DEI contained in the National 
Defense Authorization Acts for fiscal years 
2020 and 2021.6 Read some of the Con-
gressional Research Service (CRS) reports 
on diversity and inclusion we have posted 
in milSuite,7 which provide a solid histori-
cal background on racial/ethnic inclusion 
issues in our military since the Civil War. 
Next, folks may need to understand what 
the Army is doing regarding its many DEI 
initiatives currently afoot. For this, I rec-
ommend reading The Army People Strategy 
and its DEI annex.8

Again, DEI efforts are not new. Take 
World War II: various committees, task 
forces, and commissions began to address 
desegregation and recommend equal treat-
ment efforts of African-American military 
personnel through the 1960s. These efforts 
led to the eventual creation of the Defense 

Equal Opportunity Management Institute 
and the investigation of discrimination in 
the administration of military justice in the 
1970s through the 1990s. The most cursory 
glance or superficial reading of the CRS 
reports or the many other documentary 
sources we’ve posted in milSuite reveals that, 
for many years and across many presidential 
administrations, our military has consis-
tently sought to address and improve DEI 
concerns in our ranks. My opinion is that, 
overall, there has been progress, albeit slow 
progress. One of my favorite writers, Co-
lombian novelist Gabriel García Márquez, 
had a saying about justice that now appears 
to me quite appropriate concerning DEI in 
our military: “Justice may limp along, but it 
gets there all the same.”9

What will a fully-staffed 

ODEI look like?

The goal is for ODEI to become a 
three-person office, and to adjust that 
footprint as the mission progresses. I began 
to work in the Pentagon in June 2021, and 
right now I’m just directing myself in car-
rying out ODEI’s vision—which is to enable 
the transformation of policies, practices, 
programs, and systems that advance diversi-
ty, equity, and inclusion to the fullest extent 
possible across the breadth (functions) and 
depth (hierarchy) of JALS. However, soon 
the office will have a dedicated legal admin-
istrator, and I am also working hard on cre-
ating a civilian position for a professional to 
assume the duties of director of our office. 
Eventually, once a civilian director is ulti-
mately hired, my successor or I will assume 
the duties of deputy director of ODEI.

How did you prepare 

for this new role?

When TJAG first approved the ODEI 
concept and notified me of my selection 
as the office’s interim director, he told me 
to dedicate time to learning more about 
DEI and to network broadly. I immediately 
enrolled in a DEI certification course from 
the University of South Florida, alongside 
the executive officer of our DEIC, Lieu-
tenant Colonel Paulette Burton, who also 
holds a similar certificate from Cornell 
University. I then began to read and learn 
all I could on the subject. I also began to 
contact DEI practitioners in government 

and industry, and to date I have met with 
many professionals who have readily shared 
with me the issues and challenges they faced 
in enabling DEI in their respective organi-
zations. As a result, I now have a fairly-sub-
stantial directory of folks I can consult with 
concerning DEI and have a pretty good idea 
of the “what,” “how,” and “why” of DEI.

In speaking with many DEI experts, it 
became apparent that one of the main con-
cerns they all had while attempting to fur-
ther DEI in their organizations was in ob-
taining genuine “buy-in” for their diversity 
programs from their leaders. I don’t have 
that problem. Our Corps’s strategic leaders 
have consistently expressed in public and in 
private their unwavering desire, hope, and 
commitment to improving diversity, equity, 
and inclusion in our organization.

Can you tell us a little bit about 

ODEI’s relationship with other 

Services’ legal departments?

The Army is certainly the only one right 
now with dedicated full-time support to-
ward accomplishing DEI initiatives, but all 
the legal offices in the other military depart-
ments or Services (the Marines, Air Force, 
Navy, and Coast Guard), have also stood up 
organizations similar to our DEI Council in 
scope and responsibility. The DEIC and I 
have met with the leaders of all these orga-
nizations quite frequently, and are coordi-
nating with them “lessons learned” and best 
DEI practices for our common benefit.

What initiatives have you been 

working on? Perhaps more 

importantly, what ODEI-related 

decisions have been made?

After “liberating” an office and computer at 
the Pentagon, the first thing I did here a few 
weeks ago was to submit an office budget 
request for the next fiscal year. Further, and 
with the DEIC’s help, much work has been 
done to flesh out the development of a civil-
ian director’s position, and I’m now putting 
some finishing touches on that. I have also 
begun to network with the various OTJAG 
divisions and organizations with whom 
ODEI will work closely in the months 
ahead, such as the Personnel, Plans, and 
Training Office, and Labor and Employ-
ment. Further, with the DEIC’s help, we are 
looking at JALS policies and assessing fur-
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ther DEI training and education initiatives 
for our personnel.

Right now, my office’s focus is internal 
to JALS, but I envision a point at which 
ODEI may help provide the Army with 
some level of legal support in implementing 
its Army-wide DEI initiatives. Mind you, 
the Army is moving fast in this regard. For 
instance, in the last three weeks, I helped 
coordinate the Corps’s response to an 
Army “tasker” requiring the comprehensive 
revision of all published Army regulations, 
policy, field manuals, or published doctri-
nal guidance for any discriminatory bias, 
such as providing or allowing preferential 
treatment to Soldiers or civilian personnel 
based on race, color, sex (to include gender 
identity and pregnancy), national origin, 
religion, or sexual orientation, or other 
protected categories.

This is really good news, sir. It 

goes a long way to know that our 

Regimental leaders did not just 

give you a title and an office, but 

that their DEI efforts, our efforts, 

are in fact genuine and purposeful. 

We are not just “talking the 

talk” here, we are walking it!

Before this appointment, your 

assignment was as a member of the 

judiciary, and you served on the 

JAG Corps’s Council on Diversity, 

Equity, and Inclusion. How has 

your relationship with the Council 

changed now that you have 

taken on this new, formal role?

One thing the Corps may want to know 
is that the Council is not going away just 
because Luis is now at the Pentagon doing 
DEI full-time. I remain a member of the 
Council and take part in its efforts, which 
will continue in the future. I have already 
made recommendations on DEI practices 
and initiatives for the DEIC to consider 
studying in-depth, developing appropriate 
courses of action for TJAG to consider so 
that he can make a well-informed decision 
regarding their implementation across 
JALS. Ultimately, I see the formal relation-
ship between ODEI and DEIC as one of 
co-equals, given that both have direct re-
porting roles to TJAG on the same topic. I 

just happen to now have the ability to think 
about that DEI topic full-time.

What do you hope to accomplish 

in your time as ODEI Director?

Look, I’m fortunate in being able to talk 
with my mother daily. She is a truly cou-
rageous person, who literally put herself 
through school despite much adversity 
in the late 1950s in Puerto Rico, and was 
about to finish her law degree there when I 
was born and she had to assume what was 
deemed a more traditional woman’s role in 
that deeply patriarchal society. I can go on 
and on about her, but one of the hallmark 
traits she has that I’ve tried to emulate is to 
have the courage to question the “why” of 
things. She taught me to always question 
myself, and to also have the wisdom to 
change my mind or position depending on 
the facts I uncover.

I realize that many people don’t know 
what DEI is about or even care to under-
stand the need for an office dedicated to this 
effort, and that there will be many more 
“long-term wins” for ODEI than “quick 
wins” ahead. What I hope is that ODEI will 
become a rich and ready resource for those 
in the Corps who have the courage to ques-
tion things, who wish to act in good faith 
toward the diverse teams they now lead, 
who want to learn more about DEI, and 
who maintain a willingness to reexamine 
past behavior and aim to simply do better.

When I told my mother I was going 
to do this job instead of retiring from the 
Corps this summer as I had originally 
planned to do, she said to me that I was 
“planting trees whose shade” our young 
people in the Corps now would one day en-
joy. I hope to get the help and advice of our 
folks in planting these trees. And, perhaps, 
one day our diverse legal teams will get to 
rest in their shade. TAL

COL Rodriguez is the Director, Office of 

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, Office of The 

Judge Advocate General at the Pentagon in 

Washington, D.C.

CW3 Marrisette is a Strategic Communications 

Officer at the Strategic Initiatives Office, Office 

of The Judge Advocate General at the Pentagon 

in Washington, D.C.
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Practice Notes
The Domestic Violence Victim Addition 

to the SVC and LA Programs

By Captain Joshua D. Bell

It is Day 1 in your job as the new special victims counsel (SVC), 
and you get a call requesting SVC services for a victim of domes-

tic violence. Your automatic inclination is to inquire further as to 
whether or not the victim is a victim of a sexual offense; otherwise, 
you are of the belief that they are not eligible for services. But then 
you remember the training you received on domestic violence at 
the SVC certification course, which drives you to dig deeper.

The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2020 
(FY20 NDAA)1 brought sweeping changes across the military, 
especially for the SVC Program. While changes such as advising 
SVC clients on retaliation and making SVC services available at all 
installations are important updates to the program, the most im-
pactful change to the SVC Program is that SVCs can now represent 

victims of domestic violence offenses. Starting 1 December 2020, 
the Army SVC Program began accepting these clients, subject to 
the parameters below. This will impact the SVC Program and the 
legal assistance attorneys (LAAs), as LAAs and SVCs will need to 
work together on which actions each can take, respectively.

Section 548 of the FY20 NDAA provides that, before 1 
December 2020, the Army must implement a program for “legal 
counsel” for victims of domestic violence offenses that are other-
wise entitled to legal assistance under 10 U.S.C. § 1044e.2 Qualifying 
offenses include Articles 128(b), 128b(1), 128b(5), and 130 of the 
Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), when committed against 
a spouse, intimate partner, or immediate family member; any other 
allegation or violation of the UCMJ when committed against a 

(Credit: ST.art – stock.adobe.com)
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spouse, intimate partner, or immediate 
family member; and any attempts of these 
offenses under Article 80.3 Used in this 
context, the terms spouse, intimate partner, 
and immediate family member, are defined 
using Article 130(b), UCMJ.4

While the term “legal counsel” is 
not defined in Section 548,5 this role will 
primarily be taken on by LAAs—with the 
Chief of Legal Assistance (CLA) requesting, 
through the SVC Program office, an SVC to 
represent the victim in the following cases:

1. [If there is an alleged sexual offense 
covered under Article 120.]6

2. If the victim makes a restricted or 
unrestricted report of aggravated assault 
under Article 128(b), UCMJ,7 commis-
sion of a violent offense against a spouse, 
an intimate partner, or an immediate 
family member under Article 128b(1), 
UCMJ, or strangulation/suffocation 
under Article 128b(5), UCMJ.8

3. Court-martial charges are preferred, 
the trial counsel requests an interview 
with the victim with the intent to prefer 
charges, or an adverse administrative 
separation or officer elimination hearing 
is initiated against the subject.

4. In any other case where the LAA as the 
primary attorney believes that SVC rep-
resentation will better serve the client 
and the [Legal Assistance Office] and 
SVC Program Manager agrees to assign 
an SVC to the victim.9

In lieu of an LAA, one example of 
a situation where SVC assistance could 
further the representation is when Crim-
inal Investigation Division (CID) requests 
a crime scene examination and the crime 
occurred in the victim’s barracks room. 
Legal assistance attorneys must be able to 
recognize these triggering events because 
they will need to disclose them to their CLA 
so that the CLA can reach out to the SVC 
regional manager to detail an SVC—pref-
erably from the same installation.10 When 
an SVC cannot be detailed at the same 
installation, an SVC at the nearest Army 
installation should be detailed in order to 
comply with the NDAA requirement to 
have an SVC available within seventy-two 
hours of the request.11

Sometimes, LAAs will also be certi-
fied as SVCs. To alleviate the emotional, 
physical, and mental burden it can place on 
a victim, it should be a normal practice for 
the LAA to continue representation once 
a triggering event is captured—pending 
approval from the CLA and SVC region-
al manager. This will provide the victim 
much-needed relief in knowing that they 
have one attorney providing legal services 
to them, instead of having to go through 
two attorneys. Today, victims of sexual 
offenses usually do not have the same SVC 
from representation onset to case com-
pletion; thus, this is a possible solution to 
allow continuous representation through-
out the process. While SVCs and LAAs still 
rotate out of the positions due to mission 
and career requirements, the addition of 
LAAs will result in less common occurrenc-
es where the victim has a new or multiple 
SVCs/LAAs.

On certain occasions, an LAA and SVC 
will dually represent a domestic violence 
victim. The LAA will represent the client 
on issues covered under Army Regulation 
(AR) 27-3, paragraph 3-5.12 These issues 
include, but are not limited to: marriage, 
legal separation, divorce, financial nonsup-
port, and child custody and visitation. In 
accordance with AR 27-3, chapter 7, and 
the SVC Handbook, the SVC will provide all 
legal services associated with the criminal 
or adverse administrative cases—with the 
exception of collateral misconduct.13 The 
Trial Defense Service will service collat-
eral misconduct arising out of SVC/LAA 
representation.

Legal assistance attorneys should know 
that they will be the primary attorney 
assigned to represent domestic violence 
victims, as SVC representation does not 
automatically trigger.14 Many of the issues 
that an LAA will come across can be found 
in AR 27-3; however, for the LAA that 
receives a domestic violence client that does 
not fit in AR 27-3, it is important to know 
what to do.15

Since SVC representation is not 
automatically triggered, LAAs representing 
domestic violence victims will need to be 
aware of their additional responsibilities. 
For example, the LAA will need to inform 
clients of scheduled interviews. The LAA 
will coordinate with law enforcement to 

attend the interview, and advocate for their 
client’s rights. Legal assistance attorneys 
will also need to establish relationships with 
both on-post and off-post law enforcement 
to ensure the client’s rights are protected. 
These relationships with CID, Military 
Police investigators (MPI), and local law 
enforcement will ensure 1) efficient com-
munication and 2) protection of victims’ 
rights.

For SVCs assigned to domestic 
violence victims once a triggering event 
occurs, SVCs will coordinate with CID, 
MPI, and/or local law enforcement for 
the interview and throughout the military 
justice process, advocating for clients’ Ar-
ticle 6b rights until final case disposition.16 
The investigative process is where most 
difficulties lie.

The investigative process for both an 
SVC and LAA can be difficult from the 
onset of an allegation of domestic violence, 
and nuances center around the alleged 
UCMJ article violated and the location 
of the offense(s). For instance, CID only 
investigates domestic violence offenses 
when there is an allegation of strangulation, 
aggravated assault causing death or grievous 
bodily harm, and assaults consummated by 
a battery to children under sixteen years.17 
All other on-post domestic violence offens-
es are investigated by MPI.18 When offenses 
occur off-post, local law enforcement will 
take the report and require the victim to 
file a complaint in order for prosecution to 
occur on the civilian side. Special victims 
counsel still need to be involved—even if 
the ability to advocate for victims is limited.

Special victims counsel assigned to 
represent domestic violence clients must 
form and continue relationships with 
military justice advisors, special victims trial 
counsel, special victims prosecutor teams, 
CID, and now MPI. Additionally, SVCs 
must create continuing relationships with 
other programs associated with domestic 
violence—including the Family Advocacy 
Program, local law enforcement, and civil-
ian prosecutors. In forming these relation-
ships, Section 550A in the FY20 NDAA 
mandates that counsel receive appropriate 
training in the state criminal justice laws of 
the state (or states) in which the installation 
is located.19 These relationships will be a 
key foundation in providing domestic vio-
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lence victims with the services they need to 
combat the traumatic event(s) experienced. 
Special victims counsel should coordinate 
early and often with these points of contact 
to foster good relationships for the sake of 
their clients.

Terminating representation of a do-
mestic violence victim will not change the 
process of an SVC once a terminating event 
occurs. The SVC, once a terminating event 
occurs, will terminate representation just 
as they would for a sexual offense victim.20 
However, the SVC, if in a dual representa-
tion capacity with an LAA, should ensure 
a warm transfer to the LAA as the sole 
representative to conclude any final areas 
of assistance for the victim, such as divorce, 
family support, or transitional compensa-
tion, if applicable.21

As SVC caseloads are expected to 
increase with the addition of domestic 
violence clients, coupled with an upward 
trend in domestic violence offenses, it is 
even more important to ensure proper 
management of caseloads.22 Special victims 
counsel must maintain an accurate report 
of their number of clients to ensure proper 
management of caseloads, so that assign-
ment of new cases is fluid and within the 
limits mandated by Congress.23 Another 
suggestion to accommodate the uptick in 
caseloads is to create more SVC positions to 
address the NDAA caseload restrictions—of 
course, this would depend on the installa-
tion. While additional billets would not be 
an instant relief, over time, it will counter 
the increased caseload of current SVCs.

In response to the addition of domestic 
violence victims, SVCs and LAAs assist-
ing domestic violence clients will also be 
required to undergo specific training24 in 
legal issues commonly associated with do-
mestic violence offenses.25 This will include 
training on issues of domestic violence, 
representation in intimate partner violence, 
and other relevant topics. This training 
for SVCs will come in the form of training 
blocks during the SVC certification course, 
with LAAs receiving specialized train-
ing through similar blocks of instruction 
conducted by the Director of Soldier and 
Family Legal Services in coordination with 
The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center 
and School and the Criminal Law Division, 
Office of The Judge Advocate General.26 

Another suggestion for Offices of the Staff 
Judge Advocate (OSJAs) is to continue pro-
viding training on the nuances of domestic 
violence representation, through leader 
professional development. As this addition 
to the SVC/LA Programs is a major change, 
there will be periodic updates that the 
LAO—and the OSJA—should be aware of to 
ensure quality representation of victims.

In summary, the addition of domestic 
violence victims as clients for SVCs and 
trained LAAs will result in new challeng-
es. But with proper communication and 
relationship building, coupled with training 
opportunities, SVCs and LAAs will be 
ready to address the new clients and pro-
vide competent and zealous representation 
to domestic violence clients. TAL

CPT Bell is the Deputy Brigade Judge Advocate 

for the 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team, 3d 

Infantry Division at Fort Stewart, Georgia.
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Practice Notes
A Brief Summation on Gender-Based Violence

Military Readiness and Judge Advocates

By Major Dimitri J. Facaros

A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal 

knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.
1

Imagine, as a judge advocate (JA), you are assigned to a world-re-
nowned institute as a teaching fellow. In your first few days, an 

expert, while physically holding his work in his hands on “Inte-
grating Gender Perspectives into International Operations,”2 asks 
you to use a U.S. lens to discuss gender-based violence (GBV)3 and 
gender perspectives for an upcoming course. You respond that you 
will need time to review some resources.4 You frantically scour the 
standard JA materials, but you are unable to quickly ascertain an 
understanding of GBV. Now that you are aware that your standard 
references do not contain an outline of GBV, how do you respond? 
How do you prepare your course?5

The answer to this hypothetical is complex. The answer is 
not simply within a regulation or publication; it is more dynamic 
than a rudimentary understanding of gender rights. Gender-based 

violence is an umbrella term that includes sexual assault and harass-
ment. Thus, the topic demands a nuanced grasp of international 
human rights law (IHRL) and international humanitarian law 
(IHL),6 an appreciation of the political considerations embodied in 
gender rights, and a general understanding of military initiatives 
aimed at preventing GBV. The complexities distil to one word: 
readiness.

In his 2016 guidance, the Army Chief of Staff defined readiness 
as the “ability to fight and win our Nation’s wars.”7 Judge advocates 
achieve readiness by being competent. Competence8 is our lethality, 
and it “requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and prepa-
ration reasonably necessary for the representation.”9 Achieving 
competence may take time, as competence encompasses anticipat-
ing and preventing legal problems.

(Credit: nito – stock.adobe.com)
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Although GBV may not be in your dai-
ly vernacular, reviewing world and military 
GBV statistics may change that. “[A]bout 
1 in 3 (30%) of women worldwide have 
experienced either physical and/or sexual 
intimate partner violence or non-partner 
sexual violence in their lifetime”;10 and, 
in 2018, the U.S. military reported “an 
estimated 24.2 [%] of active duty women 
and an estimated 6.3 [%] of active duty men 
indicated experiencing sexual harassment.”11 
As the statistics12 highlight the pervasive 
nature of GBV, JAs should have a reference 
tool that both provides a brief summation 
of GBV and, in certain places, correlates 
the international underpinnings of GBV 
to military practice. Simply put, this GBV 
summation seeks to complement your com-
monly referenced materials.

What Is GBV?

The United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR) defines GBV as 
“violence that is directed against a person on 
the basis of gender or sex including acts that 
inflict physical, mental, or sexual harm or 
suffering, threats of such acts, coercion and 
other deprivation of liberty”13—such as cruel 
and degrading treatment, sexual harassment, 
and physical assault. The U.S. Department of 
State defines GBV as “any harmful threat or 
act directed at an individual or group based 
on actual or perceived biological sex, gender 
identity and/or expression, sexual orienta-
tion, and/or lack of adherence to varying 
socially constructed norms around masculin-
ity and femininity. It is rooted in structural 
gender inequalities, patriarchy, and power 
imbalances.”14 Some examples of this include 
intimidation at work and community 
practices, like honor killings. Integrated in 
GBV is violence, which is defined as “[t]he 
intentional use of physical force or power, 
threatened or actual, against oneself, another 
person, or against a group or community, 
that either results in or has a high likelihood 
of resulting in injury, death, psychological 
harm, maldevelopment, or deprivation”15—
for instance, forms of neglect. Gender-based 
violence is predicated on violence and 
inequality—the unequal power relationship 
between men and women.

As an “umbrella term,” GBV describes 
“any harmful act that is perpetrated against 
a person’s will and that is based on socially 

ascribed (i.e. gender, race and ethnici-
ty, etc.) differences between males and 
females”16—the gender pay gap or the lack 
of access to education, for example. Crimes 
involving GBV may not include sexual vi-
olence; however, GBV and sexual and gen-
der-based violence (SGBV) are often used 
interchangeably;17 and, as the majority of 
GBV victims are women, violence against 
then is often interchangeable with GBV.18 
The UNHCR’s use of SGBV is “to empha-
size the urgency of protection interventions 
that address the criminal character and 
disruptive consequences of sexual violence 
for victims/survivors and their families.”19 
Gender-based violence as an umbrella term 
is translatable in the military.

Although the Uniform Code of Mili-
tary Justice (UCMJ) does not specify GBV 
as a crime, the UCMJ punishes a number 
of criminal acts commonly associated with 
GBV. Those may include charging sexu-
al harassment20 or sexual assault.21 In an 
operational environment, finding trans-
latable phrases to describe the underlying 
criminal conduct may present a challenge. 
Gender-based violence may be the common 
vernacular in an operational setting, which 
normally has an international component.

Although each State has its own penal 
code, partners may reference the underlying 
misconduct as GBV when referencing crim-
inal conduct internally or externally to their 
respective government. This reality is due 
to an increase of GBV in areas of interna-
tional and non-international armed conflict. 
Such violence—perpetrated by military 
actors—against combatants and non-com-
batants (primarily women) residing in those 
areas or working alongside militaries—can 
arise.22 That violence may include “torture, 
sexual violence and forced marriage.”23 
However, the concept of “mainstreaming” 
may combat GBV.

Types of GBV and Mainstreaming

Although GBV and its types vary, women 
victims remain the majority.24 Although 
there is more than one definition, it is 
helpful to review a violence against women 
definition to identify the diverse types of 
GBV. As an example, the Beijing Decla-
ration and Platform for Action defines 
“violence against women” as “any act of 
gender-based violence that results in, or 

is likely to result in, physical, sexual or 
psychological harm or suffering to women, 
including threats of such acts, coercion or 
arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether 
occurring in public or in private life.”25 The 
types described in this definition are not an 
exhaustive list.26 Addressing the idiosyn-
crasies of each type of GBV is a challenge; 
however, there is a common methodolo-
gy used to grapple with GBV. Instead of 
aiming policies targeted at the diverse types, 
the international community and a variety 
of States implement the method of “main-
streaming”—a strategic initiative aiming at 
long-term structural changes.

Mainstreaming is a methodology 
that serves to combat GBV by identifying 
that gender plays a crucial part in a polit-
ical economy.27 It is a method sensitive to 
gender roles within a socio-political analysis 
that aims for equality.28 It “involves ensuring 
that gender perspectives and attention to 
the goal of gender equality are central to all 
activities—policy development, research, 
advocacy/dialogue, legislation, resource al-
location, and planning, implementation and 
monitoring of programmes and projects.”29 
Although this is one method, it is globally 
accepted and employed in a variety of differ-
ent sectors from education to the military.

In the U.S. military, which aims to 
eradicate GBV in the ranks, mainstreaming 
is affected by a whole government action 
approach; examples of this include the 
recent programs, policies, and amendments 
implemented to the UCMJ. Amending the 
procedures and policies of reporting sexual 
assault and harassment and changing the 
UCMJ are just two examples of attempts 
to eradicate types of GBV in the military. 
There are other examples. The National 
Center on Domestic and Sexual Violence 
(NCDSV) comprises a number of military 
policies aimed at reducing GBV.30 These 
attempts primarily focus on efforts to rid 
GBV from the ranks, but such efforts are 
translatable to an operational setting. Oper-
ationally, although not explicitly highlight-
ed, each U.S. legal brief on the law of war 
describes GBV as a crime, even if GBV is 
not discussed directly. That is because GBV 
is predicated on the breach of the targeting 
principles of military necessity and distinc-
tion. Such violations of IHL can be war 
crimes and violate IHRL.
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GBV: IHRL, IHL, and U.S. Policies

The United Nations (U.N.) defines human 
rights as “rights inherent to all human 
beings, regardless of race, sex, nationality, 
ethnicity, language, religion, or any other 
status.”31 Rights include “the right to life 
and liberty [and] freedom from slavery 
and torture.”32 International Human Rights 
Law protects these rights.33 Although IHRL 
was slow to identify GBV as a human right 
violation, the U.N. Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
Against Women (CEDAW),34 also known 
as the Global Bill of Rights for Women, 
captured the global push to eradicate dis-
crimination and helped to ensure women’s 
rights were encompassed in human rights. 
This was clearer when CEDAW General 
Recommendation No. 19, as adopted by 
the CEDAW committee, framed violence 
against women as a form and manifestation 
of gender-based discrimination.35 The Gen-
eral Recommendation No. 19 also identi-
fies risk to those women living in areas of 
ongoing armed conflicts.36

Areas of IHL also address the issue 
of sexual vulnerability of women in war. 
Most notably, Additional Protocol I to the 
Geneva Conventions states, “Women shall 
be the object of special respect.”37 More 
recently, U.N. Security Council Resolution 
(UNSCR) 1325 recognized “the need to 
implement fully international humani-
tarian and human rights law that protects 
the rights of women and girls during 
and after conflicts.”38 In 2009, the U.N. 
appointed a Special Representative of the 
Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in 
Conflict.39 The Special Representative has 
increased awareness of GBV.40

If the U.N.’s mission is to strive for 
peace, it is NATO’s job to prepare for war. 
Nevertheless, NATO recognizes the link 
between IHRL protections and war-making 
effectiveness and is implementing policy 
initiatives to combat GBV. For example, 
NATO is incorporating UNSCR 1325 into 
core tasks of collective defense, crisis man-
agement, and cooperative security.41 NATO 
continues to promote gender equality as a 
means of combating GBV. Those charged 
with its implementation are the NATO-ap-
pointed Gender Advisors,42 something the 
U.S. military has also adopted43 as it contin-
ues to implement UNSCR 1325.

The UNSCR 1325 is a seed; and, 
although its growth may not be readily 
recognizable and its effect may not felt 
on the daily life of a JA just yet, America’s 
gender perspective is growing. Domes-
tically, the United States has worked 
diligently at inserting gender perspectives 
into its national action plan. In 2011, 
then-President Barack Obama announced 
a national action plan on women, peace, 
and security.44 Other national efforts as 
seen through The Women, Peace, and 
Security Act of 201745 and the new presi-
dential guidance,46 have paved the way for 
the Department of Defense to launch its 
framework and implementation plan for 
women, peace, and security.47 The same 
complexities of GBV definitions are in the 
solutions, as it takes a number of different 
initiatives with different approach angles 
to address the dynamic and murky world 
of GBV. As seen through the fruits that 
have fallen on a daily life of a JA, proce-
dural and substantive changes continue 
to occur. Recently, for example, the Army 
Command Policy has nested discrimina-
tory harassment within the Army Harass-
ment Prevention and Response Program, 
as well as the Military Equal Opportunity 
Policy and Program.48

Conclusion

Discussing GBV, with a U.S. lens and 
within an international environment, is 
complex. Any person who attempts to 
provide answers within the complexity 
might be exasperated when analytical and 
thoughtful policies aimed at eradicating 
GBV, either internally or externally, are 
viewed in the media49 or defined in a re-
sponse.50 The center of these stories, as ex-
amples, focuses on GBV; more specifically, 
it focuses on violence by male military 
members against women (who may be in 
the military themselves, or non-combatant 
civilians). As a result, as an umbrella term, 
GBV receives attention both interna-
tionally and nationally. Indicative of that 
attention is the JA’s responsibility to antic-
ipate and prevent GBV-related problems, 
highlighting the readiness requirement to 
train GBV, as well as JAs’ responsibility 
in helping commanders implement new 
plans and regulatory updates. This GBV 
summation serves JAs as a reference tool 

to help maintain their lethality by develop-
ing their competency in a dynamic area of 
the law. TAL

MAJ Facaros is the Group Judge Advocate for 

the 3d Special Forces Group (A) at Fort Bragg, 

North Carolina.
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Practice Notes
Love in the Time of COVID

Rethinking the DoD’s Position on Excusable Delays in Contingency 

Contracting

By Captain Jason M. Floyd

Always remember that the most important thing in a 

good marriage is not happiness, but stability.
1

The Novel Coronavirus Disease of 2019 (COVID-19) frustrated 
certain performance aspects of Department of Defense (DoD) 

contracts across the world. Among other things, contractors had 
problems getting their employees into and out of the Combined 
Joint Operations Area–Afghanistan (CJOA–A). Non-contracting 
activities2 were desperate to understand the associated rules, de-
manding contractors “figure out” a way to solve such entry and exit 

requirements. Contracts’ terms often frustrated the commanders 
who were to benefit therefrom. The DoD should revise its position 
on excusable delays—or lack thereof.

An Overview of the FAR’s Current 

Excusable Delay Clauses

Generally, DoD contracts awarded under the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation (FAR) contain provisions that excuse performance due 
to circumstances beyond a contractor’s control. When applicable, 
the clause can prevent terminations and the assessment of actual or 
liquidated damages. In the face of what should be excused-perfor-

(Credit: Mr Doomits – stock.adobe.com)
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mance, if the Government accelerates these 
tasks, the contractor can refuse to acceler-
ate their performance, or seek recovery of 
additional compensation for the accelerated 
part of their performance. Moreover, it is 
unclear whether the Government can ter-
minate a contract for its convenience based 
on a contractor’s invocation of the excus-
able delay clause without a resultant breach.

Variety Is the Spice of Contracts

Not all contracts are created equal.3 That 
is certainly true with respect to provisions 
concerning defenses involving excusable 
delays. The type of excusable delay clause 
contained in a contract will depend largely 
on whether the contract is 1) commercial 
and 2) fixed-price.4 In non-commercial 
fixed-priced supply and service contracts,

[e]xcept for defaults of subcontrac-
tors at any tier, the Contractor shall 
not be liable for any excess costs if the 
failure to perform the contract arises 
from causes beyond the control and 
without the fault or negligence of the 
Contractor. Examples of such causes 
include (1) acts of God or of the 
public enemy, (2) acts of Government 
in either its sovereign or contractu-
al capacity, (3) fires, (4) floods, (5) 
epidemics, (6) quarantine restrictions, 
(7) strikes, (8) freight embargoes, and 
(9) unusually severe weather. In each 
instance the failure to perform must 
be beyond the control and without 
the fault or negligence of the Con-
tractor.

If the failure to perform is caused by 
the default of a subcontractor at any 
tier, and if the cause of the default 
is beyond the control of both the 
Contractor and subcontractor, and 
without the fault or negligence of 
either, the Contractor shall not be 
liable for any excess costs for failure 
to perform, unless the subcontracted 
supplies or services were obtainable 
from other sources in sufficient 
time for the Contractor to meet the 
required delivery schedule.5

The clause used in fixed-price con-
struction contracts adds to the enumerated 

list of causes for delay, above, “[d]elays of 
subcontractors or suppliers at any tier aris-
ing from unforeseeable causes beyond the 
control and without the fault or negligence 
of both the Contractor and the subcontrac-
tors or suppliers . . . .”6 However, in those 
contracts, a contractor must also “with-
in [ten] days from the beginning of any 

delay (unless extended by the Contracting 
Officer), [notify] the Contracting Officer in 
writing of the causes of delay.”7

The clauses for commercial items,8 
and simplified acquisitions for other than 
commercial items,9 are similar to the clause 
for non-commercial fixed-price service 
and supply contracts. The former two 
clauses add an additional basis for “delays of 
common carriers” and create a requirement 
for two separate notices—one “as soon as it 
is reasonably possible” after the excusable 
delay begins, and another when such delay 
ends.10

Cost-reimbursement type contracts 
contain similar requirements to fixed-
priced supply and service contracts, but 
go a bit further. In order to terminate the 
contract, the contracting officer (KO) must 
have ordered the contractor, in writing, 
to purchase the supplies or services from 
other sources (if that was the cause), and 
the contractor failed to reasonably comply 
with such order.11 Otherwise, the delay is 
excusable.12

This may come as a surprise to some, 
but the DoD’s supplement to the FAR 
(the DFARS) does very little to add to13 or 
modify14 these clauses—even in contingency 
environments.

Diagnosing the Symptoms of Excusable Delay

“Not every fire or quarantine or strike, or 
freight embargo” excuses delayed perfor-
mance.15 The contractor has the burden of 
proof, first with respect to the existence 

of the enumerated basis for delay.16 The 
contractor must then establish a causal 
connection between the basis and its de-
layed performance.17 Moreover, only those 
delays that affect the overall completion 
of work (referred to as delays affecting the 
“critical path”) are excusable.18 Finally, the 
events giving rise to the delay must have 

been “beyond the control” of, and “without 
the fault or negligence” of the contractor.19 
For high-dollar non-commercial contracts, 
the supplies or services must not have been 
“obtainable from other sources” (i.e., alter-
nate subcontractors).20

“Beyond a contractor’s control” takes on 
three explanations. An event is not beyond 
the contractor’s control if 1) the event 
is considered foreseeable at the time of 
contracting, and the contractor enters into 
the contract without making provisions to 
protect itself—here, the contractor will have 
been deemed to have assumed the risk;21 
2) the contractor could prevent it from 
occurring;22 and 3) it could have overcome 
the effects of the event. The first and third 
applications are relevant to COVID-19.23 
If the contract was awarded before the 
COVID-19 pandemic disrupted entry and 
exit pathways,24 then these circumstances 
should generally warrant an excusable delay. 
However, if the contract was awarded after 
COVID-19 disrupted entry and exit path-
ways, and if the contractor failed to make 
proper provisions to ensure it is able to per-
form in accordance with the delivery dates 
and/or periods of performance under the 
contract, then the contractor can be said to 
have assumed the risk of delayed entry/exit 
of its personnel. Further facts are necessary, 
on a case-by-case basis, to determine wheth-
er the contractor “could have overcome 
the effects” of such closures. The facts will 
vary depending on the KO’s direction in the 
contract regarding mode of transportation,25 

“Not every fire or quarantine or strike, or freight 
embargo” excuses delayed performance. The contractor 

has the burden of proof, first with respect to the 
existence of the enumerated basis for delay.
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the availability of commercial air, travel 
restrictions per country, and the contrac-
tor’s attempts at negotiating with sovereign 
nations regarding such restrictions.

“Fault or negligence” refers to acts 
or omissions of the contractor that cause 
delay. Courts have held that U.S. Gov-
ernment-caused delay is without the 
contractor’s fault or negligence. In Sterling 

Millwrights, Inc. v. United States, the “United 
States Department of the Army [contracted 
for] the first step in a two-step bidding pro-
cess for the construction of a chrome-plat-
ing facility for the inner surfaces of 120-mil-
limeter M256 cannon barrels mounted on 
the M1A1 tank.”26 When the contractor 
failed to deliver the chrome-plating facility, 
the court held that this was due to the 
Army’s delays.27 For its part, the Army 
was unable “to review the large volume of 
highly complex technical shop drawings 
associated with this project” due to a lack of 
expert staff.28 As such, the contractor could 
not have been “at fault.”29 In the context 
of COVID-19 and overseas operations, it 
is important to ensure that commanders 
are aware that onerous and last-minute 
public health measures may act to solidify 
a contractor’s non-performance or delayed 
performance if it sufficiently interferes with 
the contractor’s ability to gain access to the 
place of performance. For example, a sudden 
requirement to conduct polymerase chain 
reaction testing for COVID-19 before arriv-
ing in theater, a change from a requirement 
to do so before or after arrival, would perhaps 
result in a delay properly attributable to the 
Government.30

An additional requirement in 
non-commercial contracts valued at more 
than the simplified acquisition threshold, 
is that the supplies or services subject to 
delay were not available through alternate 
sources or subcontractors.31 The term 
“subcontractors” has been extended to com-
mon carriers.32 Status as a subcontractor is 
determined by whether “the prime contrac-
tor” and its supplier were dealing with each 
other on a regular and continuous basis in 
order to fill requirements under contract.33 
Here, if the contractor typically uses a 
particular carrier to transport its personnel 
or equipment, such entity may be deemed a 
subcontractor—even if no enforceable con-
tractual relationship between the two exists. 

Ergo, all those supplies typically delivered 
to contingency contractors from FedEx may 
be subject to an excusable delay.

Government Action in the Face 

of Excusable Delays

When told by a contractor of its prospec-
tive inability to perform, the Government 
is faced with a choice. By the terms of the 
contract, the bargained-for exchange of the 
legal detriment requires that the Govern-
ment sit on its hands while the contrac-
tor deals with the delay. However, if the 
Government desires delivery or completion 
in advance of the excusable delay, then 
the Government can assert its need for an 
acceleration of performance. Still, because 
such a demand is akin to a change order, 
the contractor may be entitled to addition-
al compensation. Less obvious though, is 
when a contractor decides that they will not 
comply with the demand for acceleration.34 
What, then, is the Government’s remedy (if 
any)? Can it terminate the contract? That is 
the hard question.

Acceleration

We’ll grow old waiting.
35

Compensable acceleration occurs 
when, in the face of an excusable delay, the 
Government orders the contractor to per-
form before the legal basis for the delay has 
concluded.36 Recently, the Court of Federal 
Claims reaffirmed the following elements of 
a constructive acceleration claim:

1. that the contractor encountered a 
delay that was excusable;

2. that the contractor requested from 
the government an extension of 
time due to the delay;

3. that the government denied the 
contractor’s request for an exten-
sion of time;

4. that the government demanded 
completion of the contract in a 
shorter amount of time than the 
contractor was entitled to, given 
the excusable delay; and

5. that the contractor was required 
to expend additional resources to 
adhere to the schedule on which 
the government insisted.37

Doubtless, various delays in a contin-
gency environment would be intolerable. 
For example, delays would not be tolerable 
for the mobilization of a private security 
contractor to a place where there are in-
sufficient U.S. and coalition forces to cover 
camp security. An example of a similarly 
intolerable delay is where the closing of 
international air travel has kept a dining 
facility’s contractor employees without 
leave, without backfill, and working more 
than the 8-hour shifts without a day off—as 
required according to their employment 
agreements—which causes them to go on 
strike. As such, the Government will typi-
cally demand performance where it believes 
it necessary. And contractors will almost 
always happily comply.

Terminations for Convenience During 

Excusable Delays

It is when contractors cannot comply, 
regardless of the amount of added compen-
sation, that the Government has to grapple 
with what happens next. The Government 
generally has an inherent, statutory, and 
contractual right to terminate its contracts 
with private businesses.38 In light of these 
rights, “a proper termination for conve-
nience does not constitute a breach of 
contract[;] it limits the monetary recovery a 
contract awardee can collect.”39 However,

[t]he United States are as much 
bound by their contracts as are indi-
viduals. If they repudiate their obliga-
tions, it is as much repudiation, with 
all the wrong and reproach that term 
implies, as it would be if the repudia-
tor had been a State or a municipality 
or a citizen.40

Therefore, terminations for conve-
nience are within the decision-making au-
thority of KOs, but can be deemed breaches 
based on judicial determinations of bad 
faith or abuse of discretion.41 That is to say, 
the possibility of a convenience termination 
“is not an open license to dishonor contrac-
tual obligations.”42

Historically, courts allowed termina-
tions for convenience as a manner of “risk 
allocation.” Convenience terminations were 
a mechanism for “relieving the government 
of the risk of receiving obsolete or useless 
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goods. The risk was shifted to the contrac-
tor, that it could lose the full benefit of its 
expectations if circumstances changed too 
radically.”43

However, what happens when the 
Government and its contractors have antic-
ipated the occurrence or risk, and allocated 
it in writing with sufficient clarity? Can the 
Government terminate that contract for 
convenience merely because the contractor 
responds to a demand to accelerate with, 
“I’d love to, but can’t. And I am excused 
from doing so?” When the Government 
terminates a contract for its convenience 
because the contractor invokes a govern-
mental obligation, “it risks violating one of 
contract law’s most fundamental principles, 
that all contracts must be supported by 
consideration.”44 The bargained-for terms 
of the contract require the Government to 
excuse performance during the pendency of 
its cause. It would seem a convenience ter-
mination for such a reason, standing alone, 
would be “like the mirage of the desert with 
its vision of flowing water which yet lets 
the traveler die of thirst”—in other words, 
an illusory promise.45

At least, that was the case before the 
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit 
limited the Torncello holding to “the unre-
markable proposition that when the Gov-
ernment contracts with a party knowing 
full well that it will not honor the contract, 
it cannot avoid a breach claim by adverting 
to the convenience termination clause.”46 
Meanwhile, in his dissent, Judge Duff 
noted, “[i]f all that the [Torncello] court had 
to say was that the government should not 
enter into a contract in bad faith, then the 
majority of judges in that case expended too 
great an effort.”47 And so, in 2013, the Court 
of Federal Claims seems to have swung the 
pendulum back toward Torncello. In Tiger-

Swan, the court explained that bad faith 
and abuse of discretion were two grounds 
on which to find a termination for conve-
nience improper.48 But it also named the 
reasoning in Salsbury as a third.49 Instead of 
enlarging the Government’s authority for 
convenience terminations as The Sink-

ing-Fund Cases and Lynch would fear, the 
court in TigerSwan seems to have revived 
the principles in Torncello when it held that 
TigerSwan survived a motion for judgment 
on the pleadings. The court stated a conve-

nience termination is improper “where the 
government has engaged in some form of 
improper self-dealing for its own benefit.”50 
That is all to say, that the law with respect 
to the propriety of convenience termina-
tions in response to contractors invoking 
their contractual rights is as clear as mud.51

Excusable Delays Are Sometimes Insufferable

The effect of delays in contracting could 
be devastating. As of the fiscal year (FY) 
2020 4th quarter U.S. Central Command 
census, there were 22,562 contractor 
employees in Afghanistan.52 That’s a slight 
reduction from the same time in 2016 
(25,197),53 2017 (23,659),54 2018 (25,239),55 
and 2019 (24,202).56 However, the number 
of contractor employees have consistently 
dwarfed troop levels over the same period: 
there were 9,800 troops in 2016,57 11,100 
in 2017,58 14,000 in 2018,59 approximately 
13,000 in 2019,60 and approximately 2,500 
as of 15 January 2021.61 And, during the 
drawdown, contractors were spread thin.62 
There are few, if any, redundancies.

To say that the DoD is dependent 
upon contractors is an understatement. In 
areas of armed hostilities where a minimum 
force posture exists, the DoD’s reliance 
on contractors for private security; intel-
ligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance 
capabilities; base life support activities; 
construction; general maintenance and re-
pair; improvised explosive device detection; 
and information technology support is a 
threat to the success of the mission where 
contractors can forego performance due to 
an excused delay.63

The Government Accountability 
Office found that, during FY10 to FY12, 
the “DoD awarded 16 [non-competitive] 
contracts, valued at $1.2 billion,” because 
of urgent operational needs.64 That signals 
that the DoD was unwilling, or unable, to 
take action to fill the gaps using U.S. troops, 
coalition forces, or DoD civilians. Instead, 
the DoD relied on contractors to quickly 
mobilize and begin performance. And that 
was long before COVID-19.

Inexcusable, Merely Compensable, 

and Stable Performance

Life . . . was nothing more than a system 

of atavistic contracts,

banal ceremonies, preordained words, with 

which people entertained each other . . .
The dominant sign in that paradise of 

provincial frivolity

was the fear of the unknown.
65

The DoD should deviate from the 
generally applicable clauses in the FAR: 
these excusable delay clauses have no place 
in a war zone. These “atavistic contract” 
terms only obscure the desires of the 
parties. Commanders do not want to deal 
with delays, and their wartime contractors 
want to perform (for additional compen-
sation). Other mechanisms can sufficiently 
address any issues stemming from subjects 
enumerated in these clauses. If performance 
becomes more expensive, the contractor 
should request an equitable adjustment for 
increased costs. If performance becomes 
more difficult, the contractor can engage 

To say that the DoD is dependent upon contractors is 
an understatement. In areas of armed hostilities where 
a minimum force posture exists, the DoD’s reliance on 

contractors for private security; intelligence, surveillance, 
and reconnaissance capabilities; base life support activities; 
construction; general maintenance and repair; improvised 

explosive device detection; and information technology 
support is a threat to the success of the mission where 

contractors can forego performance due to an excused delay.
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in discussions with the KO to determine 
the best course of action. Finally, if per-
formance is commercially impracticable, 
convenience terminations should be clearly 
available to the Government.

Self-Executing Accelerations 

with Provision for Payment

In place of delays, the default position 
should be an increase in compensation. As 
discussed above, when a contractor asserts a 
valid basis for an excusable delay, the Gov-
ernment’s bargained-for exchange leaves it 
with allowing for a delay in performance as 
a default position. The KO can then choose 
either to accept that delay or accelerate 
performance. Still, the Government has to 
take an affirmative act to accelerate such 
performance. However, if the Government 
always chooses to accelerate performance—
as is currently the case across the contract-
ing enterprise overseas—why not make that 
its default position?

Suppose a contractor is confronted 
with a valid excusable delay. First, the con-
tractor’s logistics coordinator determines 
that they are unable to confirm transporta-
tion for employees and equipment in suffi-
cient time to meet the start of performance. 
That logistics coordinator immediately 
phones the logistics manager. The logistics 
manager digests the information immedi-
ately and asks others within the company 
to verify alternate arrangements. There 
are alternate arrangements, but at a much 
higher cost because of extra-contractual 
requirements and the airline’s booking poli-
cies requiring a decision within twenty-four 
hours. After preparing a sufficient summary 
of the facts, the logistics manager reaches 
out to the contracting officer’s representa-
tive (COR), informing them that the con-
tractor is unable to meet the deadline due to 
the excusable delay, but that there are alter-
nate travel arrangements if the KO would 
agree to modify the contract to allow for 
the alternate. The COR emails the contract 
specialist, who is in a different country be-
cause of the withdrawal of U.S. forces. After 
the specialist arrives to work and reads the 
email, they send it to the KO to determine a 
course of action. The KO, having no previ-
ous experience with excusable delays, sends 
it to the contract law attorney. The attorney 
immediately responds that the contractor is 

entitled to the delay, but the KO can modify 
the contract with additional funding after it 
has been certified by the resource manager. 
All of this communication takes three days. 
The modification would take another three 
days. So the contractor is unable to meet the 
deadline and unwilling to make alternate 
arrangements because it fears it would not 
be repaid its increased costs.

In a universe where the excusable delay 
clause is modified to allow for additional 
compensation in lieu of additional time, 
this back-and-forth could be avoided. 
Instead of gathering data sufficient to justify 
a delay (recall the notice requirement of 
certain provisions), the contractor could 
be gathering data sufficient to justify an 
increase in its compensation—and all the 
while continuing performance. “Equita-
ble adjustments in this context are simply 
corrective measures utilized to keep a 
contractor whole when the Government 
modifies a contract.”66 The DFARS could 
modify the FAR clauses to only allow for 
equitable adjustments when performance 
becomes more expensive due to what would 
be an excusable delay. Instead of allowing 
delay, this approach allows contractors to 
recover the costs of these alternate travel 
arrangements through the submission of a 
request for equitable adjustment. Increased 
compensation, not excused delay in perfor-
mance, would be the “corrective measure 
utilized to keep a contractor whole.”67

The current equitable adjustment 
principles generally require government 
action. “An equitable adjustment is the 
difference between the cost of the work 
required by the contract and the cost of the 
changed work . . . .”68 Work can be changed 
either through Government action (such as 
a change order or a constructive change) or 
changed conditions (including failure by the 
Government to accurately describe work).69 
In the context of excusable delays, the 
Government action needed is an order to 
accelerate. As described above, requiring an 
affirmative act by the Government is often 
time-consuming and can interfere with dili-
gent performance. Therefore, it is necessary 
to modify the clauses concerning excusable 
delays to allow for equitable adjustments. 
For example, the following modification 
to the non-commercial fixed-priced supply 
and service contracts70 would be beneficial:

Except for defaults of subcontractors 
at any tier, the Contractor may submit 

a request for equitable adjustment under 

DFARS 252.243-7002 if it can establish 

that it would have failed to perform the 

contract, and such failure would have 

arisen from causes beyond the control 
and without the fault or negligence 
of the Contractor. Examples of such 
causes include . . . 71

This modification would direct a 
contractor, faced with what would be an 
excusable delay, to continue performance 
and submit a request for equitable adjust-
ment under existing contract provisions. It 
would not serve to modify existing case law 
regarding excusable delays. Rather, it would 
work to weave the applicable prerequisites 
for the existence of an excusable delay into 
whether compensation is available under 
this DFARS deviation.

Clarifying the Availability of 

Convenience Terminations

As described above, when faced with a con-
tractor who cannot accelerate performance 
when ordered to by a KO, the Govern-
ment’s right to terminate for its conve-
nience is unclear. Telling a contractor to 
“go pound sand,”72 when the parties agreed 
to allow (properly) excusable delays at the 
time of award, seems to violate something 
that the contract presupposes should be 
done. If the Government and the contractor 
did not agree—i.e., if the clause was lacking 
from the contract—then there would be no 
dispute that the Government could termi-
nate its contract for convenience. There 
would be nothing on which the contractor 
could rely to say that the Government 
agreed to wait whenever it experienced de-
lay. Removing these excusable delay clauses 
would clarify that the Government can 
terminate its contracts for convenience.

Conclusion

The war is in the mountains . . .

For as long as I can remember,

they have killed us in the 

cities with decrees,

not with bullets.
73
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In government contracting, common 
law doctrines should give way when detri-
mental to the public interest.74 The roots of 
the doctrine of excusable delays are sensible 
in normal times. However, in a contingen-
cy environment, where the DoD relies on 
its contractors as a part of the total force, 
COVID-19 has taught us that excusable 
delays are misunderstood, unwanted, and 
often unbearable. When informed of a 
contractor’s notice of delay, commanders 
are generally disappointed that the Govern-
ment cannot demand action without incur-
ring additional cost; and, even if willing to 
bear the cost, demanding action will take 
some time. They are incensed when told 
that contractors do not have to comply with 
demands for acceleration. A more accurate 
depiction of what occurs in contingency 
environments should be given to defense 
contractors at the time of contract forma-
tion. The DoD should deviate from the 
allowance of a delay and, instead, default to 
the allowance of additional compensation 
in the face of what would otherwise be an 
excusable delay.

Gabriel Garcia Marquez once re-
marked “[i]n reality the duty of a writ-
er—the revolutionary duty, if you like—is 
that of writing well.”75 The DoD’s duty 
to its contractors is to give them realistic 
expectations of its actions when faced with 
excusable delays. Department of Defense 
policy—or rather the absence of a DoD ex-
ception from the FAR—currently expresses 
a willingness to excuse certain delays in 
performance. These “decrees” are fine in 
the cities, but the “war in the mountains” 
leaves room for neither excuse nor delay in 
contingency contracting. TAL
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Practice Notes
Leadership and JAG Corps Military Spouses

By Kerry L. Erisman

Leaders who have heart will also have the hearts of those they lead.
1

You and your spouse anxiously await word from the Personnel, 
Plans, & Training Office (PPTO) on your next assignment. 

Your spouse is hoping to obtain a highly sought-after staff judge 
advocate (SJA) or other leadership position. Will all the hard work, 
dedication, and time apart be worth it? Will it be rewarded with a 
coveted leadership position?

Great news: you get word from PPTO that your spouse will 
become an SJA next summer. Through the excitement and celebra-
tion, our instincts as military spouses kick in. We think of all the 
things we need to do before our upcoming permanent change of 
station. Except this time, it’s different. This time, there is one other 

area we start contemplating. What is our role as an experienced 
military spouse? What, if anything, is expected of us?

This article addresses the contemporary role of spouses who 
choose to assume leadership roles while their spouses are in lead-
ership positions. It will focus on leadership and influence, critical 
thinking and how you can use it to your advantage, effective com-
munication, and team building.

Misperceptions Debunked

To begin, let’s clear up a common misperception. As a military 
spouse, whether you assume a leadership role is entirely up to you. 

Army War College spouses had the privilege of sitting down and discussing important issues with Mrs. Ellyn Dunford, spouse of the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
(Photos courtesy of author)
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There is no outside pressure and your 
spouse will not be penalized if you choose 
not to participate. Long gone are the days 
where the efforts of the spouses were men-
tioned in their partner’s evaluations/fitness 
reports (“great command team” or, spouse 
was “instrumental in creating a solid com-
mand team”).2 Our role is vastly different 
than it was twenty or thirty years ago.

Today, over 50 percent of military 
spouses work, while others are pursuing ed-
ucational opportunities and exploring their 
own interests.3 Military leaders actively 
advocate for military spouses’ employment 
rights and the easy transfer of professional 
licenses between states so that spouses may 
continue their careers without interrup-
tion or costly fees.4 For example, in 2018, 
the Secretaries of the Army, Air Force, 
and Navy sent letters to all state gover-
nors asking them to give reciprocity from 
state to state for military spouses for their 
licensing—this would ensure their ability to 
continue their careers uninterrupted.5 It is a 
crucial retention issue; therefore, it benefits 
the military to assist with spouses’ employ-
ment rights and opportunities.6

The bottom line is, the role of the 
military spouse in today’s military service 
is whatever you make it. If you decide to 
actively participate, it must be for the right 
reasons. Don’t do it out of a sense of obli-
gation. Don’t do it because you believe it is 
expected. Don’t do it because you believe 
it will further your spouse’s career. If you 
choose to actively participate, do it because 
it is something you desire to do and you can 
handle the time commitment. If you choose 
to participate, take time to think about your 
leadership style, how you can positively 
influence others, how you can use critical 
thinking skills to benefit the spouse groups, 
and the importance of communication and 
team building in developing an effective 
and cohesive group.

Leadership and Influence

When I teach leadership to experienced 
military spouses, I start by asking, “who in 
this room considers themselves a leader?”7 
A few raise their hands, but most do not. I 
tell them the following: By virtue of your 
experience as military spouses, you are all 
leaders. Younger spouses will look to you 
for advice and mentorship. The day you 

show up at a new installation, you will be 
looked at as having all the answers and 
experiences, even though you have no idea 
where anything is on post. Once I explain 
this, their heads nod, and a few military 
spouses will provide examples of their expe-
riences to further emphasize the point.

If you choose to take on the role of 
an experienced leader spouse, think about 
leadership and the type of leader you want 
to be. What is leadership? Leadership is a 
catchword. There are thousands of books 
on leadership and just as many definitions. 
For our context, leadership is motivating 
others to achieve a common purpose. 
Competent, experienced spouse leaders take 
care of people, are flexible (i.e., not afraid 
to think outside of the box), maintain a 
positive attitude, and never compromise 
their credibility.

As an experienced spouse leader, ask 
yourself, how will I encourage participation 
and influence others in a nonthreatening 
manner? How will I lead without being 
overbearing? We must be cognizant of 
the fact that we are married to a Service 
member leader; so, if we are threatening 
and overbearing, spouses will be intimi-
dated and feel they have no choice but to 
participate.8 Be clear from day one that 
participation is strictly voluntary and that 
you understand the challenges and compet-
ing interests spouses face today. Let spouses 
know that it is entirely okay not to par-
ticipate at all or to participate on a limited 
basis. Also, let spouses know that if you call 
them for help, it is okay to say no.

There is a changing dynamic in the 
role of spousal groups today, including 
what people need and what they want from 
the group. You will face a diverse member-
ship that includes active male spouses and 
spouses of same-sex marriages in larger 
numbers than ever before. What will you 
do to ensure all spouses feel welcome? 
What will you do to encourage participa-
tion from those spouses who are interested 
in participating but may be reluctant? These 
are all issues that you will face as a senior 
spouse leader that did not exist in the past.

You also need to ask yourself the 
following: How will you lead a group of 
spouses in the twenty-first century? To 
do so, you must understand the changing 
dynamic of today’s spouses. In the past, 

spouses relied on coffees, meetings during 
the day, and wives’ clubs consisting of 
stay-at-home moms, with the primary form 
of information sharing being face-to-face 
communication. Today, it is much differ-
ent. Now, spouses rely heavily on social me-
dia as the main source of connections and 
information gathering. Spouses also work 
in much greater numbers than in the past, 
decreasing the time available for participa-
tion in yet another outside activity. Also, 
the changing face of military leaders has 
an accompanying increase in the diversity 
of spouse groups. As both female Service 
members and Service members with same-
sex spouses continue to increase in num-
ber, male spouses are increasingly present. 
Today, there are also more single parent 
Service members that may need assistance 
on short notice.

How will you make all spouses feel 
welcome? How will you ensure your group 
is inclusive to all? Begin by looking at the 
invitation’s message. Does it suggest that 
all are welcome? An event entitled “La-
dies Night Out–Bunco!” or “Wives Meet 
and Greet” is obviously not inclusive and 
welcoming to all. Also, look at your theme. 
Gown shopping for the upcoming post ball 
will probably not attract male spouses. As a 
leader, don’t be afraid to speak with individ-
ual military spouses and ask them what they 
would like to see.

Given the heavy reliance of online 
platforms, senior military spouses must 
adapt to the greater use of social media and 
phone applications for group text messag-
ing. For example, use online invitations. 
They are free and easy to use. If you find 
this intimidating, ask the younger spouses 
for help. Many are knowledgeable about 
social media and will be happy to assist. 
Also, consider developing a Facebook page 
to share non-sensitive information and 
post pictures of events.9 Using these online 
resources will reach a larger audience and 
make more people feel included and likely 
to participate.

By starting to think about these issues 
now, you will feel much more comfortable 
when confronted with them. The key is 
establishing open communication with all 
spouses to develop an understanding of the 
needs and concerns of the new and diverse 
group of spouses present today.
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Critical Thinking

From time to time, military spouse groups 
will face issues and disagreement, and mil-
itary spouse leaders should be available to 
assist in resolving these conflicts. Conflicts 
left unresolved may cause dissention and 
can threaten the cohesiveness of the group. 
For example, consider the following: your 
military spouse group has fundraised mon-
ey for local charities but now can’t decide 
which charitable organizations should re-
ceive the money. There are several propos-
als on the table, but there is no consensus. 
As the senior military spouse, how can you 
help resolve this?

A key component of leadership is the 
ability to problem solve through critical 
thinking.

What is critical thinking? The Oxford 

Dictionary defines critical thinking as “[t]he 
objective analysis and evaluation of an issue 
in order to form a judgment.”10 Critical think-
ing helps to analyze and evaluate information, 
and it provides the best opportunity to reach 
the correct decision. As senior spouses, we 
need critical-thinking skills to effectively 
lead because it will produce more effective 
results. A key to critical thinking is ensuring 
we don’t jump to conclusions. Take your time 
and gather the facts, analyze them in a logical 
manner, and always keep an open mind 
during the process.

In terms of the fundraising for local 
charities scenario, it would behoove you to 
ask the spouses questions about each of the 
proposals to gather the facts. Have someone 
write down the answers. How will each 
charitable organization use the money? 
Who will benefit from the money? Does 
the organization have ties to the military 
and local installations?

Next, take the answers and organize 
them so you can evaluate the facts in a logi-
cal manner. To help evaluate the facts, look 
back at the original intent of the fundrais-
ing. What are the fundraising goals? Do any 
of the missions of the charitable organiza-
tions better meet the original fundraising 
goals? Ensure that the group is not unneces-
sarily restricting solutions to only a couple 
of choices. Are there other solutions not yet 
proposed which may be a better fit?

Finally, encourage all involved to keep 
an open mind throughout the process. Be 
open to alternative solutions and consider 

other possibilities, and don’t be afraid to 
consider newly-presented information. 
Now that you have completed the steps 
above, discuss the findings with the group 
and see if there is better consensus on 
what to do with the money. If all seem like 
viable options, consider splitting the money 
among charitable organizations.

As the scenario illustrates, critical 
thinking helps to resolve issues. When you 
are faced with a group who cannot reach 
a consensus, talk through the issues with 
the group using critical thinking and the 
ideas discussed in this article. The discus-
sion itself is often the most important part 
of reaching a decision. If everyone feels as 
though their position was heard, it will be 
easier for them to get behind an ultimate 
decision with which they do not necessarily 
fully agree. This will help to resolve issues 
that otherwise may cause disagreement and 
threaten the unity of the group.

Communication and Team Building

Imagine the manager of the New York 
Yankees telling his baseball team that they 
cannot communicate during a game. That 
includes talking, hand signals, or other 
gestures. How effective will the team be 
without communication and team work? 
Not very. Communication is key in sports, 
and it is also key in delivering your message 
as senior military spouses. Likewise, team 
building is another key component of effec-
tive military spouses’ groups.

Senior military spouse leaders must 
be able to effectively communicate. Ensure 
your message is clear and geared toward 
your audience. For example, if you are 
speaking with local residents with no 
affiliation with the military, be careful not 
to use military jargon and acronyms. The 
same jargon and acronyms, however, will 
be more easily understood when speaking 
with a group of military spouses—unless, of 
course, they are newer spouses.11 The key is 
to always know your audience.

While communication can be verbal, it 
can also be non-verbal. Remember that body 
language can detract from your message, 
so be cognizant of your non-verbal ges-
tures. We all have listened to people speak 
while they are fidgeting with their hands or 
holding a pen and clicking it, so be careful to 
avoid these distractors while speaking.

Effective internal communication 
is also important for groups of military 
spouses. One method of ensuring effective 
communication is through team building to 
establish connections and trust within the 
team. Working together as a team and ef-
fectively communicating will build a strong, 
motivated team with a solid bond. Team 
building gives spouses the opportunity to 
learn from each other.

There are many types of team build-
ing activities, including games and social 
gatherings. One way to start this before 
the team members know each other well is 
through the use of icebreakers. Icebreakers 
give spouses the chance to learn about each 
other and find things they have in com-
mon. There are many types of icebreakers, 
so check the Internet for a few that sound 
interesting to you.12 There are also games 
that build camaraderie. The focus of these 
games is on working together and bonding. 
Team scavenger hunts and escape rooms, 
for example, require teams to work togeth-
er toward a common cause.

Social gatherings are also an effective 
way to build a team. For example, consider 
going to a place that has a karaoke machine. 
Encourage everyone to participate, as this 
will bring a closeness and bond among 
the group. Another type of social gather-
ing is through physical activity. If you are 
stationed in Hawaii, for example, schedule a 
nonstrenuous hike for the group. Whatever 
you schedule, just remember that—as the 
purpose of team building is to include all 
members and ensure they all benefit from 
the activity—all members of the group need 
to complete it. As a leader, ensure that the 
same small groups do not always hang out 
together so there is a mix and the entire 
group bonds. You know the group, so 
ensure you choose an activity that every-
body can comfortably participate in and 
complete.

Conclusion

To wrap up, this article reviewed the con-
temporary role of spouses who choose to 
assume leadership roles while their partners 
are in a leadership position; leadership and 
influence; critical thinking and how best 
to use it to your advantage; and, finally, 
effective communication and team building. 
Using the skills and strategies discussed in 
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this article will help lead to a great team 
with many unforgettable experiences! TAL

Mr. Erisman has been a military spouse for the 

past twenty-three years. He retired from the 

Army after twenty-eight years of service as a 

judge advocate and military police officer, and 

is now an Associate Professor of Legal Studies 

at the American Military University in Charles 

Town, West Virginia.
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COL Douglas K. Watkins, former Chief Circuit 
Judge, 3d Judicial Circuit and Chief Judge, Office 
of Military Commissions, received the Legion 
of Merit from Chief Trial Judge COL Tim Hayes 
during his retirement ceremony in July 2021.



The courtroom in Fort Riley, Kansas, sits in the 
U.S. Army’s 3d Judicial Circuit. (Credit: Bethany 
Boutte, Fort Riley, Kansas)
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No. 1
Conversations with the 

Last Five Chief Trial Judges 
of the Entire1 U.S. Army

Interviews by Colonel Fansu Ku

If you’re going to be a lawyer and just practice your profession, well you have a skill, so you’re very much like a plumber; but if you want to 

be a true professional, you will do something outside yourself, something to repair tears in your community, something to make life a little 

better for people less fortunate than you. That’s what I think a meaningful life is—one lives not just for oneself, but for one’s community.
2

Each of the five Chief Trial Judges (CTJ) that I have had the 
privilege of working with in my two tours as a military judge is 

a true professional, just as Justice Ginsburg envisioned. Their rev-
erence for the Trial Judiciary is uniform even if their individual ju-
dicial philosophies diverge. Most of all, they have exemplified The 
Judge Advocate General’s (JAG) Corps’s four constants in all that 
they do: Principled Counsel, Mastery of the Law, Stewardship, and 
Servant Leadership. Each have dedicated themselves to those they 
lead and believes that judges must maintain decisional indepen-
dence, master their craft, and better our profession and Corps. I 
asked each of them the same questions—questions designed to cap-
ture what they chose to do with the opportunities they were given, 
and their advice for those who may seek to follow the same path. I 
thoroughly enjoyed my conversations with five giants of our Trial 
Judiciary and hope you take away insights for your own practice. 
Below is a brief summary of the career paths that led them to the 
Trial Judiciary, followed by their answers to my questions3:

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley (2006–2011)

Colonel Henley served as Trial Counsel, 2d Infantry Division, 
Camp Casey, Korea; Training Officer, Trial Counsel Assistance 
Program, Arlington, Virginia; Special Assistant U.S. Attorney, 
U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Columbia; Chief, Ad-
ministrative Law, U.S. Military Academy, West Point, New York; 
Senior Defense Counsel, 2d Infantry Division, Camp Casey, Korea; 
Professor, Criminal Law Department, The Judge Advocate Gen-
eral’s Legal Center and School, Charlottesville, Virginia; Military 
Judge at Fort Hood, Texas, Mannheim, Germany, and Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina; and CTJ, Arlington, Virginia. He served as CTJ 
for over five years until he retired in 2011.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis (2011–2014)

Colonel Hargis served as Trial Defense Counsel, 2d Armored Di-
vision, Fort Hood, Texas; Administrative Law Attorney, III Corps, 
Fort Hood, Texas; Chief, Military Justice, 6th Infantry Division 
(Light), Fort Wainwright, Alaska; Senior Defense Counsel, Fort 
Hood, Texas; Professor, Criminal Law Department, The Judge Ad-
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vocate General’s Legal Center and School, 
Charlottesville, Virginia; Military Judge 
at Fort Drum, New York, Fort Carson, 
Colorado, and Fort Bliss, Texas; Staff Judge 
Advocate, the U.S. Army Special Forces 
Command (Airborne), Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina; Chief Circuit Judge at Fort Bliss 
and Kuwait/Afghanistan/Iraq; and CTJ, 
Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Judge Hargis served 
as CTJ for three years.

Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn (2014–2017)

Colonel Osborn served as Chief, Interna-
tional Law, Deputy Officer-in-Charge, and 
Trial Counsel/Assistant S3 Operations Of-
ficer, 1st Armored Division, Germany, and 
Southwest Asia; Chief, Administrative Law, 
Military District of Washington; Litiga-
tion Attorney, Senior Litigation Attorney, 
and Chief of Military Personnel Branch at 
Litigation Division; Chief, Military Justice, 
III Corps, Fort Hood, Texas; Deputy Staff 
Judge Advocate and Staff Judge Advocate, 
2d Infantry Division, Camp Red Cloud, Ko-
rea; Strategic Planner, Joint Staff, District 
of Columbia; Military Judge, Fort Stewart, 
Georgia; Chief Circuit Judge, Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina; and CTJ, Fort Belvoir, 
Virginia. Judge Osborn served as CTJ for 
three years.

Colonel Mark Bridges (2017–2019)

Colonel Bridges served as Trial Counsel and 
in other positions at Fort Stewart, Geor-
gia; Appellate Attorney, Defense Appel-
late Division, Arlington, Virginia; Chief, 
Military Justice, Fort Bliss, Texas; Senior 
Defense Counsel, Hawaii; Defense Counsel, 
Office of Military Commissions, District of 
Columbia; Assistant Professor of Law, U.S. 
Military Academy, West Point, New York; 
Staff Judge Advocate, 25th Infantry Divi-
sion, Schofield Barracks, Hawaii; Military 
Judge at Fort Carson, Colorado, Korea, and 
Hawaii; Chief Circuit Judge, Hawaii; and 
CTJ, Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Judge Bridges 
served as CTJ for two years.

Colonel Tim Hayes (2019–Present)

Colonel Hayes served as Administrative 
Law Attorney and Trial Counsel, Fort Sill, 
Oklahoma; Officer-in-Charge at Giessen 
Law Center, Germany; Chief of Operation-
al Law, 1st Armored Division, Baghdad, 
Iraq; Senior Defense Counsel, Fort Hood, 

Texas; Deputy Staff Judge Advocate, Fort 
Sill, Oklahoma; Military Judge, Fort Hood, 
Texas, and Fort Bliss, Texas; Staff Judge 
Advocate, 2d Infantry Division, Camp Ca-
sey, Korea; Chief Circuit Judge, Joint Base 
Lewis-McChord; and CTJ, Fort Belvoir, 
Virginia. Judge Hayes has been serving as 
CTJ since 2019.

What was your vision for 

the Trial Judiciary when 

you became the CTJ?

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley

For Judge Henley, who is the only one in 
this group who had not served as a Chief 
Circuit Judge before becoming the CTJ, 
this job was not about one person, but what 
he could do for the entire Trial Judiciary. 
He was the CTJ for more than five years 
until he retired because he loved the job 
and what he could do for the institution. 
His vision was to leave the Trial Judiciary 
in a better place than when he came in. 
To that end, he wanted to maintain the 
Trial Judiciary’s reputation as fair and 
impartial, while ensuring decisional inde-
pendence—the ability to rule as the judge 
sees fit without professional or personal 
consequences. Judges may err, but there is a 
judicial remedy that does not include com-
manders or staff judge advocates calling for 
the removal of a particular judge. As Chief 
Justice Roberts famously said, “[w]e do not 
have Obama judges or Trump judges, Bush 
judges or Clinton judges. What we have is 
an extraordinary group of dedicated judges 
doing their level best to do equal right to 
those appearing before them.”4 Similarly, 
in the military context, we do not have 
government judges or defense judges; we 
have judges who are doing their level best 
to ensure fairness of the proceedings. Judge 
Henley had to envision what the Trial Judi-
ciary was going to look like in five years and 
prepare people now to take the bench.5 Part 
of that was to grow the bench with compe-
tent, qualified judges who could make the 
right decisions under pressure; recognized 
that they could not be the story; and knew 
that, if they became the story, they had lost 
control of the courtroom.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis

When Judge Hargis took over from Judge 
Henley, he felt like the kid that had been 
given the key to the family car by his father; 
he had to make sure he did not wreck it. 
As he inherited a fabulous organization, he 
started by ensuring he did not break it. His 
vision later morphed to focus on the indi-
vidual judges within the Trial Judiciary and 
the tools they needed to do their job effec-
tively and well. He famously told Malcolm 
(Mac) Squires, Army Court of Criminal Ap-
peals (ACCA) Clerk of Court, that his goal 
was to put ACCA out of business. While 
he recognized that eliminating mistakes 
was an impossible goal (he was dealing 
with people, and any organization dealing 
with people is going to make mistakes), he 
hoped to reduce them to the lowest number 
possible. To that end, he sought to have the 
judges embrace a trial philosophy of “fair, 
right, and once.” Institutionally, he thought 
it best to structure the Trial Judiciary into 
three equal tiers: 1) people who came into 
the Trial Judiciary for their three-year tour 
(allowing them to decide the Trial Judiciary 
was not for them, or for the Trial Judiciary 
to decide that the bench was not for them); 
2) people who were good judges, but want-
ed to go do something else and then return 
at a later date; and 3) judges—some “return-
ees” from the second group—who are in the 
Trial Judiciary for the rest of their career. 
Judges in the last group are the backbone of 
the Trial Judiciary. In his view, it was abso-
lutely vital that the Trial Judiciary have this 
one-third “greybeards” because these are the 
judges who could try anything and every-
thing. Borrowing from a special operations 
“truth,” competent judges cannot be created 
after a capital or high profile case arises.

Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn

When she became the CTJ in 2014, the 
Judiciary was (and still is) near and dear 
to Judge Osborn’s heart. By that time, she 
had served in the Judiciary for over seven 
years. In those seven years, she learned—as 
all the other judges did—that judging is first 
and foremost a human endeavor. There-
fore, identifying and bringing in the right 
judges, training them, and putting them in 
the right places was critically important. 
She also believes in the Trial Judiciary as an 
institution and the importance of main-
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taining its proper role and independence; 
of preserving its integrity in its policies, 
day-to-day decisions, and commitments; 
and increasing the stature of the Trial 
Judiciary both within the Army JAG Corps 
and outside of the Army with sister Service 
judiciaries, civilian judge counterparts, and 
through community outreach with bar 
associations and academia.

Colonel Mark Bridges

“Fair and efficient” was Judge Bridges’s 
mantra. Fairness is non-negotiable. A judge 
must be fair, and appear fair, to litigants 
and the public. It is not about giving the 
parties what they want; instead, it’s about 
what the law requires based on the judge’s 
best understanding and the facts. Judges 
must render their decisions without fear 
of what may occur on appeal. Efficiency is 
equally critical to our court-martial prac-
tice. Part of a military judge’s responsibility 
is to get cases to trial as quickly as fairness 
demands. Military justice is designed to be 
swift and efficient to ensure good order and 
discipline. If court-martial practice is not 
efficient, commanders will find a different 
way to achieve good order and discipline.

Colonel Tim Hayes

“Independent but invested” is the vision 
that Judge Hayes has impressed upon the 
Trial Judiciary—you will see the motto 
printed on the Trial Judiciary’s newest 
coins. When he became the CTJ, the Trial 
Judiciary was just hitting its 50th anniver-
sary mark. By this point, the Trial Judiciary 
had transformed itself from law officers 
appointed by the convening authority to an 
independent Trial Judiciary where judges 
answer only to other judges in their rating 
chain. There is freedom for judges to do 
what they think is appropriate within the 
law. Nonetheless, judges are still senior 
members of the firm—the JAG Corps. Judge 
Hayes wants to ensure that judges do not 
become so independent that they cease to 
appreciate their responsibility to steward 
our Corps. All members of the Corps have 
a responsibility to improve the profes-
sion and the Corps. Judges have a vested 
interest in ensuring that the counsel who 
appear before them improve. Better counsel 
become better supervisors and better staff 
judge advocates. He wants judges to be a 

presence in our greater communities and to 
look for opportunities to impartially men-
tor counsel, whether it is done in the form 
of bridging the gap, gateway sessions, or 
leader professional development programs. 
His core belief is that judges can maintain 
independence and still be invested in the 
people comprising the greater law firm that 
is the JAG Corps.

What was your proudest moment 

or accomplishment as the CTJ?

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley

After serving as the CTJ for more than five 
years, he left the Judiciary having selected 
more than three-quarters of those on the 
bench; none had been censured or removed.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis

Similar to Judge Henley, Judge Hargis was 
most proud watching people he mentored 
take over and knowing that the organiza-
tion he loves dearly is in good hands.

Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn

From an institutional standpoint, Judge 
Osborn was most proud of securing au-
thorizations for additional judges. With 
all the changes in military justice, cases 
were becoming increasingly more complex 
and requiring more time to litigate. Case 
numbers were not as high, but time spent 
in trials and motions practice had increased 
significantly. There was a resurgence in 
capital cases. Formalizing the authoriza-
tions on the Army’s books ensured the Trial 
Judiciary has a sufficient number of judges 
to “answer the docket,” is geographically 
available worldwide for timely justice, and 
is flexible enough to respond quickly to 
whatever contingencies arise. She was also 
proud of those moments when judges she 
trained tried their first case, tried it well, 
and came to her beaming with pride for 
what they had done. She was proud because 
she remembers that moment herself.

Colonel Mark Bridges

The transition into the Military Justice Act 
of 2016 defined Judge Bridges’s tenure as 
the CTJ. The transition was an intensive 
and time-consuming effort that took up 
most of his time and energy. Current and 
new judges had to be trained, especially the 

incoming judges who had to learn how to 
operate under two different systems. The 
Military Judges’ Benchbook

6
 also had to be 

completely revamped so that judges and 
counsel could navigate between the legacy 
system and the new system.

Colonel Tim Hayes

Judge Hayes knew he wanted to be a 
military judge since he was a freshman in 
college. He always remembers the moment 
when he was cold-called by Personnel, 
Plans, and Training Office (PPTO) and 
asked if he wanted to stay at Fort Hood for 
an additional year to be a judge. The answer 
was, of course, yes. As a CTJ, he was most 
proud of his ability to identify others 
whose dream and passion was also to be a 
judge and give them the same opportunity. 
Working hard to see deserving judges get 
promoted after joining the Trial Judiciary 
was the icing on the cake.

What was your favorite part 

about being the CTJ?

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley

Colonel (Retired) Henley’s favorite part was 
the opportunity to mentor and support the 
judges in the field so they could do their 
job. The responsibilities of a CTJ were 
challenging and could fill the entire day, but 
he believed that CTJs must also lead from 
the front and be willing and able to take 
the hard cases and not just be a manager. 
His goal was to travel to all the different 
installations to see how the Trial Judiciary 
is supporting the Army mission. He also 
treasured the relationship between judges 
and court reporters; they drive how judges 
view the job. Court reporters are a military 
judge’s best friend, or worst enemy, and are 
so important to the success of the military 
justice system in the Army. They become 
part of your family; he has missed that since 
retiring.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis

He loved watching people succeed and 
recognizing them for their hard work. As a 
CTJ and judge, he strived every day to pay 
it forward by doing something for someone 
else, as others had done for him. He felt 
he could best make a difference by helping 
others improve and succeed.
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Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn

There is an art to judging and a way that 
judges think. She loved the judge’s mindset. 
She also loved seeing young judges develop 
that mindset, the direct impact that judges 
can have on people, and their opportunity 
to make weighty decisions and do what they 
think is right for the system and those in it.

Colonel Mark Bridges

His favorite part was planning and execut-
ing the Military Judge Course each year. It 
was always professionally and personally re-
warding to bring a new crop of judges onto 
the bench. The professors in the Criminal 
Law Department at The Judge Advocate 
General’s Legal Center and School were 
fantastic. It was also rewarding because he 
got to work with and become friends with 
the CTJs from the other Services.

Colonel Tim Hayes

He enjoys being the person that gets to 
protect the autonomy of trial judges and re-
sourcing them to succeed. When he is able 
to preside over cases, he especially enjoys 
seeing counsel improve. He described it as 
having a free ticket to the big game and the 
best seat in the house when presiding over 
a trial.

What was your toughest 

challenge as a CTJ?

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley

For him, the toughest challenge as CTJ 
was the responsibility of identifying the 
best people for the bench, which is also 
his advice to the next CTJ—find the best 
and get them on the bench. He had a really 
good working relationship with the Chief 
of PPTO and The Judge Advocate General 
(TJAG). He actively recruited people who 
the other senior leaders also wanted in 
their organization. His relationships with 
the Chief of PPTO and TJAG were crucial 
in making a case for why it was in the best 
interest of the Army for those individuals to 
come to the bench. If he waited for people 
to go to him, he would not be getting the 
best people—half of them might have really 
wanted to be a judge while others were 
simply choosing location. During his tenure 
as the CTJ, he felt that while he did not get 
everybody he wanted, he was never forced 

to take someone he did not want. He firmly 
believed that recruiting and retaining talent 
was how a CTJ could have a real impact on 
the Trial Judiciary and the JAG Corps.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis

For Judge Hargis, the toughest challenge 
for a judge is sentencing. He frequently 
told his judges that if—at any point—they 
close the door for deliberations and think to 
themselves that this is easy, they should call 
him because that would mean it is time for 
them to find a new job. From a supervisory 
perspective, it was also tough to manage 
people—whether it was selecting people to 
be judges or managing people who were 
judges (with discipline being a subset of that 
management). Finally, as the CTJ, defend-
ing the Trial Judiciary from those who 
wanted to interfere with the institution 
was a challenge. It frustrated him that there 
were people who wanted to interfere with 
the institution he held dear, and he believed 
his job as the CTJ included strapping on the 
armor and stopping those interferences.

Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn

Similar to Judge Hargis, Judge Osborn 
believes the toughest challenge for an 
individual judge is sentencing. The weight 
and responsibility of those decisions are 
enormous. She was reminded of one judge 
she knew who would visit a confinement 
facility every year as a concrete reminder 
of what a sentence to X amount of confine-
ment truly means. The toughest challenges 
for her as the CTJ involved addressing 
allegations of judicial misconduct. No 
parent wants that complaint about one of 
their kids, and no CTJ wants that complaint 
about one of the Army’s judges. There is a 
lengthy process and framework in place to 
investigate and resolve these matters. The 
CTJ must follow the process, and deal with 
a host of issues—accountability, appropriate 
discipline, and guarding the institutional 
integrity of the court.

Colonel Mark Bridges

Once again, as with other CTJs, the 
toughest challenge for Judge Bridges was 
sentencing, as well as managing and iden-
tifying talent. The wide range of discretion 
in sentencing was a lot of weight on the 
judges’ shoulders in determining what an 

appropriate sentence should be. Like Judge 
Hargis, he would tell other judges that if 
sentencing ever becomes easy, look for a 
different job. Similarly, it was never easy 
managing judicial misconduct. It was bad 
for the institution and something no CTJ 
wants to encounter. Further echoing Judge 
Henley, maintaining an appropriate level 
of experience on the bench and recogniz-
ing that the JAG Corps might need the 
people he had requested to do other jobs 
was always a balancing act. The CTJ has to 
identify talent early and keep those people 
on the bench.

Colonel Tim Hayes

As with all CTJs, Judge Hayes hopes never 
to have to deal with judicial misconduct 
because it tarnishes the reputation of the 
institution. It is also extremely challenging 
when he has to have tough conversations 
with judges who do not have the judicial 
aptitude or temperament necessary for 
continued service on the bench. He further 
agreed with the other CTJs (and most 
judges) that sentencing is never easy, and it 
should never become comfortable. Judges 
should agonize over sentencing. And, of 
course, keeping courts open and safe during 
a pandemic has been a challenge. Training 
new judges remotely and not gathering for 
training has been less than ideal.

What was the strangest or 

funniest moment you have 

seen in the courtroom?

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley

When he was a judge, he enjoyed men-
toring counsel and speaking openly with 
counsel during bridging the gap sessions 
about how they could improve their court-
room performance. After a series of guilty 
pleas, he remembers telling defense counsel 
during one such session that they should 
distinguish their clients during sentencing 
and try to show what makes their client 
unique to the Army at large. In the next 
series of trials, defense counsel accepted the 
advice and got creative. In one case where 
the accused was a cook, (from the bench) 
Judge Henley saw that there was something 
covered up at the counsel table, but he did 
not know what it was. During sentencing, 
defense counsel got up and said words to 
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the effect of, “Your Honor, my client wants 
to show you something.” The accused had 
baked Judge Henley a cake and asked, “Can I 
cut you a slice, Your Honor?” Judge Henley 
then turned to the trial counsel and asked 
for his thoughts on how to memorialize the 
cake for the record and how to get the cake 
to Mr. Malcolm Squires at the Army Court 
of Criminal Appeals. Other unique presen-
tations included a musician who played the 
trumpet; a computer specialist who wrote 
a computer program on how a company 
could track supplies; and, best of all, an 
original rap song from an aspiring rapper. 
These experiences were gratifying to him 
because it showed that counsel took what 
he said to heart.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis

During a guilty plea to a kidnapping charge, 
the accused told Judge Hargis that “Brian” 
told him to do it. Naturally, Judge Hargis 
asked who Brian was. “Brian is my imag-
inary friend, Your Honor.” Judge Hargis 
prided himself on keeping a straight face 
during trial, but he is certain that his eyes 
got big at this. He turned to the accused’s 
civilian defense counsel and said, “I think 
we have a problem. Do you want a recess?” 
Civilian defense counsel got up and said, 
“Your Honor, this is the first time I’m hear-
ing about Brian; so yes, we’d like a recess.”

Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn

The strangest moment touches on one of 
her greatest concerns for the Trial Judi-
ciary—courtroom security. During one of 
her first cases at Fort Stewart, Georgia, a 
fight broke out in the courtroom when the 
grandmother of the child victim started 
banging the accused over the head with her 
purse and yelled, “I told you never to touch 
her!” It taught her early on how quickly 
something can go wrong in the courtroom.

The funniest moment also occurred 
in one of her earliest cases when a Nigeri-
an witness who, after he testified, stepped 
down from the witness stand and—as 
customary in his country when addressing 
the court—bowed and said to Judge Osborn, 
“Thank you, your Ladyship, your Excel-
lency, my Lord.” During recess, the court 
reporter came back and said that the trial 
counsel, who was brand new, wanted to 

know if that is how he also should address 
Judge Osborn.

Colonel Mark Bridges

The strangest moment came during his 
very first court-martial as a trial counsel. 
During the sentencing proceeding of the 
guilty plea, the defense counsel put on 
evidence that the accused believed he was 
a vampire. The accused had made a coffin, 
which he kept in the basement and slept in. 
The accused also went to his dentist and 
requested that his teeth be sharpened. His 
dentist declined.

Colonel Tim Hayes

Two times, and in two different court-
rooms, someone walked onto the bench 
from the judge’s entrance while the court 
was in session. One time it was a panel 
member and another time it was some 
random guy who wanted to pay his parking 
ticket or something. Needless to say, it is 
extremely disconcerting.

What was your most 

memorable case?

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley

Each of the 1,000-plus cases which he 
presided over were memorable because they 
were important for the practitioners, par-
ties, witnesses, spectators, panel members, 
and victims. For most of the individuals 
involved, nothing was more unforgettable 
than that case on that day. He strived to 
treat all who appeared before him the same, 
regardless of rank, offense, or publicity.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis

As a judge, each time he took the bench, he 
tried his utmost to do his job well; but sev-
eral instances stood out. First, most judges 
like him do not know what happens once 
they have adjudged a sentence. In one case, 
the accused pled guilty to absence without 
leave while his unit was downrange. Based 
on the extenuation and mitigation evi-
dence, he recommended suspension of the 
bad-conduct discharge and most of the con-
finement, on the condition that the accused 
return downrange and perform without in-
cident. He found out later that the conven-
ing authority accepted his recommendation, 
the accused went downrange, performed 

without incident, and was subsequently 
promoted. In another instance, he had the 
father of an accused come up to him after 
the trial was over to thank him for taking 
the time to listen and give his son a fair 
trial. He took that to heart because, in his 
mind, there are few higher compliments to 
a judge than to be called “fair.”

Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn

Each case is memorable in some way, 
and certainly for the accused and victims 
involved, it is very likely the most import-
ant or memorable occurrence in their lives. 
That is something a judge can never lose 
sight of. Personally, for Judge Osborn, it 
was the very first case she presided over. 
It was a misdemeanor case, and she can 
remember what it was about, who was in 
the courtroom, and everything about the 
proceedings. Also especially memorable 
were the capital cases she presided over. 
Anytime death is on the table, it is differ-
ent. All the issues you might face in a case 
are magnified, more challenging, and take 
longer to resolve.

Colonel Mark Bridges

He typically forgets about a case two weeks 
after it is done. He, however, remembers a 
capital resentencing case he presided over 
for two reasons; first, there were so few 
capital cases in the military and second, its 
sheer complexity was unparalleled. The case 
took four weeks, and was the longest case 
he ever presided over. He also remembers 
the case because it was an Air Force case; 
and, even though the offense occurred 
more than a decade earlier, the emotions 
were still very raw.

Colonel Tim Hayes

As with Judge Hargis, Judge Hayes believes 
that every time you step on the bench, you 
can make a difference. It is why he wanted 
to be a judge—the ability to have a positive 
effect on someone’s life and the greater 
community. He remembers a case where 
the accused pled guilty to absence without 
leave. The accused presented compelling 
extenuation and mitigation evidence that 
led Judge Hayes to adjudge no punishment. 
He further recommended in writing to the 
convening authority that they not admin-
istratively separate the accused, but give 
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him a medical discharge if necessary. The 
convening authority accepted his recom-
mendation, and the unit treated the accused 
with an eye toward retention, even promot-
ing him. While the accused was ultimately 
medically retired, this case demonstrated 
to Judge Hayes the human drama of every 
case, that everyone has a story, and there is 
no such thing as a simple case.

Is there a right path to 

the Trial Judiciary?

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley

No, and he would advise against anyone 
who plans out their entire career with that 
one goal in mind as they may be disappoint-
ed if they do not get it in the end. Those 
who are interested in the Trial Judiciary 
can certainly make their interests known, 
but should focus on doing what they like 
and like what they are doing. Go with your 
passion. If it is criminal law, so be it. For 
instance, he never planned his career with 
the Trial Judiciary or becoming the CTJ 
as the end goal. Half-jokingly, he was told 
that Judge Denise Vowell, his predecessor 
as the CTJ, had gathered all the Army trial 
judges at a joint training conference and 
told them that she was retiring in a couple 
of months and needed to submit a name 
to TJAG as her replacement. She said that 
anyone who does not want to be nominated 
should take a step back. Everybody stepped 
back but him, since he was presiding over 
a court-martial and not at the conference. 
Judge Vowell then called him later that day 
and said “Congratulations. The vote was 
unanimous!” The moral of the story is this: 
When the opportunity arises, be ready to 
accept it, but do not plan your entire career 
around it.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis

Yes, there is a right path to the Trial Judi-
ciary. When he was the CTJ, he looked for 
those with extensive military justice expe-
rience; and, while not a controlling factor, 
experience on both sides of the aisle. To 
him, experience on only one side may indi-
cate a philosophical bent—in either direc-
tion—that he did not want judges to have. 
To him, it was also important that judges 
have experience on both sides so that they 
could understand, firsthand, how both sides 

operate. Most of all, he looked for those 
with a fire in their belly to be a judge—peri-
od, not judge only at a specific location. He 
wanted those who were 110 percent invest-
ed in being a judge because judges are not 
on the bench to win a popularity contest. 
They have to be able to make hard decisions 
based on the facts and law as best they can 
know it, even if those decisions are contrary 
to the prevailing wind.

Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn

No, there is no right path to the Trial 
Judiciary. Cases are about real people, and 
not abstract legal theories. She therefore 
looked for those who had a broad array 
of experiences, personal and professional. 
From a professional standpoint, criminal 
law experience is key; but it is not the only 
professional experience that makes a good 
judge. Lawyers handling civil cases in our 
litigation divisions, for example, are consis-
tently drafting and filing motions, oper-
ating under the rules of evidence and civil 
procedure, and appearing in federal court. 
They may very well be some of our best 
trial practitioners. For leadership jobs in the 
JAG Corps, it is important to understand 
Soldiers, commanders, and good order and 
discipline. From a personal standpoint, 
every experience broadens one’s perspec-
tive. We instruct panel members to evaluate 
the evidence using their knowledge of 
human nature and the ways of the world. 
That knowledge will be different if your life 
experiences are different. This diversity of 
experience and perspective enhances the 
legitimacy of the court. Good judges are 
those with uncompromising character and 
integrity, have an ability to make tough and 
often unpopular decisions, are fair-minded, 
can operate independently, and understand 
and reflect the military community the 
judiciary serves. Good judges want to be a 
judge for the right reasons—not for prestige 
or post-military employment prospects, nor 
as a consolation prize because they did not 
get their choice of assignment elsewhere. So 
yes, we are looking for judges with criminal 
law experience, but we are not looking for 
criminal law automatons—there is so much 
more to being a judge than that, and there is 
more than one pathway to get there.

Colonel Mark Bridges

Yes, there is a right path to the Trial 
Judiciary. Since military judges only deal 
with criminal law cases, judges need to 
be steeped in criminal law to be effective. 
More than any other job in the JAG Corps, 
the position of military judge requires 
technical expertise. When a judge is in the 
courtroom, they are a judge of one. Judging 
is not a team sport, and you really have to 
know what you are doing because you do 
not always have the time or ability to phone 
a friend. People who want to be judges 
should therefore look to get military justice 
jobs that get them into the courtroom. The 
trial advocacy piece is crucial. Judge Bridges 
preferred those with experience on both 
sides of the aisle, in addition to appellate ex-
perience. Basically, the more military justice 
experience you have, the more prepared 
you will be.

Colonel Tim Hayes

While there are differing schools of 
thought, the ideal path to the Trial Judi-
ciary for him would be someone who has 
extensive criminal law experience on both 
sides of the aisle. He further prefers to bring 
a military justice practitioner to the bench 
early in their career as an O5 for one tour 
and send them back out for nonjudicial 
leadership assignments, with the possibility 
of returning to the bench for the remainder 
of their career. This way, people will get 
their first judicial experience early enough 
so that they can still be of use to our Corps 
and also the Trial Judiciary afterwards. We 
need O6s with experience to remain on the 
bench for sufficient periods of time to try 
the hard cases and train the newer judges, 
but that only happens when we start identi-
fying them early.

Do you have any advice for 

those aspiring to be a judge?

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley

One, be prepared to live in isolation. 
Judging is a lonely existence which suited 
him since he is, by nature, more reserved. 
Judges must be cognizant of the concerns 
people would have if they became inti-
mately involved with the local JAG Corps 
community. While judges can engage with 
people, they must always be conscious of 
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the perception that they are favoring one 
side or the other. Two, while it is easy as a 
trial or defense counsel to be an advocate 
for one side or the other, as a military judge, 
you must be comfortable making quick 
decisions—then living with the consequenc-
es and taking the criticisms that come with 
making mistakes. All judges are eventually 
reversed. It is hard for some people to see 
their name in appellate decisions along 
with the words “plain error” and “abuse of 
discretion.” As a military judge, expect little 
thanks but much criticism.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis

It is a hard job and a lonely one. While you 
can talk to other judges, no one is going to 
decide the case for you. This can be frighten-
ing for brand new judges, but judging should 
be hard. As mentioned before, he felt if a 
judge ever closed the door on sentencing de-
liberations and thought “this is an easy one,” 
that judge should ask for another job.

Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn

Be prepared to work hard and shoulder the 
weight of making decisions that affect peo-
ple’s lives every day. Being a judge was the 
hardest job she ever had. Because judging is 
ultimately a human endeavor, you should 
seek a broad and diverse array of experi-
ences. Courtroom experience is important, 
but so is leadership experience. Similarly, 
criminal law experience is important, but 
so is experience in other disciplines that 
hone your trial and legal skills. As the CTJ, 
Colonel Osborn also thought it important 
that the Trial Judiciary reflects the diversity 
of the Army that it serves. If you want peo-
ple to aspire to be on the bench, they must 
be able to look at the Trial Judiciary and 
see people who look like them, who share 
similar backgrounds, and to know that the 
pathway is open.

Colonel Mark Bridges

Get as many different assignments in the 
criminal law arena as you can, especially 
those that get you into the courtroom. Let 
the judges you appear before know that 
you are interested in the bench since the 
Trial Judiciary is always tracking people and 
their interest in joining the Trial Judiciary. 
It is also critical that you think about your 
approach to the jobs you have had and 

how they reflect on your temperament and 
ability to work with other people. The JAG 
Corps is a small place. You either know 
people or have heard of their reputation. If 
you have a scorched earth policy as an ad-
vocate, that will not do well for you. There 
is a way to advocate zealously for the side 
you are representing and yet be an easy per-
son to work with. You should always think 
beyond the immediate case at bar. This is 
true of any job but especially important as 
a judge.

Colonel Tim Hayes

Besides getting experience on both sides 
of the aisle and letting your boss know of 
your desire to be a judge, seek out mentor-
ship from a judge or judges. You should do 
this not just for a recommendation when 
the time comes, but for mentorship along 
the way as to which jobs to take, how to 
approach issues, et cetera. You cannot talk 
about current cases with the judge you ap-
pear before, but there is a lot of mentoring a 
judge can do that is not ex parte. This can be 
a continuing relationship as long as you are 
not regularly appearing before that judge. 

Do you have any advice 

for justice leaders?

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley

Remember that military justice is our 
Corps’s core mission. We cannot contract 
out military justice. When he started out in 
1987, it was litigation and criminal law that 
were attracting the talent because you could 
make a career out of it. If we do not make 
military justice an attractive career field, we 
will end up with a group of transients who 
are simply checking the block before they 
go somewhere else.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis

Train, train, and train some more. Be 
prepared, be prepared, and be prepared. 
Military justice is serious business and must 
be viewed that way. You must instill in 
people the sense to do what is right all the 
time. You are not there to win, but to do 
justice (for the government) and zealously 
represent your client within the boundaries 
of the law (for the defense). Do not play 
hide the ball; most judges do not tolerate 
gamesmanship. Understand that justice is a 
process, not a result. It is not about getting 

Chief Trial Judge Colonel Timothy Hayes stands next to photos of the previous four Chief Trial Judges: 
Colonel Stephen Henley (upper left), Colonel Michael Hargis (upper right), Colonel Tara Osborn (lower left), 
and Colonel Mark Bridges (lower right). (Photo courtesy of author)
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a conviction or an acquittal. As he was once 
told by his staff judge advocate: “Do a thor-
ough investigation, complete preparation, 
and a professional presentation in court. If 
you have done those three things, I don’t 
care about the result because the result 
is just the system doing its job.” Because 
process is so important, do not force people 
into the courtroom. It is not good for the 
system, that person, or our Corps. Plug 
and play does not work for criminal law, 
and particularly for the Trial Judiciary, as 
expertise is crucial.

Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn

Be aware that when you criticize a judge or 
the Judiciary, you create an environment 
and culture where that is acceptable. There 
are a number of negative consequences 
that can flow from that. It becomes a blame 
game and that is not healthy for the military 
justice system, or the integrity of the insti-
tution. Uphold the institution of the Trial 
Judiciary and our military justice system. 
Promote the institution by accepting, and 
respecting, your losses as well as your wins.

Colonel Mark Bridges

Train, train, and train some more. You have 
to train your counsel and do it on a weekly 
basis. Focus on evidentiary issues. Remem-
ber that you do not have to do it all yourself 
every week. You can designate your 
counsel for specific training each week. 
For instance, a counsel who just handled a 
DNA issue at trial can lead training on that 
topic. You must also go to court and see 
what your counsel are actually doing in the 
courtroom. If judges hold bridging the gap 
or other training sessions, you must attend. 
You must stay connected so you can experi-
ence what your counsel are going through. 
That is part of leading by example. Get in 
the courtroom and be an advocate yourself.

Colonel Tim Hayes

Develop a military justice philosophy and 
inculcate it in your team. Like the Trial 
Judiciary’s vision of independent but invest-
ed, you have to know where you want to 
go. Your counsel need to know what right 
looks like and what your expectations are. 
Justice is a process, not a result. If you focus 
on the process, the results will take care of 
themselves. Finally, train your counsel and 

observe them in court, and ask the judges to 
participate in your training program.

What is your advice to the 

next Chief Trial Judge?

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley

Get the right people to put on the robe and 
keep them there.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis

It is a thankless job and you may not want 
to do it, but you must because the team is 
that important. The Trial Judiciary needs 
someone who is willing to be its cheer-
leader and defender. Recognize that you 
may not have time to do what you want to 
accomplish when you assume the position 
because you may be putting out brushfires 
constantly. Provide judges with the tools 
to do their job and stay ahead of changes to 
the legal landscape. Run interference with 
higher so that your judges can do their job. 
It may be unpleasant sometimes to have to 
do that, but you need to have the backbone 
to do it. You are not there to be liked. Being 
a CTJ is like being a parent; it is not for the 
faint of heart.

Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn

She did not want to presume to give advice 
to the next CTJ—publicly, that is. But she 
makes the same offer that she suspects 
other CTJs have made: it is a relatively 
small group of judges who have held the 
CTJ job and understand its unique chal-
lenges and demands, so the next CTJ should 
always feel free to reach out and brainstorm 
with any of them. In fact, if she had to give 
advice, it would be just that—reach out for 
advice anytime needed. And remember that 
all of us who have held the job are hoping 
for your success, because your success is the 
Trial Judiciary’s success.

Colonel Mark Bridges

Do not get sucked into the D.C. vortex and 
lose focus and connection with the military 
judges in the field. The CTJ still needs to 
know what is going on in the courtroom. 
The position is not about you. You were 
advanced into the job to ensure the efficien-
cy and independence of the Trial Judiciary. 
Try not to dictate too many policies on 
what the judges are supposed to do.

Colonel Tim Hayes

Run! If you cannot run away from the 
position, start scouting talent. Start talking 
to people who would make good judges 
and those who are good judges now. You 
need good people to come to the bench 
and stay. You should also find a confidant, 
somebody who understands what you are 
going through. This person can be a current 
judge or a former judge, in or outside of 
the Army. Be intentional about getting out 
to observe judges in trial, and talk to the 
leadership and train the counsel during 
those trips. It is more valuable and more 
enjoyable than anything you will do in your 
office, and we all know the Court Admin-
istrator runs the Trial Judiciary anyways—
thanks, Carol!

Is there anything you 

would do differently?

Colonel (Retired) Stephen Henley

He had an opportunity when he was CTJ 
to reduce the size of the Trial Judiciary, but 
he did not. At the time, the thought process 
was to prepare for the next World War—If 
we went to war now, would we be able to 
run a justice shop? In hindsight, he should 
have reduced the size of the Trial Judiciary 
by half, both the active and reserve compo-
nent. Judges need trials (not guilty pleas) to 
obtain and maintain proficiency, and we are 
trying fewer and fewer cases. Judges have 
to always think about handling objections 
and arguments, maintaining control of the 
courtroom, dealing with panel members, 
and handling the internal and external 
pressures that accompany any given case. 
With the opportunity of presiding over 
fewer and fewer cases, why would someone 
want to go into justice and stay there? We 
may also reach a point where we have reg-
ular cross-service justice because there are 
simply not enough cases across the Services. 
He never regretted his personnel decisions 
or trial decisions because you cannot live in 
the past. He, however, regretted not taking 
the opportunity to reduce the size of the 
Trial Judiciary in order to ensure judges’ 
long-term competency.

Colonel (Retired) Michael Hargis

When judges leave the Trial Judiciary, they 
are typically given a statue of lady justice. If 
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he had to do it again—and this may sound 
insignificant, but to him it is important—he 
would hand them out when the judges 
graduate from the Military Judge Course, 
not at the end of their term as a judge. He 
would expect the judges to place the statue 
somewhere within eyesight of their desk, as 
a constant reminder that while a judge may 
be assigned to TJAG, a judge works for lady 
justice.

Colonel (Retired) Tara Osborn

She regrets not having done more to ensure 
courtroom and judicial security. There has 
been an alarming and disturbing increase in 
the number of threats and attacks on judges 
in the United States, and military judges are 
not immune simply because our court-
rooms are on gated military installations. 
This applies to court reporters and court 
personnel too. We have not done enough 
and are woefully behind when compared 
with our civilian counterparts, and it is 
merely a matter of time before something 
truly tragic happens inside or outside the 
courtroom. The greatest security risks are 
often not in the high-profile cases, but in 
the more “routine” cases where emotions 
among the parties run high and day-to-day 
complacency among court personnel sets 
in. In addition to security technology and 
design, the Trial Judiciary needs greater 
awareness and a comprehensive security 
plan for all of its courtrooms.

Colonel Mark Bridges

He regretted not getting out to the field 
more to visit the judges or getting into the 
courtroom more. He had looked at his CTJ 
duties as 1) representing the Trial Judiciary 
on military justice policy issues, to include 
being advisor and liaison to the Office of 
The Judge Advocate General and TJAG; 2) 
the selection and training of new judges; 
and 3) revising the Military Judges’ Bench-

book and the Rules of Practice Before Army 

Courts-Martial
7—the policy documents 

judges live by. It is not enough for CTJs to 
rely on their chief circuit judges. Chief Trial 
Judges must get in the courtroom them-
selves. If a CTJ has been in the job for three 
years without being in the courtroom, they 
lose the ability to know what is going on 
in the courtroom. He said this having been 

warned by his predecessors about the dan-
gers of getting caught up in his daily duties.

Colonel Tim Hayes

Get more sleep. He came to the job with a 
lot of ideas and recognized he only had a 
certain amount of time to implement them. 
If he has ten ideas, maybe only three are 
good, and only one gets implemented. But 
that beats doing nothing. Judge Hayes is 
pursuing initiatives that include providing 
clerk support to trial judges, the creation 
of magistrate judge positions to give junior 
judge advocates judicial opportunities, 
and increasing security measures in our 
courtrooms. He acknowledges he is still 
learning to flex the muscles of the job to see 
what he can do to improve the organization 
and looks forward to continuing to do that. 
He has been pleasantly surprised by the 
opportunities he has had thus far to make 
positive changes, and credits supportive 
JAG Corps leadership, great mentors, and 
a fantastic team of judges for making that 
possible. TAL

COL (Retired) Ku recently retired after 22 years 

in the U.S. Army as a judge advocate. She served 

as a military judge from 2011 to 2012 in the 

National Capital Region and then from 2017 to 

2021 at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.

Notes

1. When Colonel (COL) (Retired) Stephen Henley was 
teaching evidence at The Judge Advocate General’s 
Legal Center and School, he used to joke with a fellow 
instructor—whose teaching portfolio included the 4th 
Amendment—that the 4th Amendment was effectively 
unnecessary in the military and that it would be best 
if that instructor’s platform time was reduced and his 
expanded; he still feels that way. That fellow instructor 
later rose through the ranks to become The 40th Judge 
Advocate General and took to calling COL Henley 
(and each of his successors) the Chief Trial Judge of the 
Entire U.S. Army (emphasis added).

2. Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Associate Justice, U.S. Sup. 
Ct., Stanford University Rathbun Lecture: On a Mean-
ingful Life (Feb. 6, 2004).

3. While these answers are not verbatim, each judge 
had the opportunity to review and verify the contents 
of this article.

4. See Pete Williams & Associated Press, In Rare 

Rebuke, Chief Justice Roberts Slams Trump for Comment 

About “Obama Judge,” NBC News, https://www.
nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/rare-rebuke-
chief-justice-roberts-slams-trump-comment-about-
obama-n939016 (Nov. 21, 2018, 4:19 PM).

5. In 2008, Judge Henley created the Judicial Appren-
ticeship Program as part of his efforts to grow the 

bench. The author had the privilege of participating in 
this program from 2011 to 2012 before the program 
ended. This program was designed to increase the 
military justice experience level of judge advocates 
(JAs) so there would be a bigger pool of judicial 
candidates. It was a one-year program where select 
Army JAs first attended the Military Judge Course at 
The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center and School 
in Charlottesville, Virginia. Upon graduating from the 
course, these JAs were certified as qualified to preside 
over courts-martial, including general courts-martial. 
These JAs then worked under the supervision of more 
senior military judges at various installations. At the 
end of the year, they were reassigned to a nonjudicial 
assignment and could apply at a later time for a regular 
tour in the Trial Judiciary, not as an apprentice. As 
they returned to field assignments after the apprentice-
ship, it was hoped and expected that they would share 
their experience on the bench with younger JAs and 
train them on how to become better trial advocates, 
thus increasing the pool of future judicial candidates.

6. U.s. dep’t oF army, pam. 27-9, military JUdges’ 
benChbook (2020).

7. See trial JUdiCiary, U.s. dep’t oF army, rUles oF 
praCtiCe beFore army CoUrts-martial (2020).
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No. 2
Avoiding the Pitfalls of 

Investigating Federal Civilian 
Employees Pursuant to 
Army Regulation 15-6 

By Eric R. Hammerschmidt

Obtaining testimony from federal civilian employees during an 
administrative investigation pursuant to Army Regulation 

(AR) 15-61 can be difficult. If approached improperly or without 
careful analysis, it can adversely affect both the investigation and 
any follow-on corrective action. This article examines some of the 
legal protections afforded to Department of the Army (DA) Civil-
ian employees being interviewed as part of an AR 15-6 investiga-
tion, specifically when employee misconduct or criminal activity 
is suspected. This article is not focused on the AR 15-6 Board 
of Officers procedures, where a designated respondent has very 
specific procedural representational rights (including the right to 
an attorney),2 but rather on investigating officers’ (IO) administra-
tive investigations into allegations of administrative misconduct 
against a Civilian.3

This article is a basic primer for judge advocates (JAs) and IOs 
interviewing4 DA Civilians (both as witnesses and as subjects of 
AR 15-6 investigations). This article first summarizes the appli-
cable portions of AR 15-6 dealing with Civilians. Next, outlining 
the relevant statutes and case law concerning the investigatory 

examinations of civilian employees facilitates a discussion of how 
to analyze and apply that law. The article concludes with a section 
on “best practices” when dealing with unions and civilian employ-
ees. Although this article focuses on investigations of DA Civilians 
through the lens of AR 15-6, many of the rules and suggested 
techniques apply to investigations in all the DoD Services and 
across the Federal Government. Finally, while much of this article 
may be “common sense” to experienced labor and employment law 
practitioners, it provides basic knowledge and understanding for 
military officers who may have limited experience investigating 
alleged Civilian misconduct.

Civilian Protections Enumerated in AR 15-6

Army Regulation 15–6 is the DA’s primary non-law enforce-
ment investigative tool. It establishes procedures for preliminary 
inquiries, administrative investigations, and boards of officers 
when such procedures are not established by other regulations 
or directives. Even when not specifically made applicable, this 
regulation “may be used as a general guide for investigations or 
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boards authorized by another regulation or 
directive . . . .”5 It may surprise Army practi-
tioners that AR 15-6 is specifically applica-
ble to DA Civilian employees.6 However, as 
with many Army regulations, it is written 
primarily for Service members—rather than 
expounding upon (or even outlining) the 
unique protections and processes involving 
DA Civilian employees. Judge advocates 
and Service member IOs may have experi-
ence investigating other military members’ 
misconduct under the AR 15-6 procedures; 
however, investigating civilian witnesses 
and subjects/suspects7 involves issues not 
specifically enumerated or fully explained in 
AR 15-6. 

Although much of AR 15-6 focuses on 
the rights of Service members, the regu-
lation does contain some minimal expla-
nations of the rights afforded to Civilian 
employees. For example, according to AR 
15-6: 

When a civilian employee is a mem-
ber of a bargaining unit, the exclusive 
representative of the bargaining unit 
shall be given the opportunity to be 
present when an employee in the 
bargaining unit reasonably believes 
that the examination may result 
in disciplinary actions against the 
employee and the employee requests 
representation.8 

These are commonly known as Weing-

arten rights, named after the seminal private 
sector case.9 However, the regulation does 
not explain who can represent the employ-
ee, how that representation should proceed, 
when the questioning can continue with or 
without the presence of that representative, 
and other options available to the IO.

Fifth Amendment rights against 
self-incrimination10 for Civilian employees 
are minimally mentioned in AR 15-6.11 
However, it does not discuss Kalkines 
rights,12 Garrity rights,13 the affirmative 
procedures for notifying civilian employees 
of these rights, or the potential criminal im-
munities that may be inadvertently granted 
to a civilian suspect by an unwitting IO or 
JA legal advisor.14 This is important for a JA 
and IO to understand to avoid unintention-
ally preventing the Department of Justice 
from later being able to prosecute criminal 

misconduct. Although the regulation con-
tains a paragraph on the use of DA Form 
3881, Rights Warning Procedure/Waiver 

Certificate,15 this form is more properly used 
when there is a specific investigation into a 
Service member’s criminal conduct (which 
violates the Uniform Code of Military Jus-
tice), rather than criminal misconduct that 
is tangential to an AR 15-6 investigation of 
a Civilian employee for workplace miscon-
duct.16 Notably, DA Form 3881 was last 
updated in 1989,17 and the rights it covers 
are more geared to a criminal investigation 
rather than an administrative investigation. 
Therefore, a Garrity or Kalkines warning 
statement18 would be more appropriate 
than using DA Form 3881 for the majority 
of AR 15-6 investigations into Civilian 
employee misconduct. 

When compared to the explanation 
of Service members’ constitutional and 
statutory rights,19 the practical and proce-
dural explanation of civilian rights is clearly 
lacking. Without this knowledge, a new JA 
assigned to serve as a 15-6 legal advisor is 
ill-prepared to properly advise the IO on 
handling civilian interviews. What follows 
is a detailed explanation of two major, com-
mon issues in dealing with DA Civilians in 
an AR 15-6 (or general civilian personnel) 
investigation: Weingarten rights and Garri-

ty/Kalkines rights. 

Weingarten Rights for 

Bargaining Unit Employees
20

 

Statutory Protections

Weingarten rights are the rights of bar-
gaining unit employees to have union 
representation available at certain investi-
gatory interviews as long as all the condi-
tions discussed below are met.21 The term 
“Weingarten rights” is somewhat misleading 
for federal civilian employees because the 
underlying 1975 case analyzes protections 
for employees in the private sector, not 
in the federal public sector.22 In National 

Labor Relations Board v. J. Weingarten, Inc., 
the Court found a violation of Section 7 of 
the National Labor Relations Act23 when an 
employee requested and was refused union 
representation in an investigatory inter-
view that the employee reasonably believed 
might result in disciplinary action.24  

Although the employee was not 
disciplined as a result of the meeting, the 
Court held that “a ‘well-established current 
of arbitral authority’ sustains the right 
of union representation at investigatory 
interviews which the employee reasonably 
believes may result in disciplinary action 
against him.”25 Congress considered this 
case when drafting the new Federal Service 
Labor-Management Relations Statute26 just 
a few years later in 1978.27 The applicable 
part of the statute mandates:

(2) An exclusive representative of an 
appropriate unit in an agency shall be 
given the opportunity to be repre-
sented at—

(A) any formal discussion between 
one or more representatives of the 
agency and one or more employees 
in the unit or their representatives 
concerning any grievance or any 
personnel policy or practices or 
other general condition of employ-
ment; or

(B) any examination of an employee 
in the unit by a representative of 
the agency in connection with an 
investigation if—

(i) the employee reasonably 
believes that the examination may 
result in disciplinary action against 
the employee; and

(ii) the employee requests repre-
sentation.

(3) Each agency shall annually inform 
its employees of their rights under 
paragraph (2)(B) of this subsection.28

Subsection (a)(2)(A) deals with formal 
discussions.29 Subsections (a)(2)(B) and (a)
(3), discussed below, contain the codifi-
cation of Weingarten rights for the federal 
public sector. 

Case Law Analysis

The Vesting of Weingarten Rights 

Case law further articulates the 
Weingarten rights and obligations of the 
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management representative, the exclusive 
representative, and the bargaining unit 
employee. A JA should be generally familiar 
with four conditions to determine wheth-
er a federal employee is entitled to union 
representation under Weingarten:

1. the meeting between the employee and 
management must be an examination; 

2. the examination must be in connection 
with an investigation; 

3. the employee must reasonably believe 
that disciplinary action may result from 
the meeting; and, 

4. the employee must request representa-
tion.30 

The four parts of this test are applied to AR 
15-6 investigations as follows. 

Meetings Between an Employee 

and Management Official

First, an IO conducting an oral or 
written interview of a bargaining unit em-
ployee would be considered a management 
official and representative of the agency for 
purposes of this test. This is per se true if the 
IO is in a supervisory position, but there 
are situations in which even bargaining 
unit members can be considered represen-
tatives of the agency.31 If a legal advisor is 
drafting an appointment memorandum for 
the appointing authority in a case involving 
suspected DA Civilian misconduct, the best 
practice is to ensure a supervisory manage-
ment official is designated as the IO or an 
assistant IO.32 

Examinations in Connection 

with an Investigation

Second, an IO appointed pursuant to 
AR 15-6 is conducting an examination in 
connection with an investigation when they 
interview a bargaining unit employee.33 For 
AR 15-6 and the COVID-19 pandemic, it 
is important that Weingarten rights attach 
to an investigative examination that occurs 
outside of an employee’s duty time,34 over 
the telephone,35 or with written questions 
and answers.36 In fact, using written ques-
tions and answers in an AR 15-6 investiga-
tion is common, and it can ensure that the 
information the witness or suspect gives is 
accurately recorded. 

Reasonable Belief of Discipline

Third, and most important for a legal 
advisor to an IO, it must be determined that 
the employee subject to the investigative 
examination has a reasonable belief that 
disciplinary action might result from the 
meeting. This is the only factor that can 
feasibly be used to deny union representa-
tion to a Bargaining Unit Employee (BUE) 
in an interview conducted pursuant to AR 
15-6. As stated in AR 15-6, “the IO or board 
president will consult the servicing civilian 
personnel office and SJA or legal advisor 
before denying such a request” for union 
representation.37 Therefore, it is important 
that the legal advisor understands Weingar-

ten so they can properly advise the IO. The 
term “reasonably believes” in the statute is 
an objective test.38 The employee (not the 
investigator) must have an objective belief 
that discipline could result from the investi-
gatory examination. 

It is also irrelevant whether discipline 
actually results from the AR 15-6 investiga-
tion or if it is even contemplated at the time 
of the interview.39 When AR 15-6 investi-
gations are used to investigate DA Civilian 
misconduct, the employer may not have 
any indication as to whether adverse action 
will be warranted. The IO certainly has no 
control over future adverse actions against 
Civilian employees. However, the outcome 
of the AR 15-6 investigation does not ne-
gate an employee’s reasonable belief of dis-
cipline.40 In fact, it has even been held that 
some promises of administrative immunity 
do not negate an employee’s reasonable 
fear of discipline.41 The legal advisor should 
always determine whether the employee 
“reasonably believes” that discipline will 
arise from the investigatory interview, not 
whether the employer intends to actual-
ly pursue disciplinary action against the 
employee. Ultimately, a legal advisor and IO 
should err on the side of caution rather than 
denying a request for union representation.

Request for Union Representation

Fourth, the employee must affirma-
tively request union representation for the 
investigatory examination to be statutorily 
entitled to union representation,42 unless 
something contrary is stated in the BUE’s 
collective bargaining agreement (CBA).43 It 
is not a high bar to request union repre-

sentation, as the request does not explicitly 
have to mention the union or Weingarten. 
For example, in an unfair labor practice case 
before the Federal Labor Relations Author-
ity (FLRA), a BUE “requested an attorney, 
and then said, ‘I want somebody to talk 
to.’”44 The authority held that the agency vi-
olated 5 U.S.C. § 7116(a)(8) (committed an 
unfair labor practice) by failing to comply 
with 5 U.S.C. § 7114(a)(2)(B). “The Author-
ity, like the [National Labor Review Board], 
looks to see whether, in all the circum-
stances, the request for representation was 
sufficient to put the respondent on notice of 
the employee’s desire for representation.”45 
Generally requesting representation or an 
attorney was sufficient to meet the fourth 
element of the Weingarten statutory test 
because it put the employer on notice to at 
least clarify if the employee wanted union 
representation.46 

If an employee makes a valid request 
for representation [i.e., he or she 
meets all four elements to vest the 
statutory right to union representa-
tion], . . . an agency has three options: 
(1) grant the request, (2) discontinue 
the interview, or (3) offer the em-
ployee the choice between continuing 
the interview without representation 
or having no interview.47 

If an investigator offers the employ-
ee the choice to continue the interview 
without representation or have no inter-
view, there can be no coercion.48 The legal 
advisor to an IO should counsel the IO 
before this choice is offered to a bargaining 
unit employee to ensure that the IO is not 
inadvertently dissuading an employee from 
union representation. Any waiver of union 
representation by an employee must be 
clear, unequivocal, and un-coerced. 

Participatory Rights, Interference, 

and Exclusion of Union Representatives

The FLRA and courts have carved 
out certain participatory rights for union 
representatives at investigatory examina-
tions—far more than union representa-
tives receive at formal discussions. Union 
representatives can take an active, but not 
belligerent or obstructive, role in the inves-
tigatory examination. The best summary 
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of the participatory rights of the union, the 
employer, and the employee is contained 
in the FLRA’s decision in National Treasury 

Employees Union, Chapter 208. 

The Authority has held that “the 
purposes underlying [§] 7114(a)(2)
(B) can be achieved only by allowing 
a union representative to take an 
active role in assisting a unit em-
ployee in presenting facts in his or 
her defense . . . . A union represen-
tative’s right to take an ‘active role’ 
includes not only the right to assist 
the employee in presenting facts but 
also the right to consult with the 
employee[.]” In this connection, the 
Authority has held that “for the right 
to representation to be meaningful, 
the representative must have freedom 
to assist, and consult with, the affect-
ed employee.”49

However, the union’s representative 
cannot overly interfere with the inves-
tigation. The employer has a “legitimate 
interest and prerogative in achieving the 
objective of the examination,” and the 
union is not permitted to compromise 
the employer’s interests in that examina-
tion.50 “In Weingarten, the Court . . . stated 
that an employer ‘is free to insist that he 
is only interested, at that time, in hearing 
the employee’s own account of the matter 
under investigation.’”51 Because discussions 
with union representatives can take on 
an adversarial tone, “[t]his wording from 
Weingarten has been interpreted as being 
‘directed toward avoiding a bargaining 
session or a purely adversary confrontation 
with the union representative and to assure 
the employer the opportunity to hear the 
employee’s own account of the incident 
under investigation.’”52 Accordingly,

where a union representative disrupts 
an interview by engaging in interrup-
tions that are “verbally abusive” and 
“arrogantly insulting,” an employer 
does not violate Weingarten rights 
by limiting the representative’s 
participation . . . . In addition, an 
employer does not violate Weingar-

ten rights when it limits the union 
representative’s participation after 

the representative has counseled an 
employee to answer a question only 
once and has prevented the employer 
from questioning the employee by 
engaging in persistent objections and 
interruptions.53

However, JAs should be aware that 
some “interference” is allowed by the union 
representative.54 The union representative 
is allowed to make official statements on 
the record that must be considered by the 
investigator.55 The union representative 
is allowed to meet and confer with the 
employee prior to the interview.56 A union 
representative is permitted to advise and 
counsel the employee in front of the inves-
tigator, as long as they do not prevent the 
employee from answering the investigator’s 
questions.57 This might be done through 
clarifying or rephrasing the questions, 
or helping the employee to emphasize 
beneficial facts or answers. There is no 
bright-line rule or entitlement allowing the 
employee and union representative to meet 
in private after the interview has started.58 
Unless there are compelling reasons to 
prevent such a private meeting (such as a 
concern that the union representative will 
encourage false answers by the employee), 
a seasoned labor counselor would likely 
recommend that the IO and legal counsel 
allow short private conferences to avoid 
unduly burdensome Weingarten litigation 
over the issue. 

It is unlikely that an IO or legal advisor 
will be able to exclude all union repre-
sentation from an AR 15-6 investigative 
interview if the employee’s situation meets 
the four-part Weingarten test. However, 
there are ways to exclude specific union 
representatives from AR 15-6 investigative 
interviews. First, if the employee’s request-
ed union representative is unavailable to 
attend the interview, it is not a per se unfair 
labor practice to continue with the inter-
view with a different authorized union 
representative. Nevertheless, if possible, 
it would be advisable for the JA to recom-
mend the IO delay the interview for a short 
amount of time59 so that the specific union 
representative can attend the interview if 
the employee refuses to designate a differ-
ent representative.60 

Second, the employer can establish that 
“special circumstances” exist that would 
create a conflict of interest if the employee’s 
designated union representative attended 
an investigatory interview.61 There are no 
bright-line rules for meeting the “special 
circumstances” test; however, if the desig-
nated union representative is also a subject 
of the investigation, this would likely rise to 
the level of “special circumstances,” possibly 
allowing the union representative to be 
excluded from the interview. Excluding a 
union representative will always be a very 
fact-specific inquiry, and the legal advisor 
must be prepared to make a risk determi-
nation before instructing the IO on how 
to proceed. If a union representative is ex-
cluded from the investigatory interview, the 
agency must give a reasonable amount of 
time for the employee or union to designate 
an alternate representative.

Best Practices

With the Weingarten rules and case law in 
mind, the following are several practice tips 
for preparing and conducting an investiga-
tory interview of a DA Civilian pursuant 
to AR 15-6. Practitioners should be able 
to identify whether an employee is in a 
bargaining unit, familiar with the applicable 
collective bargaining agreement, and pre-
pared to respond to requests for represen-
tation and obstructive union behavior. The 
following responsibilities should be divided 
between the IO and the legal advisor based 
on their working relationship. 

First, when preparing to interview a 
DA Civilian, check to see if they are a mem-
ber of a bargaining unit62 and covered by a 
CBA.63 If the civilian is not in a designated 
bargaining unit, then Weingarten rights are 
inapplicable. The easiest way to check is to 
look at an employee’s most recent Notifica-
tion of Personnel Action (Standard Form 
50),64 which should be readily available 
from the DA Civilian’s servicing Civilian 
Personnel Advisory Center (CPAC) under 
the Civilian Human Resources Agency 
(CHRA). On this form, the IO or legal advi-
sor should look at block 37, Bargaining Unit 
Status. If “8888” is listed, then the employee 
is not eligible65 to be in a bargaining unit.66 
If “7777” is listed, that means the position 
is eligible to be in a bargaining unit, but 
no petition for representation has been 
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filed with the appropriate FLRA regional 
office.67 If any other numbers are listed, that 
means that the employee is in a bargaining 
unit and is eligible for Weingarten rights.68 
Also, the legal advisor or IO must deter-
mine the bargaining unit status at the time 
of the AR 15-6 interview, not at the time of 
the events leading up to the interview.69 

Second, the legal advisor or IO must 
determine if there are any additional rules 
in a CBA that might be applicable to the 
employee being interviewed. In addition to 
the annual notice required by the statute, a 
common rule would require the employer 
to give affirmative notice of Weingarten 
rights prior to each investigative exam-
ination.70 This is a negotiable topic,71 but 
agencies should avoid agreeing to this when 
negotiating a new CBA. 

Third, give advance notice of the 
interview to the subject of the AR 15-6 in-
vestigation. That way, if they want a union 
representative, they can have one lined 
up. This will save time down the road and 
will allow the legal advisor to make plans 
to attend the interview. Also, the union 
representative can submit a request for in-
formation (RFI)72 prior to the interview so 
that they have the appropriate background 
information to better represent the BUE. It 
also means that the IO and other manage-
ment officials can spend less time during 
the investigatory examination fetching doc-
uments and answering simple background 
questions, among other tasks. Depending 
on the timelines in the CBA and the AR 
15-6 appointment memo, the examination 
of a DA Civilian may have to be slightly 
delayed to respond to the RFI. 

Fourth, prior to the interview, the 
legal advisor and the IO should determine 
whether to 1) grant a request for union 
representation, 2) forgo (or discontinue) 
the interview, or 3) offer the employee the 
choice between continuing the interview 
without representation or having no in-
terview at all. Often, there will be no harm 
in having a union representative present 
at the interview. Although they will try to 
present the facts in the light most favorable 
to the suspected employee, they cannot 
obstruct the investigatory examination or 
compel the employee to lie or to refuse to 
answer questions (subject to the Garrity and 
Kalkines issues discussed below). However, 

if a legal advisor and IO have had particu-
lar difficulties with a union representative 
in the past, there may be a good reason to 
proceed with option two or three, above. 
Often, there will be enough information 
from other witnesses or physical evidence 
to complete the AR 15-6 investigation, 
and an interview with the subject of the 
investigation may be unnecessary to fully 
answer all the questions and issues in the 
appointment memorandum. If adverse 
action is eventually proposed against the 
DA Civilian, they will have due process 
response rights and can give “their side of 
the story” at that time.73 

Fifth, the investigatory examination 
with the DA Civilian should be set at a 
time the legal advisor or another labor 
management official can attend. The legal 
advisor should not unduly participate in the 
interview process,74 but should be available 
to ensure that the employee is properly 
afforded their rights and to ensure that 
the union official does not overstep their 
rights and authority by interfering with the 
investigation. 

Sixth, great care should be taken before 
excluding any specific union representative 
from the investigatory examination if the 
employee has requested that representative 
or if the union has designated that rep-
resentative. If necessary, use the “special 
circumstances” exception discussed above in 
“Case Law Analysis.” 

Seventh, the legal advisor should be 
prepared for a union representative to 
engage in “robust” representation of the 
BUE.75 Union representatives have much 
leeway when engaging in their duties as 
the exclusive representative of the bargain-
ing unit.76 A union official or employee 
engaging in protected activity cannot be 
disciplined for their actions as long as it 
does not rise to the level of flagrant miscon-
duct.77 However, an appropriate response 
to inappropriate behavior might be to end 
the interview and forgo the chance for the 
subject to provide any input into the AR 
15-6 investigation. 

Appendix A and Appendix B78 contain 
sample annual notices of Weingarten rights 
that can be used to meet an agency’s statu-
tory obligation under 5 U.S.C. § 7114(a)(3). 
In situations of an investigation involving 
a civilian witness or subject, legal advisors 

should familiarize themselves with these 
rights and be prepared to advise the IO.

Garrity and Kalkines Fifth 

Amendment Protections
79

Having discussed the protections specifical-
ly applicable to bargaining unit members, 
this article now turns to protections avail-
able to all federal civilian employees. Crim-
inal and administrative investigations can 
often intersect.80 This is especially true for 
public employees (local, state, and federal) 
where there is both an employer-employee 
relationship, as well as the employer being a 
governing sovereign body. However, more 
often with civilians, there is an admin-
istrative investigation into conduct that 
could be construed as a criminal act, but for 
which a criminal proceeding is not reason-
ably foreseeable.81 In other words, these 
administrative investigations might have 
criminal overtones although no criminal 
action is being investigated, and no criminal 
proceedings are pending or reasonably 
foreseeable. Witnesses who are not the sub-
jects of AR 15-6 investigations may also be 
reluctant to provide a truthful statement for 
fear that they may incriminate themselves—
for example, giving a sworn statement 
about drug use by themselves and others in 
an investigation with a drug dealer as the 
suspect.

It is important to note that the terms 
“Garrity rights” and “Kalkines rights” are 
often used interchangeably in practice, but 
the information below illustrates how they 
are distinguishable. 

Case Law

In general, federal “[e]mployees have a 
duty to speak with agency investigators 
unless criminal proceedings are reasonably 
feared.”82 The duty to cooperate is signifi-
cantly curtailed due to an employee’s Fifth 
Amendment right against self-incrimina-
tion—i.e., the right to remain silent. This 
issue was first examined in a case dealing 
with New Jersey state employees: Garrity v. 

New Jersey.83 In Garrity, the appellants were 
police officers under investigation for the 
alleged fixing of traffic tickets.84 

Before being questioned, each ap-
pellant was warned (1) that anything 
he said might be used against him 
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in any state criminal proceeding; (2) 
that he had the privilege to refuse to 
answer if the disclosure would tend 
to incriminate him; but (3) that if he 
refused to answer he would be subject 
to removal from office. Appellants 
answered the questions. No im-
munity was granted, as there is no 
immunity statute applicable in these 
circumstances. Over their objections, 
some of the answers given were 
used in subsequent prosecutions for 
conspiracy to obstruct the adminis-
tration of the traffic laws. Appellants 
were convicted and their convictions 
were sustained over their protests 
that their statements were coerced, by 
reason of the fact that, if they refused 
to answer, they could lose their posi-
tions with the police department.85

In overturning the convictions, the 
Court held that “the protection of the indi-
vidual . . . against coerced statements pro-
hibits use in subsequent criminal proceed-
ings of statements obtained under threat 
of removal from office, and that it extends 
to all, whether they are policemen or other 
members of our body politic.”86

In 1973, the U.S. Court of Claims 
issued the Kalkines decision, which made 
Garrity specifically applicable to federal 
employees; considered several intervening 
cases;87 and explained the circumstances 
in which an employee can be compelled to 
answer questions that may incriminate the 
employee.88 In Kalkines, the plaintiff was 
removed from his position at the Bureau 
of Customs of the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury for failing to answer questions at 
four different interviews related to accept-
ing a bribe.89 A criminal investigation was 
occurring at the same time as the first three 
interviews, although (unbeknownst to the 
plaintiff) the U.S. Attorney had decided not 
to proceed with prosecution by the time of 
the fourth interview.90 The court held that 
an employee “can be removed for not re-
plying if he is adequately informed both that 
he is subject to discharge for not answering 
and that his replies (and their fruits) cannot 
be employed against him in a criminal 
case.”91 Because the plaintiff was not given 
this information, the court overturned 

plaintiff’s discharge from the federal service 
and granted back pay.92 

Distinction

It is important for AR 15-6 legal advisors 
to understand the primary differences 
between Garrity and Kalkines warnings, 
especially since the terms are mistakenly 
used interchangeably. 

Garrity warnings are given when 
an employee is requested to give 
information on a voluntary basis in 
connection with [their] own admin-
istrative misconduct, and the answers 
might also be used in a future 
criminal proceeding. The employee 
is informed of [their] right to remain 
silent if the answers may tend to 
incriminate [them]; that anything 
said may be used against [them] in a 
criminal or administrative proceed-
ing; and [they] cannot be disciplined 
for remaining silent.93

A Garrity warning is used to ensure 
that statements made by a suspect in an 
AR 15-6 investigation are not accidentally 
immunized. Immunity under Garrity “will 
be found if an employee has an objectively 
reasonable belief that he or she will be disci-
plined if he or she refuses to answer ques-
tions.”94 The Garrity warning ensures that 
immunity is not inadvertently granted as a 
matter of law, and it quashes any objectively 
reasonable belief that an employee would be 
disciplined for refusing to answer questions 
that might incriminate them under the 
Fifth Amendment. 

On the other hand, the Kalkines warn-
ing is used when the investigator plans to 
offer criminal use immunity to the employ-
ee under investigation.95 

[A] Kalkines warning informs the 
employee that: [They are] going to be 
asked a number of specific questions 
concerning the performance of 
[their] official duties. [They have] a 
duty to reply to these questions, and 
agency disciplinary action, including 
dismissal, may be undertaken if [they] 
refuse[] to answer, or fail[] to reply 
fully and truthfully. The answers 
[they] furnishe[d] and any informa-

tion or evidence resulting from those 
answers may be used in the course 
of civil or administrative proceed-
ings. Neither [their] answers nor 
any information or evidence gained 
by reason of such statements can be 
used against [them] in any criminal 
proceedings, except that if [they] 
knowingly and willfully provide[] 
false statements or information in 
[their] answers, [they] may be crimi-
nally prosecuted for that action.96

Therefore, the primary distinction 
is whether the investigator is prepared to 
allow the employee to refuse to answer 
incriminating questions or is prepared to 
grant immunity. 

Best Practices

With the Kalkines and Garrity rules and 
case law in mind, the following are several 
practice tips for preparing and conducting 
investigatory interviews of a DA Civilian 
suspect pursuant to AR 15-6 when the indi-
vidual is suspected of criminal misconduct.

First, it is important to remember that 
Kalkines and Garrity rights should not be 
used in custodial interviews by Criminal 
Investigation Division, Military Police, the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, or other 
law enforcement investigations. They are 
used in administrative interviews such as 
an AR 15-6 investigation or an administra-
tive Inspector General (IG) investigation. 
If a DA Civilian is suspected of criminal 
misconduct, and is in a custodial interview, 
a Miranda

97 warning would be more appro-
priate.98 

Second, unlike Weingarten rights, the 
onus is on the government (the IO or the 
legal advisor) to determine whether a Kalk-

ines or Garrity rights form is necessary prior 
to or even during the AR 15-6 interview 
of a civilian suspect. Although an AR 15-6 
suspect must specifically and affirmatively 
invoke any protections afforded by the 
Fifth Amendment, the IO and legal advisor 
must determine whether to give a Kalkines 
or Garrity notification to the suspect. Any 
notification of Kalkines or Garrity rights 
should be planned well in advance of the 
AR 15-6 interview, and a Garrity warn-
ing form should be used if the IO or legal 
advisor believes there is any likelihood of 
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criminality regarding the subject of the AR 
15-6 investigation and interview. This is 
the best way to avoid the accidental grant-
ing of immunity to the suspect of an AR 
15-6 investigation.99 However, it is possible 
that criminal implications could become 
apparent during the investigatory inter-
view, and the IO and legal advisor will need 
to adapt. The risk-averse approach is to 
provide Garrity warnings to all subjects of 
AR 15-6 investigations when there are even 
minor criminal overtones. 

Third, if the IO or legal advisor desires 
to grant prosecutorial “use immunity”100 to 
the suspect of an AR 15-6 investigation, 
they cannot do this in a vacuum. Instead, 
these individuals must discuss immunity 
with the Department of Justice.101 The 
relevant statutes102 note that Attorney Gen-
eral approval is required before granting 
testimonial immunity.103 After Attorney 
General approval, the agency may grant the 
testimonial immunity “only if in its judg-
ment—(1) the testimony or other informa-
tion from such individual may be necessary 
to the public interest; and (2) such individu-
al has refused or is likely to refuse to testify 
or provide other information on the basis 
of [their] privilege against self-incrimina-
tion.”104 The Army procedures for imple-
menting this statute are contained in AR 
27-10, Military Justice.105 It is unlikely that an 
IO will be familiar with the detailed process 
of requesting testimonial immunity, so the 
legal advisor must be intimately involved 
with any interviews that may require the 
grant of testimonial immunity. A JA legal 
advisor should be aware that the process for 
granting immunity to individuals subject 
to the Uniform Code of Military Justice, is 
different from granting immunity to DA 
Civilians (or anyone not subject to it).106 

Fourth, the IO and legal advisor must 
remember that concurrent criminal inves-
tigations may hinder the ability to inter-
view civilian suspects, even if a Kalkines 
or Garrity warning is given.107 Criminal 
investigations should (but do not have to) 
take priority over an AR 15-6 investigation 
in most situations.108 If a civilian is suspect-
ed of criminal misconduct, but an AR 15-6 
investigation cannot yet be conducted into 
the matter due to a criminal investigation, 
the use of paid investigative leave109 or an 
indefinite suspension without pay110 may 

be appropriate. This will allow time for 
the completion of any criminal investiga-
tion, and may even allow the IO to adopt 
some of the evidence and findings of the 
criminal investigation. Also, if a criminal 
investigation has concluded and there are 
no recommendations to prosecute, it may 
be easier to acquire authorization to issue a 
Kalkines warning.

Fifth, similar to the discussion in the 
Weingarten rights section above,111 most 
AR 15-6 investigations can be thoroughly 
completed without the cooperation of the 
suspect. The grant of immunity under Kalk-

ines should be extremely rare. Instead, it is 
much more likely that practitioners will use 
the Garrity warning form when the suspect 
of an AR 15-6 investigation is also suspect-
ed of criminal wrongdoing. When Garrity 
warning forms are used, the IO and legal 
advisor should expect the suspect to refuse 
to answer any questions. 

Last, although JAs are keenly aware 
that Fifth Amendment protections cannot 
be raised on behalf of others or used to 
refuse to incriminate a friend or colleague,112 
the IO may be unfamiliar with the rules of 
Fifth Amendment protections. The legal 
advisor must educate the IO regarding the 
bounds of Fifth Amendment protections. In 
general, witnesses who are not suspects of 
an AR 15-6 investigation do not need Kalk-

ines or Garrity rights, and these witnesses 
cannot refuse to answer questions that may 
implicate their coworkers. Thus, IOs must 
be able to identify these basic Fifth Amend-
ment issues and immediately raise any refus-
al to answer questions to the legal advisor. 

Sample Garrity and Kalkines warnings 
are contained in appendices A and B. These 
forms can either be adopted or adapted 
to meet an organization’s needs, although 
consulting the labor counselor is always 
advisable. 

Conclusion

Army Regulation 15-6 glosses over some 
of the imperative issues that arise when 
investigating and interviewing DA Civilian 
employees. Statutory rights, such as Weing-

arten rights, exist to ensure that a member 
of the bargaining unit is properly represent-
ed in an investigatory interview. Consti-
tutional rights created through case law, 
such as Garrity and Kalkines warnings, exist 

to ensure that DA Civilian employees can 
effectively protect their Fifth Amendment 
interests against self-incrimination. They 
also exist to ensure that administrative 
investigations, such as AR 15–6 investiga-
tions, can be conducted without the exclu-
sion of evidence or the inadvertent granting 
of “use immunity.” These rights are not 
something to fear or avoid. However, an IO 
and legal advisor must ensure that these stat-
utory and constitutional rights are properly 
administered and afforded to all applicable 
interviewees. Properly considering Weing-

arten, Garrity, and Kalkines will ensure a 
smooth and efficient AR 15-6 investigation 
when dealing with DA Civilians. The best 
practices contained within this primer will 
help IOs and legal advisors avoid the pitfalls 
of investigating federal civilian employees 
pursuant to AR 15-6. TAL

Mr. Hammerschmidt is a general attorney for 

Army Materiel Command at Tobyhanna Army 

Depot, Pennsylvania.

Notes

1. U.s. dep’t oF army, reg. 15-6, proCedUres For 
administrative investigations and boards oF oFFiCers 
para. 1-1 (1 Apr. 2016) [hereinafter AR 15-6].

2. Id. ch. 7.

3. Id. para. 1-11 (“A suspect or subject of an inquiry or 
investigation is not a designated respondent, and the 
procedural requirements set forth in chapter 7, section 
II, of this regulation do not apply.”).

4. Searches of civilian workplaces can also be a major 
part of Army Regulation (AR) 15-6 investigations, 
which is beyond the scope of this article. For a thor-
ough analysis of administrative searches and Fourth 
Amendment protections for federal civilian employees, 
it is highly recommended that an Investigating Officer 
(IO) and legal advisor read about warrantless searches 
of Government employees. See Bryan R. Lemons, 
Public Privacy: Warrantless Workplace Searches of Public 

Employees, 7 U. pa. J. bUs. l. 1 (2004) (discussing cases 
such as Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 361 (1967); 
United States v. Simons, 206 F.3d 392 (4th Cir. 2000); 
Muick v. Glenayre Electronics, 280 F.3d 741 (7th 
Cir. 2002); O’Connor v. Ortega, 480 U.S. 709 (1986); 
Leventhal v. Knapek, 266 F.3d 64 (2d Cir. 2001); Nat’l 
Treasury Emp’s Union v. Von Raab, 289 U.S. 656, 
671 (1989); Am. Postal Workers Union v. U.S. Postal 
Serv., 871 F.2d 556 (6th Cir. 1989)). 

5. ar 15-6, supra note 1, para. 1-1. As a resource in 
general for conducting any kind of administrative 
investigations, AR 15-6 contains several useful appen-
dices with investigatory tools and tips.

6. Id. at i.

7. Army Regulation 15-6 uses both the terms “subject” 
and “suspect” to refer to the individual being investi-
gated or simply of interest in the investigation. This 
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article uses the terms interchangeably, since many of 
the quotations from AR 15-6 will use only one of the 
terms. 

8. AR 15-6, supra note 1, para. 3-4 (explaining repre-
sentation rights for subjects of an investigation). See 

also id. para. 3-8(a)(2) (explaining Weingarten rights for 
witnesses).  

9. NLRB v. J. Weingarten, Inc., 420 U.S. 251 (1975). 
See infra “Statutory Protections” for a more thorough 
discussion of Weingarten rights. See also Brigham M. 
Cheney, FAQ re Employees’ Weingarten Rights to Repre-

sentation, aalrr: lab. rels. l. blog (Mar. 16, 2018), 
https://www.aalrr.com/Labor-Relations-Law-Blog/
faq-re-employees-weingarten-rights-to-representation 
(discussing Weingarten rights in the private sector); 
U.S. Fed. lab. rels. aUth., part 3: investigatory 
eXaminations, https://www.flra.gov/Guidance_inves-
tigatory%20examinations_part%203#55 (last visited 
May 14, 2021) [hereinafter U.S. Fed. lab. rels. aUth.] 
(discussing Weingarten rights in the Federal sector). 

10. U.s. Const. amend. V (“No person shall . . . be 
compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against 
himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, 
without due process of law . . . .”).

11. AR 15-6, supra note 1, para. 3-7(d)(7)(b) (“No wit-
nesses or respondents not subject to the Uniform Code 
of Military Justice (UCMJ) will be required to make 
a statement or produce evidence that would deprive 
them of their rights against self-incrimination under 
the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.”). See 

also id. para. C-3 (“Witnesses cannot be compelled 
by commanders, supervisors, or IOs to incriminate 
themselves; to make a statement or produce evidence 
that is not material; or to make a statement or produce 
evidence that might tend to degrade them.”). 

12. Garrity v. New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1967).

13. Kalkines v. United States, 473 F.2d 1391 (Ct. Cl. 
1973).

14. See AR 15-6, supra note 1, para. 3-7(d)(7)(f) (“In 
certain cases, the appropriate authority may provide a 
witness or respondent a grant of testimonial immunity 
and require testimony notwithstanding Article 31, 
UCMJ, or the Fifth Amendment. Grants of immunity 
must be made under the provisions of AR 27-10 and 
any local supplements to AR 27-10.”).

15. U.S. Dep’t of Army, DA Form 3881, Rights 
Warning Procedure/Waiver Certificate (1 Nov. 1989) 
[hereinafter DA Form 3881]. 

16. See id. (“For use of this form, see AR 190-30.”). See 

generally U.s. dep’t oF army, reg. 190-30, military 
poliCe investigations (1 Nov. 2005). When investi-
gating civilian employees, the military police or U.S. 
Army Criminal Investigation Division will handle any 
criminal aspects of the investigation, and the IO will 
handle the investigation into employee misconduct 
pursuant to Title 5 of the United States Code. See, e.g., 
5 U.S.C. ch. 75; 5 C.F.R. pt. 572 (2021). 

17. DA Form 3881, supra note 15.

18. See appendices A and B for sample statements. 
Appendix A is a sample Garrity Warning. Appendix B 
is a sample Kalkines Warning.

19. See, e.g., AR 15-6, supra note 1, para. 3-7(d)(7)
(d) (“A Soldier who is suspected of an offense under 
the UCMJ will be advised of his or her rights under 
Article 31, UCMJ, before being asked any questions 
concerning the suspected offense. The Soldier, wheth-
er a witness or respondent, will be given a reasonable 

amount of time to consult an attorney, if requested, 
before answering any such questions. No adverse in-
ference will be drawn against witnesses or respondents 
who invoke their rights under Article 31, UCMJ, or 
the Fifth Amendment. The IO or board should use 
DA Form 3881 (Rights Warning Procedure/Waiver 
Certificate) to explain the rights, and to memorialize 
the explanation and the suspect’s decision.”). Id. para. 
3-7(d)(7)(a), (9). 

20. Although Garrity and Kalkines warnings affect all 
federal employees whereas Weingarten rights affect 
only bargaining unit employees, Weingarten rights 
are discussed first in this article as they are far more 
common in AR 15-6 investigations. 

21. See 5 U.S.C. § 7114(a)(2), (3); H.R. 3793, 95th 
Cong. (as reported with amendments, Mar. 3, 1978), 
reprinted in legislative history oF Federal serviCe la-
bor-management relations statUte, title vii oF the 
Civil serviCe aCt oF 1978, at 926 (1979), https://www.
flra.gov/system/files/webfm/Authority/Archival%20
Decisions%20&%20Leg%20Hist/LEG%20HIST%20
OF%20THE%20FSLMRS%20Nov%2019%201979.pdf 
[hereinafter legislative history].

22. Eldridge v. Dep’t of Veterans Affs., No. DC-315H-
20-0220-I-1, 2020 MSPB LEXIS 248 (Jan 22, 2020) 
(citing Lim v. Department of Agriculture, 10 M.S.P.R. 
129, 130 (1982)) (“The holding in Weingarten regards 
the National Labor Relations Act, which does not 
apply to the appellant or most other federal employees. 
Nevertheless, Congress afforded federal employees 
similar rights under the Civil Service Reform Act.”). 

23. 29 U.S.C. § 157.

24. NLRB v. J. Weingarten, Inc., 420 U.S. 251, 252–53 
(1975).

25. Id. at 267 (citing Chevron Chemical Co., 60 Lab. 
Arb. 1066, 1071 (1973)). The holding of the Weingarten 
case emphasizes the fact that it is the employee’s 
reasonable belief of discipline that determines whether 
Weingarten rights attach, not whether discipline 
actually results from the investigatory meeting or 
interview. Id.

26. Federal Service Labor-Management Relations Act, 
5 U.S.C. §§ 7101–7135. See generally A Short History of 

the Statute, U.s. Fed. lab. rels. aUth., https://www.
flra.gov/resources-training/resources/statute-and-reg-
ulations/statute/short-history-statute (last visited July 
22, 2021) (offering a brief history of the statute). 

27. legislative history, supra note 21, at 926.

28. 5 U.S.C. § 7114(a)(2), (3). 

29. See generally Am. Fed’n of Gov’t Emps. Council 236, 
48 F.L.R.A. 1348, 1354–56 (1994).

In order for a union to have a right to repre-
sentation under the Statute, all the elements of 
section 7114(a)(2)(A) must exist. There must 
be: (1) a discussion; (2) which is formal; (3) 
between one or more representatives of the 
agency and one or more unit employees or 
their representatives; (4) concerning any griev-
ance or any personnel policy or practice or oth-
er general condition of employment . . . . [W]e 
have advised that the totality of the circum-
stances presented must be examined, but that 
a number of factors are relevant: (1) the status 
of the individual who held the discussions; (2) 
whether any other management representa-
tives attended; (3) the site of the discussions; 
(4) how the meetings for the discussions were 
called; (5) how long the discussions lasted; (6) 

whether a formal agenda was established for 
the discussions; and (7) the manner in which 
the discussions were conducted.

Id. See also Am. Fed’n of Gov’t Emps. Local 1709, 57 
F.L.R.A. 304 (2001) (holding that nonsupervisory 
attorneys can be considered representatives of the 
agency for purposes of formal discussions). Although 
formal discussions are beyond the scope of this article, 
it is important to be familiar with the subject as there 
is an affirmative obligation to notify the exclusive 
representative of the bargaining unit before a formal 
discussion is held with bargaining unit employees. 
This is in sharp contrast to 5 U.S.C. § 7114(a)(2)(B) 
and 5 U.S.C. § 7114(a)(3) discussed below, which 
contain the codification of Weingarten rights for the 
federal public sector and do not contain the same 
notice requirements.

30. Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Local 1941 v. FLRA, 837 
F.2d 495 (D.C. Cir. 1988).

31. See, e.g., Nat’l Treasury Emps. Union, 15 F.L.R.A. 
626 (1984).

32. See AR 15-6, supra note 1, para. 2-3 (discussing 
Assistant Investigative Officers). The use of assistant 
IOs can be particularly important in joint investiga-
tions between the military services or when Service 
members and Civilians are being investigated as 
part of the same AR 15-6 investigation. See generally 
Captain Balaji L. Narain & Captain Dustin L. Banks, 
Administrative Investigations and Nonjudicial Punish-

ment in Joint Environments, Jag reporter (May 23, 
2019), https://www.jagreporter.af.mil/Post/Arti-
cle-View-Post/Article/2546326/administrative-inves-
tigations-and-non-judicial-punishment-in-joint-envi-
ronments/.

33. oFF. oF gen. CoUns., U.S. Fed. lab. rels. aUth., 
gUidanCe on meetings (2015), https://www.flra.
gov/system/files/webfm/OGC/Guidances/MEET-
INGS%20GUIDANCE%208-28-15%20final_1.pdf 
[hereinafter ogC gUidanCe]. 

[The FLRA] examines the totality of circum-
stances surrounding each particular meeting 
and considers such factors as whether the 
meeting was: (1) designed to ask questions 
and solicit information from the employee; 
(2) conducted in a confrontational manner; 
(3) designed to secure an admission from the 
employee of wrongdoing; and/or (4) designed 
for the employee to explain his/her conduct.

Id. at 21. This FLRA resource contains a vast amount 
of information on formal discussions and Weingarten 
meetings, much of which is beyond the scope of this 
primer. The cases of particular importance for a Judge 
Advocate (JA) and service member IO are discussed 
throughout this primer. 

34. Id. (citing Nat’l Treasury Emps. Union, 15 F.L.R.A. 
626, 637 (1984)).

35. Id. (citing Nat’l Treasury Emps. Union v. FLRA, 
835 F.2d 1446, 1451 (D.C. Cir. 1987)).

36. Id. (citing Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps., Nat’l Border Pa-
trol Council, Local 2366, 46 F.L.R.A. 363, 363 (1992)).

37. AR 15-6, supra note 1, para. 3-8a(2).

38. See Nat’l Treasury Emps. Union, 4 F.L.R.A. 237, 
252 (1980) (“This approach, which focuses on the 
interview and its surrounding circumstances, clearly 
removes from inquiry the individual’s subjective belief 
and places it on reliable, objective considerations.”); 
Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Local 2544 v. FLRA, 779 F.2d 
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719, 724 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (“The FLRA has also defined 
the ‘reasonably believes’ requirement in § 7114(a)(2)
(B) as an objective standard. The relevant inquiry is 
whether, in light of the external evidence, a reasonable 
person would decide that disciplinary action might 
result from the examination.”).

39. Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Local 2328, 51 F.L.R.A. 
1741, 1748–49 (1996) (citing Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. 
Local 2544 v. F.L.R.A., 779 F.2d 719, 723 (D.C. Cir. 
1986)) (“The Weingarten right applies ‘whenever the 
circumstances surrounding an investigation make it 
reasonable for the employee to fear that his answers 
might lead to discipline. The possibility, rather than 
the inevitability, of future discipline determines the 
employee’s right to union representation.’”). Even if 
no discipline results from the meeting, a violation 
of Weingarten rights can still lead to a union filing a 
successful Unfair Labor Practice or Grievance. See, e.g., 
Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps., Nat’l Border Patrol Council, 
41 F.L.R.A. 154 (1991).

40. Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Local 2544 v. FLRA, 779 
F.2d 719, 724 (1985) (noting that “A union has a right 
to represent an employee even if the employer does 
not contemplate taking any disciplinary action against 
the employee at the time of the interview, since disci-
plinary action will rarely be decided upon until after 
the results of the inquiry are known.”).

41. See ogC gUidanCe, supra note 33, at 25–26.

42. 5 U.S.C. § 7114(a)(2)(A)(ii). Interestingly, this affir-
mative obligation was almost placed on the employer, 
rather than the employee, in a similar manner as the 
employer’s notification requirement in formal discus-
sions. See legislative history, supra note 21, at 229–31 
(proposed amendment by Congresswoman Gladys 
Spellman that would have required an employer to 
provide a written advisement to an employee under 
investigation that he or she had the right to seek a 
representative of his or her choice).

43. See infra “Weingarten Rights for Bargaining Unit 
Employees: Best Practices” regarding CBA obligations.

44. Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Council of Prison Locals, 
55 F.L.R.A. 388, 389 (1999).

45. Id. at 394.

46. Id.

47. Tidewater Virginia Fed. Emps. Metal Trades 
Council, 35 F.L.R.A. 1069, 1077 (1990). See also Am. 
Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Local 3148, 27 F.L.R.A. 874, 880 
(1987); Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Local 0033, 20 FSIP 
019 (2020).

In order for the section 7114(a)(2)(B) inves-
tigatory examination right to exist . . . the 
following rules apply: Rule 1—The employee 
must make a clear request for union repre-
sentation before or during the interview. The 
employee cannot be punished for making this 
request. Rule 2—After the employee makes 
the request, the employer must choose from 
among three options: Grant the request and 
delay questioning until the union represen-
tative arrives and (prior to the interview 
continuing) the representative has a chance to 
consult privately with the employee; Deny the 
request and end the interview immediately; or 
Give the employee a clear choice between hav-
ing the interview without representation, or 
ending the interview. Rule 3—If the employer 
denies the request for union representation, 
and continues to ask questions, it commits an 

unfair labor practice and the employee has a 
right to refuse to answer. The employer may 
not discipline the employee for such a refusal.

Id.

48. See Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps., Nat’l Border Patrol 
Council, 42 F.L.R.A. 834 (1991) as an example where 
Weingarten rights were offered, but the bargaining unit 
employee was subtly coerced into not having his union 
representative present for the interview.

49. Nat’l Treasury Emps. Union Chapter 208, 65 
F.L.R.A. 79, 84 (2010) (quoting Am. Fed’n Gov’t 
Emps., Local 171, 52 F.L.R.A. 421, 432–33 (1996)).

50. Id. (citing Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Local 3434, 50 
F.L.R.A. 601, 607 (1995)). 

51. Id. (citing NLRB v. J. Weingarten, Inc., 420 U.S. 
251 (1975)).

52. Id. (citing NLRB v. Texaco, 659 F.2d 124, 126 (9th 
Cir. 1981)).

53. Id. (citing Yellow Freight Sys., Inc., 317 N.L.R.B. 
115, 124 (1995)).

54. Id. (citing Nat’l Treasury Emps. Union, 5 F.L.R.A. 
297, 307 (1981)).

[T]he Authority [has rejected the position that] 
an investigator “was entitled to obtain a state-
ment from the employee without interruption 
from her representative.” Specifically . . . “some 
interruption, by way of comments re[gard-
ing] the form of questions or statements as 
to possible infringement of employee rights, 
should properly be expected from the employ-
ee’s representative.” In this connection, “[t]he 
employer always retains the option to refrain 
from conducting the examination in the event 
it decides that the interview, in the presence of 
a union representative, is not efficacious.” In 
addition, the judge found that even prohibiting 
the union representative from “pass[ing] notes” 
to the employee during the interview would 
impermissibly “circumscribe the effectiveness 
of the representative.” (citations omitted).

Id.

55. Id. (citing Nat’l Fed’n Fed. Emps. Local 589, 48 
F.L.R.A. 787, 798, 799 (1993), on recon. 49 F.L.R.A. 
171, recon. denied, 49 F.L.R.A. 701 (1994)) (“[E]ven 
where a representative has been permitted to confer 
with an employee and make statements ‘off the record,’ 
the Authority has found no ‘meaningful representa-
tion[]’ where there was no indication that off-the-re-
cord statements would be considered in making a final 
determination regarding discipline.”).

56. See U.S. Fed. lab. rels. aUth., supra note 9.

57. Id. 

58. Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Local 171, 52 F.L.R.A. 421, 
432–38 (1996).

59. Hours or days, not weeks or months. 

60. See generally Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Local 197, 46 
F.L.R.A. 1210, 1223 (1993).

61. Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Local 709, 54 F.L.R.A. 
1502, 1513 (1998). 

To effectuate an agency’s legitimate concerns 
regarding the integrity of its investigation and 
the union’s right to designate the represen-
tatives for purposes of section 7114(a)(2)(B) 
of the Statute, it is necessary to accommodate 
these interests. Our framework of accommo-

dation is governed by the presumption that 
a union can designate the individual it wants 
as its representative during a Weingarten 
examination . . . . By adopting this presump-
tion, we continue to recognize the agency’s 
interest in preserving the integrity of its 
investigation. Therefore, an agency can rebut 
this presumption. We hold that an agency may 
preclude a particular individual from serving 
as the union’s designated representative only 
where the agency can demonstrate “special 
circumstances” that warrant precluding a 
particular individual from serving in this 
capacity. . . . “Special circumstances” will, con-
sistent with its application in the private sector, 
be construed narrowly to preserve the union’s 
normal prerogatives. We emphasize, in addi-
tion, that even if an agency can demonstrate 
such special circumstances, a union nonethe-
less may exercise its right of representation by 
designating another individual to serve as a 
representative. (citation omitted).

Id.

62. Although the “bargaining unit” is the foundational 
element of the Federal Service Labor-Management 
Relations Statute (FSLMRS), it is not actually defined 
in the statute. However, the FSLMRS does list the 
criteria for determining appropriate bargaining units 
and the types of employees that must be excluded from 
bargaining units. See 5 U.S.C. § 7112. See also 5 U.S.C. § 
7103(a)(2), (10), (11), (13), (15).

63. 5 U.S.C. § 7103(a)(8) (“‘collective bargaining agree-
ment’ means an agreement entered into as a result of 
collective bargaining pursuant to the provisions of this 
chapter”); 5 U.S.C. § 7103(a)(12).

“Collective bargaining” means the performance 
of the mutual obligation of the representative 
of an agency and the exclusive representative 
of employees in an appropriate unit in the 
agency to meet at reasonable times and to con-
sult and bargain in a good-faith effort to reach 
agreement with respect to the conditions of 
employment affecting such employees and to 
execute, if requested by either party, a written 
document incorporating any collective bar-
gaining agreement reached, but the obligation 
referred to in this paragraph does not compel 
either party to agree to a proposal or to make 
a concession.

5 U.S.C. § 7103(a)(12).

64. U.S. Off. of Personnel Mgmt., SF 50, Notification 
of Personnel Action (July 1991). 

65. See 5 U.S.C. § 7112(b)–(c) for a list of positions not 
eligible to be in a bargaining unit.

66. Bargaining Unit, U.s. oFF. oF personnel mgmt., 
https://dw.opm.gov/datastandards/dataStandard/1406 
(last visited July 27, 2021). 

67. Id.

68. Remember that in determining whether an em-
ployee is entitled to Weingarten rights, it is irrelevant 
whether the employee is a dues-paying member of 
the union. All that matters is that the employee is a 
member of the bargaining unit.

69. See Fed. Emps. Metal Trades Council of Charles-
ton, S.C., 32 F.L.R.A. 222 (1988) (“Nothing in the plain 
wording of the section supports the conclusion that 
‘the unit’ referred to in section 7114(a)(2)(B) means 
the bargaining unit which encompasses an employee’s 
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position at the time of the events which are the subject 
of the examination.”). 

70. 5 U.S.C. § 7114(a)(3).

71. Weingarten rights are still being litigated today 
at the Federal Service Impasse Panel—specifically 
whether an Agency must affirmatively provide notice 
of Weingarten rights to each individual employee under 
investigation. See, e.g., Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps. Local 
0033, 20 F.S.I.P. 019 (2020).  

72. 5 U.S.C. § 7114(b)(4).  

73. Interestingly, AR 15-6 states, “Various statutes and 
regulations govern adverse personnel actions against 
Department of the Army civilian employees. Supervi-
sors should consult with the servicing civilian person-
nel office and servicing SJA or legal advisor if formal 
disciplinary action is contemplated against a civilian 
employee (see AR 690-700).” AR 15-6, supra note 1, 
para. 1-12b. However, at the time of publication of 
this article, AR 690-700 is not available for reference. 
According to the Army’s Publication Directorate, revi-
sions to the regulation have been in legal review since 
13 August 2020. FY21 Over 20 Year Old Publication Status 

as of 15 JUL 2021, army pUbl’g direCtorate, https://
armypubs.army.mil/pdf/administrative_pubStatus.pdf 
(last visited July 27, 2021). 5 U.S.C. § 7503 and 5 U.S.C. 
§ 7513 contain some of the due process rights afforded 
to civilian employees, including the right to respond to 
proposed adverse actions. 

74. AR 15-6, supra note 1, para. C-2 (“The legal 
advisor’s role, however, is to provide legal advice and 
assistance, not to conduct the investigation.”).

75. For a general list of actions which an exclusive 
representative may and may not take with respect to 
an investigatory examination, see U.S. Fed. lab. rels. 
aUth., supra note 9.

76. See Am. Fed’n Gov’t Emps., 59 F.L.R.A. 767 (2004) 
(analyzing the flagrant misconduct standard).

77. Id. 

78. This notice has been adapted from U.s. depart-
ment oF agriCUltUre, oFFiCe oF hUman resoUrCes 
management, annUal weingarten notiCe, https://
www.dm.usda.gov/employ/labor/weingarten.htm 
(last visited Dec. 17, 2020).

79. Advanced labor and employment law practitioners 
may be interested in an older, but still relevant, deep 
dive into the historical evolution of case law regarding 
self-incrimination in investigative interviews. See 

generally Luther G. Jones, III, The Privilege Against 

Self-Incrimination of the Public Employee in an Investiga-

tive Interview, army law., Nov. 1985, at 6. 

80. AR 15-6, supra note 1, para. C-2(c).

81. An administrative investigation examines underly-
ing conduct that may or may not constitute a crime. By 
using an administrative investigation, the agency is not 
necessarily looking at the criminality of the conduct 
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Appendix A 

Garrity Warning 
 
You are being asked to provide information as part of an administrative investigation being 
conducted by [insert office, unit, appointing authority, etc. that ordered the investigation] 
regarding [Provide overarching subject matter of investigation, i.e., harassment, 
discrimination, misconduct, missing property, etc.]. This investigation is being conducted 
pursuant to [Army Regulation 15-6 or other statute/regulation]. 
 
The investigation involves the following: [Provide a one or two sentence description of the 
investigation, i.e., the who, what, when, where, why, and how (if known and applicable)]. 
 
You are going to be asked a number of specific questions regarding the subject matter 
of this investigation, as described above.  
 
This interview is strictly voluntary, and you may leave at any time. You have the right 
to remain silent if your answers will incriminate you.  
 
Anything you say or do may be used as evidence in any future potential administrative 
or criminal proceeding involving you. If you refuse to answer any questions, no adverse 
action will be taken solely for remaining silent. However, your silence can be considered 
in an administrative proceeding for the evidentiary value that is warranted by the facts 
surrounding your case.  

 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

I understand the warnings and assurances stated above, and I am willing to make a statement 
and answer questions. No promises or threats have been made to me and no pressure or 
coercion of any kind has been used against me. 
 
 
_________________________________ ________________________________ 
NAME NAME 
Investigator’s Signature Interviewee’s Signature 
 
Witness:__________________________ Date:____________________________ 
(if applicable) 
 
Time:____________________________ Location:_________________________  
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Appendix B 

Kalkines Warning 
 
You are being asked to provide information as part of an administrative investigation being 
conducted by [insert office, unit, appointing authority, etc. that ordered the investigation] 
regarding [provide overarching subject matter of investigation, i.e., harassment, discrimination, 
misconduct, missing property, etc.] This investigation is being conducted pursuant to [Army 
Regulation 15-6 or other statute/regulation]. 
 
The investigation involves the following: [Provide a one or two sentence description of the 
investigation, i.e., the who, what, when, where, why, and how (if known and applicable)]. 
 
The purpose of this interview is to obtain information which will assist in the determination of 
whether administrative action is warranted.  
 
You are going to be asked a number of specific questions regarding the subject matter of 
this investigation, as described above. You have a duty to reply to these questions truthfully 
and completely, and agency adverse action may be initiated as a result of your answers. 
However, neither your answers nor any information or evidence which is gained by reason 
of such statements can be used against you in criminal proceedings. You may be subject to 
adverse action up to and including dismissal if you refuse to answer or fail to respond 
truthfully and fully to any questions. If you knowingly and willfully provide false 
statements or information in your answers, you may be criminally prosecuted for that 
action. 
 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

 
_________________________________ ________________________________ 
NAME NAME 
Investigator’s Signature Interviewee’s Signature 
 
Witness:__________________________ Date:____________________________ 
(if applicable) 
 
Time:____________________________ Location:_________________________  
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TJAGLCS rededicated the Regimental Reading 
Room as the Sergeant Major John H. Nolan 
Reading Room in August 2021 in honor of the late 
SGM Nolan. Friends and family were present for 
the ceremony. (Credit: Jason Wilkerson, TJAGLCS)



(Credit: respiro888 – stock.adobe.com)
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No. 3
Cross-Examining Convention

A Hypothetical Test of Pro-Convening 

Authority Discretion

By Lieutenant Colonel Daniel Maurer

This article is intended to do one thing: encourage the military 
justice community of practice to grapple with the arguments 

typically made when justifying the value and utility of commanders 
as court-martial convening authorities. To do that, this article uses 
the same simple method I have employed in a class I teach1 to West 
Point cadets. To those cadets, most of whom are majoring in Law 
and Legal Studies, I propose a hypothetical set of realistic facts and 
ask them to determine how a convening authority could justify 
taking action against those facts in light of the factors listed in the 
President’s non-binding disposition guidance to commanders and 
judge advocates (JAs).2 However, unlike the real-world practice 
on “CG appointment” days with which staff judge advocates and 
their chiefs of justice are familiar,3 this exercise deliberately imposes 
some constraints on what permissible arguments can be made. If a 
particular kind of argument is made, this exercise further demands 
specific follow-on answers implied by those choices. When done 
thoughtfully and honestly, an uncomfortable truth is laid bare: some 
defensive positions not only have gaps, but they also create obstacles 
in front of the claim that the military justice system properly balanc-
es the needs of “justice” against good order and discipline.4

Why Ask Why?

Judge advocates may be technical experts in an idiosyncratic 
criminal law system, but as a recent symposium on “legal ethics 
and modern military justice” made clear, JAs must also be prepared 
to explain to commanders at all echelons military justice’s moral, 
pragmatic, and prudential elements—and why they theoretically 
must be different than civilian models.5 One such key element 
is why commanders are, should be, or (someday) might not be 
intimately involved in making key decisions about military justice. 
This is not an academic exercise any longer: as this article goes 
to press, it is the primary reform to the UCMJ just enacted in the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2022,6 and 
it—among other things—divests traditional convening authori-
ties of their traditional prosecutorial authority. But, as discussed 
below, only for some cases some of the time, and not for another 
two years. Congress remains interested in alternative ways to 
address military sexual assault—for example, finding that contem-
porary efforts either lack the full support of the commands (or the 
institutional military), or that commands are just not capable and 
equipped to prevent, prosecute, and punish these offenders.7 Such 
changes would dramatically alter day-to-day military justice oper-
ations and upend centuries of practice. Ironically, however, such 
changes would be consistent with the decades of “civilianization”8 
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of process and procedure that have oc-
curred since the enactment of the Uniform 
Code of Military Justice in 1950.

This skepticism from Congress is 
nothing new.9 Most recently, the Senate 
Armed Services Committee held a hearing 
to discuss the influence and role of the com-
mander relative to victims of sexual assault, 
hearing exclusively from victims and victim 
advocates, all of whom were skeptical and 
critical of the commander’s traditional 
role that is both central to and atop of the 
military justice system.10 In the fiscal year 
2020 National Defense Authorization 
Act, Congress tasked the Department of 
Defense (DoD) to conduct a feasibility study 
of a proposed “alternative” justice system, 
including the feasibility of a pilot program 
to test beta versions of such a system.11 This 
alternative would remove court-martial 
convening authority for all “felonies” from 
commanders and shift it to senior, expe-
rienced JAs. As Michel Paradis wrote, this 
would be a significant paradigm shift with 
dramatic practical consequences.12

But this proposal was still actually quite 
limited in scope. For example, Congress 
did not ask the DoD to differentiate UCMJ 
crimes based on anything more than the fel-
ony/misdemeanor distinction. This ignores 
potentially relevant differences between 
“martial” and “non-martial” offenses. In 
this article, “martial offenses” are those 
military-nexus offenses with no civilian 

analogue—like absent without leave, malin-
gering, trainee abuse, disobedience, conduct 
unbecoming an officer, and various others 
that may be “prejudicial to good order and 
discipline.”13 Nor did Congress task the 
DoD to critically analyze or justify the myr-
iad other investigative, prosecutorial, and 
quasi-judicial authorities currently vested 
in commanders other than court-martial 
convening authority. These include the 
power to authorize searches and seizures,14 
arrest, detain, order pre-trial confinement,15 
decide what to charge,16 dismiss charges,17 
approve plea deals,18 and select panel mem-
bers.19 Similarly, Congress did not require 
the DoD to conduct any empirical survey or 
study to collect and quantify relevant data 
(e.g., do commanders—at all echelons—ac-
tually understand their legal authorities, 
or do they default to reliance on their JAs 
anyway; moreover, do they want those legal 

authorities?). In response to this tasking, 
the DoD’s Joint Service Committee’s ad 
hoc Subcommittee for the “Prosecutorial 
Authority Study” (PAS) completed and sub-
mitted its report, concluding that no such 
change should be made and that even a pilot 
study would be infeasible.20

The PAS report appears to have largely 
repeated the same core arguments that 
the Service Chiefs of Staff and their Judge 
Advocates General have given in Congres-
sional testimony over the last decade. To 
paraphrase, the arguments are as follows:

1. commanders need obedient, disciplined 
Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and Marines 
to accomplish the raison d’être of a 
military—to prepare to fight, to fight if 
necessary, and to win;

2. commanders need the UCMJ to ensure 
they have an adequate pool of obedient, 
disciplined soldiers;

3. commanders need to be the sole author-
ities making decisions within the UCMJ 
system because commanders understand 
the effect of crime on their unit and their 
unit’s mission;

4. if commanders are not the sole UCMJ 
decision-making authorities, troops will 
lose confidence in their commanders and 
in each other, morale will decrease, unit 
cohesion will be stretched to the breaking 
point, and, ultimately, readiness will suffer;

5. commanders are aided and advised by 
attorneys, and are bound by the same 
rules, regulations, and criminal laws as 
their troops; and

6. ultimately, if Americans can entrust 
the lives of their sons and daughters to 
commanders’ care, then surely we can 
entrust them with the duty to carefully 
and fairly investigate, prosecute, and 
punish crime allegedly committed by 
their sons and daughters.21

This multi-prong argument, or at least 
the bulk of it, certainly seems to have sup-
port in a long line of Supreme Court cases,22 
even after the adoption of the UCMJ and 
the beginning of military justice’s bumpy 
road of “civilianization.”23 Not surprisingly, 
the PAS characterized the proposed “alter-
native” as profoundly unsettling because it 
would disturb long-held beliefs about both 
the role and ability of commanders, and be-

cause it would disturb a significant number 
of existing processes and policies. To the 
PAS members, such a plan would be “the 
most sweeping change to military justice in 
the United States since the inception of the 
UCMJ in 1950.”24

Unfortunately, the PAS rebuttal failed 
to account for the possibility that the pur-
pose of the feasibility study was precisely to 
challenge the status quo’s rationale where 
convening authorities are vested with dis-
position and referral power for any offense 
under the Code, regardless of its actual or 
possible connection to martial matters. 
Given that the Supreme Court already 
discarded the unworkable “service-connec-
tion” test and upheld a simple status-based 
jurisdiction, the Services consider the 
validity of the status test to be unimpeach-
able. That historical example, however, 
was not concerned with the question the 
DoD faces today: the extent to which a 
commander ought to be involved in making 
quasi-investigative, quasi-prosecutorial, and 
quasi-judicial decisions about any cases, not 
just sexual assault cases.

The two questions at issue—which 
crimes should be addressed by courts-mar-
tial, and to what extent should commanders 
have prosecutorial-like discretion—are 
actually related. A demonstrated, plausible 
connection between the alleged offense’s 
victim and the commander’s designated pro-
fessional interests and objectives strength-
ens the argument in favor of commander 
involvement. That is, a commander is best 
positioned to judge the blameworthiness of 
an act or omission when that act or omission 
prejudiced their ability to plan, train for, or 
execute military missions. That argument 
in favor of commander involvement is 
likewise weakened the farther away the act 
or omission is from prejudicing what the 
commander is professionally obligated to do. 
This was recognized even by one of mili-
tary justice’s most ardent skeptics, Senator 
Kirsten Gillibrand, whose oft-proposed 
Military Justice Improvement Act would 
relieve commanders of their court-martial 
convening authority only for those offenses 
that are not traditional military offenses, like 
absent without leave or disrespect.25

Senator Gillibrand has since introduced 
a more comprehensive reform bill26 that 
would do what the fiscal year 2020 National 
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Defense Authorization Act considered and 
what the PAS rejected: place disposition 
authority, referral authority, and panel 
selection authority in the hands of JAs for all 
“felony-type” crimes—except for those that 
are purely “military in nature.”27 It would 
have, in effect, created the inverse of the cur-
rent JA-commander relationship. In other 
words, based on its view of the crime’s im-
pact on the victim, good order and discipline, 
morale, cohesion, and mission readiness, the 
chain of command would make recommen-
dations to the specialized, centralized senior 
JA prosecutors.28 In contrast, Representative 
Jackie Speier introduced a more modest 
reform proposal29 that makes this shift in 
referral authority only for sexual offenses, but 
also creates an “Office of the Chief Prose-
cutor” and an enumerated “sexual harass-
ment” offense under the UCMJ.30 Notably, 
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
the Secretary of Defense, and the President 
Biden all publicly supported reforming the 
UCMJ, but with consequences for traditional 
General Court-Martial Convening Author-
ities limited to cases of sexual offenses.31 
Though a dramatic shift nonetheless, this 
incremental reform is what the Secretary of 
Defense ordered the Department and the 
Services to start planning for in the Summer 
of 2021.32 In the end, Congress passed a bill 
with large bipartisan support that did not 
achieve all that Senator Gillibrand and others 
hoped.33 The actual fiscal year 2022 NDAA34 
did take away prosecutorial discretion from 
convening authorities, but only for the most 
serious sex crimes (plus murder, manslaugh-
ter, kidnapping, stalking, retaliation, and 
child pornography), and transferred it to a 
newly-created “Office of Special Trial Coun-
sel” (one for each Service). These indepen-
dent Counsel—all judge advocates—will re-
port directly to the Secretary of each Service 
rather than a staff judge advocate, command-
er, or even the Judge Advocate General of 
their respective Services.35 It is important to 
acknowledge that, while this departure from 
centuries of practice is indeed significant, it 
is far less than what could have been changed 
consistent with decades of gradual “civilian-
ization” of military law. For example, there 
are still nearly one hundred offenses under the 
UCMJ that remain within the jurisdictional 
reach of traditional lay officer convening 
authorities. These offenses range from the 

martial (e.g., disobeying an order, desertion, 
AWOL, fraternization, misconduct before 
the enemy) to the serious “civilian”-type 
misconduct that needs no nexus to military 
affairs: arson, burglary, perjury, forgery, 
larceny, animal abuse, drug possession/use/
distribution, negligent homicide, rioting, and 
“indecent conduct”). Clearly, there remains 
significant debate about just how many, and 
what type of, offenses ought to be within the 
purview of the traditional chain-of-com-
mand’s disposition and referral discretion.

The Test Case

Can traditional arguments about why 
commanders are necessary for good order 
and discipline, justice, and efficiency and 
effectiveness36 account for a Service mem-
ber’s off-post, off-duty, economic crime? 
When answering this question, assume the 
following facts:

• An Army private first class, age 23, male, 
married, assigned as a combat engineer 
in the 1st Cavalry Division at Fort Hood, 
Texas. He lives off-post in Killeen, in an 
apartment he shares with his wife, who 
is unemployed and pregnant.

• He is arrested by civilian law enforcement 
(the county sheriff’s department), on 
suspicion that he set his car aflame in a 
public field, called in a false police report 
alleging his car had been stolen, and later 
fraudulently filed an insurance claim.

• The Soldier is arrested after he posts an 
incriminating photograph and less-
than-cryptic note on his public Twitter 
page, both of which are viewed by his 
apartment manager (who happened to 
be owed two months’ worth of rent by 
said private first class) who subsequently 
calls the sheriff’s office.

• Assume that the suspect’s Division 
Commander has General Court-Martial 
Convening Authority over this partic-
ular Service member per the current 
UCMJ and 2019 Manual for Courts-Mar-

tial (MCM).
• Assume that Fort Hood has concurrent 

jurisdiction with Killeen and Bell Coun-
ty, Texas, and exclusive jurisdiction only 
for misconduct occurring on military 
property.

Consider whether this hypothetical 
fact-pattern illustrates a clear basis for ques-
tioning, or even repudiating, the arguments 
made consistently by the Armed Services 
and whether the logic of that repudiation 
applies more generically than in just sexual 
assault cases.

The Challenge and Its Conditions

With these facts, defenders of the com-
mander’s prosecutorial status quo must 
explain why a hypothetical division 
commander, rather than the local civilian 
jurisdiction, is an appropriate authority to 
determine whether this Soldier should be 
exposed to possible stigma and consequenc-
es of a federal conviction and punishment 
through a court-martial. Put another way, 
why is a generic military general officer 
in command better positioned and a more 
appropriate law enforcement official to act 
with respect to this kind of offense and this 
kind offender than civilian criminal author-
ities? To answer this question, the status 
quo defender must answer it without relying 
on any of the following:

• Historical convention or custom
• Anecdotal experience
• Norms of practice at Fort Hood
• Preferences of the Bell County, City of 

Killeen, or State of Texas law enforce-
ment or public officials

• Preferences of the Commanding Gen-
eral, or any other leader in the Soldier’s 
chain-of-command

• Preferences of the office of the staff 
judge advocate

• Resources (time, personnel, funding, 
etc.) of Fort Hood’s Criminal Investiga-
tion Division and office of the staff judge 
advocate or those of Bell County, City of 
Killeen, or State of Texas

• Conviction rates for similar offenses in 
civilian jurisdictions compared to mili-
tary jurisdictions

These conditions might seem unfair, as 
if this hypothetical’s restrictive parameters 
are so narrow that only one possible con-
clusion is likely. To that, consider that none 
of the circumstances above are listed among 
the fourteen factors that the President and 
Secretary of Defense think are reasonable in 
making a disposition decision.37 A reason-
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able argument in favor of this Command-
ing General’s discretion for this off-post, 
off-duty offense might start with looking 
at the “purposes of military law,” described 
briefly in the Preamble to the MCM: “to 
promote justice, to assist in maintaining 
good order and discipline in the armed 
forces, [and] to promote efficiency and ef-
fectiveness in the military establishment.”38 
But nobody, including the Supreme Court, 
really has any idea what these terms mean 
definitively, nor whether they are in any 
sort of priority order.39 But if the answer in-

cludes the phrase “good order and discipline” 
anywhere in it, you must—for the sake of 
this exercise—do three other things implied 
by that answer. First, you must define this 
phrase (and you will not find a definition in 
the UCMJ or MCM or case law).40 For refer-
ence and comparison, though, the PAS had 
this to say about the relationship between 
commander and “discipline”:

Military discipline, simply put, is 
the respect for authority and absolute 
obedience to lawful orders. The purpose 
of discipline stems from the necessity of 
combat. Against their natural instincts and 
personal risk, service members must adhere 
to the orders of their superiors to kill other 
human beings and risk being killed in harsh 
and chaotic battlefield conditions . . . . [M]
ilitary justice is meant to inculcate service 
members in the necessity of good order and 
discipline. The UCMJ must be an effective 
tool for commanders to quickly reinforce 
the absolute necessity for their unit person-
nel to follow orders.41

Second, you must explain how this 
alleged misconduct actually undermines the 
good order and discipline in the Division. 
Try to be specific; after all, the prosecution 
would have to be, as would the accused if he 
chose to plead guilty.42 Third, explain how 
the use of military justice authorities, rules, 
and resources to investigate, prosecute, and 
potentially punish actually will positively 
affect “good order and discipline.” If you can 
only speculate as to the probability of such a 
positive effect, what is the empirical basis of 
support for that claim?

If your answer includes a reference 
to the commander’s accomplishment of a 
military mission, readiness to execute that 
mission, or obedience to lawful orders, 
it comes with two more obligatory tasks. 

First, you must explain how this alleged mis-
conduct damages the commander’s ability 
to accomplish a military mission. Again, 
try to be specific. Second, explain how the 
use of military justice authorities, rules, 
and resources to investigate, prosecute, and 
potentially punish with a punitive discharge 
and incarceration, actually will positively 
mitigate that damage or reduce its risk.

If your answer is, instead, not premised 
on assuring a commander’s accomplishment 
of a military mission, readiness to execute 
that mission, or obedience to lawful orders, 
then you must justify why you are ignoring 
the rationale underlying the very consti-
tutionality of the separate military justice 
system, described in Parker v. Levy.43

If your answer includes a reference to 
cardinal military values and virtues of hon-
esty, trust, or integrity, you must explain 
why any breach of such professional values 
warrants criminalization by that profession, 
and why it is warranted in this case.

For the sake of this exercise, you are 
not relegated to answering only in terms 
of the “good order and discipline” purpose 
of military law. If, instead, your answer 
includes “justice,” and you want to develop 
a valid, coherent, and persuasive case, you 
must define this word first (again, you will 
not find it in the UCMJ, MCM, or case law). 
Be careful to explain from whose perspec-
tive or point of view this “justice” is gauged. 
Is it the victim’s interest we care about? The 
accused’s? The command’s? The communi-
ty’s (and which one)? You must then explain 
how the use of military authorities, rules, 
and resources to investigate, prosecute, and 
potentially punish actually protects, serves, 
or improves this “justice” from that point 
of view. Finally, you must explain how this 
would be distinguished by the “justice” 
achieved through civilian prosecution.

If you answered that last question by 
saying that the “justice served” is essen-
tially indistinguishable between the two 
systems, you have walked yourself right 
into a corner. This claim would mean you 
are accepting the rationale of the Court in 
its relatively recent Ortiz v. United States,44 
which explicitly equated the “integrated 
court-martial system” to state criminal law 
systems in their functions and purpose 
(they are both “for justice”). However, the 
Court clearly also stated that “discipline” 

and “obedience to orders” are positive 
outcomes from the use of the court-martial 
system, but only in the sense that these 
are agreeable and helpful by-products 
incidental to the workings of “justice.”45 
In so doing, the Court de-emphasized the 
interest of the commander, and ignored all 
the procedurally distinct characteristics of 
military justice—including the investigative, 
prosecutorial, and quasi-judicial roles that 
commanders and convening authorities 
play. You must therefore explain how to 
square your answer with the reasoning in 
Ortiz.

If you find it difficult to articulate a 
coherent, reasoned, and persuasive de-
fense for giving the Commanding General 
the opportunity to exercise court-martial 
convening authority over this private first 
class and his arson-based insurance fraud, in 
light of these constraints and the follow-on 
prompted explanations, take heart: one 
can infer that the PAS had difficulty, too. 
They did not attempt to rationalize their 
disagreement with Congress’s proposed 
alternative in either a hypothetical or real 
context. Of course, one counterargument 
is that these hypothetical facts are simply 
unrealistic or, perhaps, that it is unrealistic 
to assume that the Division Commander 
would even want “to take the case” at all.

However, the law currently affords 
that commander the authority to make a 
discretionary call; whether they do so often, 
or ever, is largely beside the point. And 
if this fact pattern has no obvious or easy 
explanation, then no fact pattern involving 
“non-martial” misconduct has an obvi-
ous or easy explanation. This means that 
Congress’s call for a study about excising 
commanders from felony cases was an 
inadequate tool of congressional over-
sight and discovery. The analysis it called 
for, and the analysis it got in return, was 
limited and resulted in a recapitulation of 
the same, now-well-rehearsed, arguments: 
1) commanders are by law responsible for 
“suppressing indiscipline and disobedi-
ence”; 2) the actions of those under their 
command can be influenced by the use, 
or threat of use, of criminal law; 3) only 
commanders know how, when, why, and 
whom to influence in this way; 4) even 
if commanders are uncertain, they have 
competent legal advisors, and any abuse or 
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misuse of commander power is checked by 
both higher command authorities and the 
courts; 5) commanders’ lawful use of their 
power is already constrained by rules and 
limits imposed by statute or regulation; 
6) if commanders lose this authority, they 
will lose the trust and confidence of their 
subordinates, loosen cohesion, and lead to 
military defeat; and, finally, 7) “trust us.”

This, unfortunately, assumes far too 
much. It assumes that all Service member 
misconduct has similar characteristics 
and consequences from the perspective of 

the commander and mission. It assumes that 
criminal law is, in its use or threat of use, 
a reasonable and legitimate way to induce 
the adoption of professional values and norms 
that are distinctive and not prescriptive in 
civilian society. It assumes that criminal 
misconduct of any kind reflects on the pro-
fessional values and martial ideals expected 
of Service members. It assumes, wrongly, 
that criminal misconduct of any kind is 
inherently prejudicial to good order and 
discipline simply because of who commit-
ted it.46 It assumes that advice regarding 
military justice from professional military 
experts must be heeded by their non-ex-
pert civilian principals as a matter of trust. 
Judge advocates do not expect commanders 
to heed all legal advice on a case-by-case 
basis, so why expect political leadership—
ultimately responsible and accountable to 
the public—to unquestioningly adopt the 
military’s view? Finally, it assumes we can 
all agree on the “purpose” of military justice; 
and that, whatever it is, it is something that 
remains static and non-contextual—in other 
words, military justice exists in order to do 
X; neither where the offense happened, nor 
what kind of offense it was, nor who com-
mitted it, nor what or who was “victimized” 
has any bearing on this purpose. Not only is 
this an assumption, it is contrary to the long 
history of justifying military justice’s sep-
arateness based on precisely these factors.47

If that fundamental, usually underap-
preciated, question is still open to reasoned 
and nuanced debate, then everything that 
follows from that purpose is open to 
reasoned and nuanced debate. These seven 
assumption-based justifications for a com-
mander-centric military justice system listed 
above may very well be objectively true and 
supported by empirical fact. But, beyond 

reflexively defending the system with 
calls to “trust us based on our experience,” 
nobody has yet demonstrated that they are 
all true or at least supported by something 
beyond speculation. Congress certainly 
could have asked this of DoD, and the PAS 
certainly could have provided it and made 
a convincing, nuanced case for retaining a 
commander’s convening authority when 
and where it matters. As JAs counseling our 
commanders on the mechanics and the pur-
poses behind this system, we can do better. 
If we assert that such a unique system of 
law, so different from its civilian counter-
parts, deserves to be cared for, or at least 
not tampered with for the sake of change 
alone, we should do better.48 TAL
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The 214th Judge Advocate Officer Basic Course 
participated in their pre-graduation award 
ceremony in July 2021 at The Judge Advocate 
General’s Legal Center and School in Charlottesville, 
Virginia. (Credit: Jason Wilkerson, TJAGLCS)



(Credit: Library of Congress, LC-DIG-pga-12930)
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Certain Principles Are Eternal

The Boston Massacre Trial and the 

Moral Courage of John Adams

By Kenneth A. Turner, with Introduction by Lieutenant Colonel Tanasha N. Stinson

“Principled Counsel is professional advice on law and policy 
grounded in the Army Ethic and the enduring respect for the 

Rule of Law, effectively communicated with appropriate candor 
and moral courage, that influences informed decisions.”1 Although 
this particular definition is new to our Corps, principled counsel 
has been at the heart of our legal practice throughout our nation’s 
history.2 “Principled Counsel is the north pointing direction on 
our Corps’s North Star—designed to remind each of us—constant-
ly—the origin of our advice and counsel—which are our shared 
values sourced from timeless virtues.”3

John Adams, in his determination to do the right thing, 
regardless of the personal cost that might accompany his decision, 
represents the epitome of principled counsel. Adams was the 
professor of William Tudor, our first Judge Advocate General, and 
would later serve as the second President of the United States. The 
following article is not about the Army or military law, but it does 
provide a shining example of leadership and a profound belief in 
principled counsel, which resonates throughout our Corps.

Moral Courage

On the night of 5 March 1770, British troops opened fire on hun-
dreds of civilians on the streets of Boston, Massachusetts. What 
started as a clash between a British sentry, Private (PVT) Hugh 

White, and a large crowd, escalated into one of the most contro-
versial events of early American colonial history. Responding to 
PVT White’s call for help, Captain (Capt) Thomas Preston arrived 
at the Customs House on King Street with seven soldiers of the 
29th Regiment of Foot.4 During the conflict, a fire bell rang out in 
the night, prompting hundreds of more civilians to come running 
to King Street. It is uncertain why the soldiers opened fire on the 
growing crowd, or how many fired. What is certain is the night 
ended with three civilians dead—Samuel Gray, Crispus Attucks 
(also known as Michael Johnson), and James Caldwell—with six 
others wounded. Two of the wounded men later died of their inju-
ries, Samuel Maverick on 6 March and Patrick Carr on 14 March.5

John Adams was one of the American colonists who respond-
ed to the fire bells that cold March night. Although he arrived 
too late to witness the height of the unrest, as the days passed, he 
found himself inextricably drawn into the tumultuous events re-
sulting from the clash on King Street. In the ensuing murder trial, 
Adams defended Capt Preston and his soldiers in a profound act of 
moral courage. Adams risked his and his family’s personal safety, 
his livelihood, and his social reputation to courageously confront 
an injustice and uphold his moral principles.

Adams believed in the intrinsic rights of man. He described 
his defense of the British soldiers as “one of the most gallant, 
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generous, manly, and disinterested Actions 
of my whole life, one of the best Pieces of 
service I ever rendered my Country.”6 In 
Adams’s mind, the rule of law, informed 
by facts and evidence, not the passions of a 
cause, should govern the affairs of freemen 
in a society.7 His actions demonstrated his 
belief that every freeman had the right to a 
fair trial and representation in his defense, 
and it would be an injustice to deny these 
rights to Preston and the British soldiers. 
These men deserved a fair trial and sound 
representation in their defense. Adams’s 
actions demonstrated the trial was about 
the guilt or innocence of the defendants and 
the inherent rights of freemen in a society. 
These were eternal principles.

In standing up for what he believed 
was right, Adams demonstrated exceptional 
moral courage, which William Miller terms 
“lonely courage.”8 Moral courage is the 
ability to take a stand for what you believe 
in, informed by your ideals, principles, or 
convictions. Moral courage also entails 
physical or emotional risk, or perceived 
risk. If there is no risk in the action, then 
there is no courage. Miller further defines 
moral courage as “the capacity to overcome 
the fear of shame and humiliation in order 
to admit one’s mistakes, to confess a wrong, 
to reject evil conformity, to denounce 
injustice, and to defy immoral imprudent 
orders.”9 John Adams took action informed 
by his moral principles, to prevent injustice, 
overcoming the perceived risk to his safety, 
family, business, and reputation, in support 
of his deeply held principles.

Two-hundred-and-fifty years after the 
Boston Massacre, the ultimate responsibil-
ity for the deaths is still a matter of debate. 
However, on the night of the conflict, 
Lieutenant Governor Thomas Hutchin-
son acted swiftly to determine the guilt of 
those involved, while calming the crowd of 
people crying out for justice on the steps of 
the Customs House. Arriving on the scene, 
Hutchinson moved to the second floor of 
the council chamber overlooking King 
Street. He spoke to the crowd and assured 
them the law would prevail. He pled with 
them to peaceably disperse and leave justice 
to the civil courts of the Commonwealth. 
He told the crowd, “The law shall have 
its course. I will live and die by the law.”10 
Eventually, Hutchison’s efforts helped 

disperse the troops and the crowd without 
further physical conflict. By two o’clock 
in the morning, Sheriff Greenleaf (the 
Sheriff of Suffolk County) served a warrant 
for Capt Preston’s arrest. By three o’clock 
in the morning, Preston was in jail. The 
next morning, the eight soldiers involved 
in the incident surrendered to the civil 
authorities.11 The Superior Court of Suffolk 
County charged the British soldiers—Wil-
liam Wemms, James Hartegan, William 
M’Cauley, Hugh White, Matthew Killroy, 
William Warren, John Carrol, and Hugh 
Montgomery—with the murders of Crispus 
Attucks, Samuel Gray, Samuel Maverick, 
James Caldwell, and Patrick Carr.12

British Soldiers in Boston

In the years preceding the winter of 1770, 
economic troubles dominated the rela-
tionship between England, its American 
Colonies, and the Crown. To raise revenue 
to satisfy debts from the Seven Years War 
and reassert its imperial control over the 
colonies, England levied various taxes on 
colonial goods, passing the Stamp Acts 
of 1765 and, later, the Townshend Acts 
of 1767. The colonists were able to force 
the repeal of the Stamp Acts through civil 
unrest and violence against the King’s 
representatives. However, soon after repeal 
of the Stamp Act, the new Chancellor of 
the Exchequer, Charles Townshend, took 
several measures to bring the colonists in 
line and extract more revenue for England. 
One of these measures was the Townshend 
Acts of 1767.

In the summer of 1767, Townshend 
developed and worked an omnibus bill 
through Parliament reaffirming the legality 
of the writs of assistance, establishing 
new admiralty courts, and setting up a 
five-member Board of Customs Commis-
sioners in Boston reporting directly to the 
British Treasury. The Board of Customs 
was responsible for commerce, navigation, 
coast guard, customs, the admiralty courts, 
and allied services in seventeen colonies of 
the mainland and the Caribbean.13 The cus-
toms official’s headquarters was in Boston 
on King Street. Townshend also imposed 
a new series of duties on specific goods 
coming into the colonies including tea, 
glass, lead, paints, and paper.14 These duties 
caused angst throughout the colonies, 

particularly in Boston due to its vibrant 
commercial activity.

In response to the Townshend Acts, 
leading citizens of Boston held a town 
meeting on 28 October 1767 and declared 
their opposition. The citizens vowed to 
boycott “dutied” articles and to persuade the 
merchants to stop importing British goods. 
The citizens also appointed a committee to 
draw up a circular letter persuading other 
colonies to support the ban.15 In response 
to these antagonistic acts, Francis Bernard 
(the Royal Governor of Massachusetts), 
reluctantly called the General Court Legis-
lature into session. The legislature quickly 
devolved into turmoil—arguing with the 
governor over its rights, framing peti-
tions, and drafting circular letters to other 
legislative assemblies calling on support of 
the non-importation movement. Governor 
Bernard denounced the circular letter as 
seditious and dissolved the assembly.16 By 
the summer of 1768, many Boston import-
ers joined the economic protest and refused 
to pay the import fees. In support of the 
circular letter, American coastal cities from 
New England to Georgia refused to import 
goods from England.17

At a loss to enforce the acts and suffer-
ing from reduced revenue, customs officials 
sent a request to Lord Hillsborough (the 
Secretary of the Colonies) expressing their 
concern for their safety. Lord Hillsborough 
requested help from the War Office. The 
War Office directed General Thomas Gage, 
the commander of all British forces in the 
American Colonies, to “strengthen the 
ends of government in the Province of the 
Massachusetts Bay, enforce due obedience 
of the law, and protect officials of the col-
ony in the discharge of their duties.”18 The 
customs officials did not have the power to 
enforce Parliament’s directives and obtain 
compliance. They needed British soldiers 
to compel the colonies. The War Office re-
sponded and occupied Boston with British 
Regulars.

In August 1768, General Gage received 
word from London to move troops to Bos-
ton to enforce royal decrees, ensure order, 
and reduce unrest. General Gage sent one 
of his aides, Capt William Sheriff, to confer 
with Governor Bernard on the use of the 
troops. At a meeting on 3 September 1768, 
Capt Sheriff and Governor Bernard agreed 
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they needed two regiments in Boston to 
enforce the royal decrees. The plan called 
for one regiment stationed in the town and 
the other in Castle William, three miles 
from the town center. The 29th and 14th 
Infantry Regiments arrived in Boston on 1 
October 1768.19

In the next eighteen months, between 
the arrival of the soldiers in 1768 and the 
fateful night of 5 March 1770, a bitterness 
grew over the presence of British soldiers in 
Boston. Residents resented the presence of 
the British soldiers for a variety of reasons. 
The soldiers competed for many lower-pay-
ing jobs during their off-duty time, often 
accepting menial jobs for less pay than 
civilians. With high unemployment due 
to the ongoing economic turmoil, resi-
dents resented the competition for scarce 
jobs. Additionally, the Colonies shared the 
English tradition of opposing the military 
occupation of cities in peacetime.

The soldiers’ role in enforcing the 
King’s policies was starkly different from 
the role of British soldiers in the past. The 
British Government sent these soldiers 
expressly to enforce royal decrees and 
maintain law and order. The soldiers were 
not in Boston to protect the colonists from 
outside threats, making these regiments 
distinctly different from the British forces 
formerly serving in the American colo-
nies. Before this, British soldiers fought to 
defend the colonies against mutual threats 
involving the French, Spanish, and various 
Indigenous tribes. Now the soldiers repre-
sented the colonists’ government, enforc-
ing British economic policy and interests 
against British citizens. Previously, the 
colonists supported British military inter-
ests, and about 8,000 colonists served in the 
British army during the French and Indian 
War.20 This occupation was different. It 
was another example of England treating 
the colonists differently from the subjects 
in Britain and as lower-class freemen. The 
resentment continued to grow. Members of 
the Non-Importation Association and other 
“radical” groups continued to foment unrest 
to force Parliament to revoke the Town-
shend Acts.

Turmoil Increases

Several noteworthy events occurred in the 
winter of 1770, leading up to the shootings 

on King Street. These activities ranged 
from public protests and confrontations 
to persuasive commentaries intended to 
arouse unrest. One of the confrontations 
occurred on 22 February 1770, when 
radicals erected a painted, wood head on a 
post in front of Theophilus Lillie’s impor-
tation business. The sign marked Lillie’s 
business as a violator of the non-importa-
tion ban and stood as a signal for patrons to 
boycott his goods. Later in the day, Lillie’s 
neighbor, Ebenezer Richardson,21 saw the 
sign and used an ax to try to cut it down. 
As he tried to destroy the post, a crowd 
of boys surrounded him. The boys threw 
ice and snowballs at him and chased him 
into his house. They surrounded the house 
and threw stones and bricks through his 
windows. In response, Richardson fired a 
musket into the crowd killing an eleven-
year-old boy named Christopher Snider. 
After the shooting, a crowd entered Rich-
ardson’s house and pulled him and another 
man, George Wilmot, from the house. 
The crowd took them to Faneuil Hall and 
presented the men to three magistrates: 
Richard Dana, Edmund Quincy, and Samuel 
Pemberton. The authorities placed Richard-
son in confinement to stand trial.22

On 26 February, Boston held a public 
funeral for Snider. Commencing at three 
o’clock near Liberty Tree, the line of 
mourners stretched a quarter of a mile from 
the town center to the burial ground, and 
it included 400 to 500 boys from several 
schools and other members of the town—an 
estimated 1,300 people.23 John Adams, who 
was sympathetic to the cause, if not the 
means, of the radicals, participated in the 
march and commented on his experience in 
his diary.24

When I came into Town, I saw a vast 
Collection of People, near Liberty 
Tree—enquired and found the funeral 
of the Child, lately kill’d by Richard-
son was to be attended. Went into 
Mr. Rowes, and warmed me, and 
then went out with him to the Fu-
neral, a vast Number of Boys walked 
before the Coffin, a vast Number 
of Women and Men after it, and a 
Number of Carriages. My Eyes never 
beheld such a funeral. The Procession 

extended further than can be well 
imagined.25

Adams also commented on the crowd 
and the socio-political public atmosphere of 
Boston:

This Shewes, there are many more 
Lives to spend if wanted in the Ser-
vice of their Country. It Shews, too 
that the Faction [illegible] is not yet 
expiring—that the Ardor of the Peo-
ple is not to be quelled by the Slaugh-
ter of one Child and the Wounding 
of another.26

Tensions continued to rise as the Sons 
of Liberty capitalized on the unrest to com-
pel the British to remove the regulars from 
Boston.27

On Friday, 2 March, shortly after 
Snider’s funeral, another incident occurred 
adding to the already tense mood in Boston. 
Two soldiers from the 29th Regiment got 
into a brawl with the dockworkers along 
John Gray’s Ropewalk.28 The fight broke 
out when PVT Patrick Walker of the 29th 
Regiment got into a verbal confrontation 
with a rope maker, William Green. The 
fight escalated with other workers joining 
the fray using rocks, clubs, and cutlasses. 
Sam Gray (who was later shot on King 
Street) and PVT Matthew Kilroy (one of 
the soldiers involved in shooting into the 
crowd) joined the fight. The fight escalat-
ed as additional workers and up to forty 
soldiers joined the brawl. Eventually, the 
civilians pushed the soldiers back to their 
barracks.29 Immediately afterward, rumors 
flew through town that the workers and 
soldiers would renew the fight on Monday, 
5 March.30

On Saturday, 3 March, another brawl 
arose by the docks between soldiers of the 
29th Regiment and workers in the rope-
walk. Private John Carrol and sailor James 
Bailey were among those who returned 
to the ropewalks to challenge the civilian 
workers. Several soldiers and civilians 
were injured in the ensuing brawl.31 The 
same day, Reverend Andrew Elliot men-
tioned many people were looking forward 
to “fighting it out with the Soldiers on 
Monday.”32 It was also widely known that 
the bells summoning the militia would 
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toll to bring the people together. Anxiety 
continued Sunday as rumors of another 
large confrontation persisted.33 All of these 
actions increased tensions, making fur-
ther confrontations almost inevitable. As 
soldiers and civilians clashed on King Street 
the next night, this played out in what be-
came known as the Boston Massacre.

The clash of Monday, 5 March, re-
sulted in five deaths and immense political 
upheaval. The events also provided an 
opportunity to demonstrate the importance 
of the rule of law in the maelstrom of public 
emotions. John Adams was one of many 
who responded to the bells tolling that cold 
March night; the next morning, he became 
directly involved in its aftermath.

No One Will Take the Case

On the morning after the clash on King 
Street, a Boston merchant, James For-
rest, visited John Adams in his residence. 
Forrest, a Tory merchant, was a known 
companion of the British officers. On the 
night of 5 March, he was sharing drinks 
with Capt Jeremiah French of the 29th 
Regiment.34 Forrest pled with Adams to 
defend Preston and the soldiers in the 
upcoming trial. According to Forrest, no 
one else would take the case.35 Forrest told 
Adams the three Crown lawyers refused to 
represent the accused men. Even Robert 
Auchmuty Jr., the Admiralty Court Judge, 
refused to become involved, but he admit-
ted he would help represent Preston if Ad-
ams would assist. Forrest also stated he had 
spoken to barrister Josiah Quincy. Quincy 
said that if Adams stepped forward, he, too, 
would assist.36 No lawyer, either royalist or 
radical, would face the hatred of the Boston 
populace unless Adams led the way. Adams 
had the respect of the community; however, 
it would require exceptional moral courage 
to defy the vocal and active radicals and 
defend the unpopular British amid the civil 
unrest confronting Boston. Adams could 
have shut the door and dismissed Forrest. 
However, Adams was a man of strong 
principles. He would weigh those principles 
against the risk of Forrest’s request and, in 
the end, demonstrate commendable moral 
courage.

Adams was genuinely concerned about 
representing the British soldiers, and his 
concerns were well-founded. He was a 

prominent member of Boston society and 
held in high esteem by leading figures in 
Boston. Taking the case entailed consider-
able risk to his family, his business, and his 
standing in Boston society. Balancing his 
ideals against the safety of his business and 
the personal welfare of his family was a ma-
jor source of anxiety. These concerns likely 
weighed heavily on his decision.

His wife Abigail’s emotional state and 
the added stress of taking the case also 
caused Adams much concern. There was 
already considerable stress in the family 
because of the loss of a child.37 Abigail took 
the death extremely hard, becoming listless 
and depressed. When Adams would come 
home, he would find her sitting alone in 
the dark, staring out the window, motion-
less and unresponsive to his appeals.38 The 
combination of taking the case and Abigail’s 
current condition troubled him, and he 
discussed it with her. He related his anxiety 
in his diary three years after meeting with 
Forrest:

I . . . devoted myself to endless labour 
and Anxiety if not to infamy and 
death, and that for nothing, except, 
what indeed was and ought to be all 
in all, a sense of duty. In the Evening 
I expressed to Mrs. Adams all my 
Apprehensions: That excellent Lady, 
who has always encouraged me, burst 
into a flood of Tears, but said she was 
very sensible of all the Danger to her 
and to our Children as well as to me, 
but she thought I had done as I ought, 
she was very willing to share in all 
that was to come and place her trust 
in Providence.39

In addition to the anxiety over the 
personal safety of his family, Adams was 
concerned about the effect of the case on 
his continued success as a lawyer. Adams 
was a particularly successful lawyer when 
he moved his family from Braintree into 
the city in 1768 to be closer to his office 
and courts. Amid a thriving and growing 
practice, he had much to lose in oppos-
ing the popular view. Given the current 
unrest in Boston, fueled by the hatred of 
the British soldiers and tough economic 
times, accepting this case would likely result 
in public scorn—which would damage his 

reputation and have financial repercus-
sions. By his own account: “At this time I 
had more business at the bar than any man 
in the Province.”40 Adams later related in 
his writings that his role in defending the 
soldiers resulted in the instantaneous loss of 
more than half of his business.41

Another factor affecting Adams’s 
decision was the influence of the Sons of 
Liberty. The Sons were behind much of 
the unrest in Boston. Their major objective 
was to force the expulsion of the British 
troops. The Sons of Liberty included in-
fluential members of society from nota-
ble merchants, artisans, and tradesmen. 
John Gill—the Boston Gazette editor,42 and 
Benjamin Eades—the printer of the Gazette, 
were members of the Sons of Liberty.43 
Other supporters included Paul Revere, 
Alexander Hamilton, and John Adams’s 
cousin, Samuel Adams. John Adams was a 
member of the group and attended some 
of their meetings.44 He was sympathetic 
to the radical group’s cause, but he ques-
tioned their methods. Sam Adams, being 
a prominent member of the Sons and an 
ardent radical, opposed Adams taking the 
case. John Adams’s loyalty to his family and 
his sympathy for the radical cause factored 
in his decision to represent the men. If he 
defended the hated British soldiers, he could 
expect tension between his cousin and his 
acquaintances in the Sons of Liberty.

Adams’s views on freedom and his 
principles overrode his concerns. His later 
writings provide insight into his thoughts 
at the time. He wrote, “[N]o man in a 
free country should be denied the right 
to counsel and a fair trial, and convinced 
on principle, that the case was of utmost 
importance.”45 The importance of the case 
was not solely in the guilt or innocence 
of the soldiers or civilians. This case was 
important to Adams because of the ideal it 
represented. Adams passionately believed 
every freeman deserved a trial and repre-
sentation in his defense by sound counsel. 
These concepts were inherent rights of 
every freeman.

Adams’s past writings offer insight into 
what he believed about the significance of 
the rule of law and the rights of man as he 
weighed his decision. While a resident of 
Braintree, Massachusetts, in October 1765, 
Adams provided his ideas on the impor-
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tance of the rule of law in his development 
and circulation of a document entitled the 
Braintree Instructions.46 He wrote Braintree 

Instructions in support of the colonial oppo-
sition to the Stamp Acts and provided the 
document to the delegates of the legislative 
body of Massachusetts. In these instruc-
tions, Adams repudiated the authority of 
the Admiralty Court to collect taxes in the 
colonies. He based his objections on the 
fact that the courts did not employ juries 
and, therefore, violated the principle of just 
representation inherent in the rights of En-
glishmen. Forty towns across New England 
adopted the Braintree Instructions.47

According to Adams, the Stamp Acts 
also violated the right to consultation in the 
levee of taxes:

We have always understood it to be 
a grand and fundamental principle 
of the constitution, that no freeman 
should be subject to any tax to which 
he has not given his consent, in 
person or by proxy. And the maxims 
of the law, as we have constantly 
received them, are to the same effect, 
that no freeman can be separated 
from his property but by his act or 
fault. We take it clearly, therefore, 
to be inconsistent with the spirit of 
the common law, and of the essen-
tial fundamental principles of the 
British constitution, that we should 
be subject to any tax imposed by the 
British Parliament; because we are 
not represented in that assembly in 
any sense, unless it be by a fiction 
of law, as insensible in theory as it 
would be injurious in practice, if such 
a taxation should be grounded on it.48

In rejecting the authority of the Admi-
ralty Courts, Adams reaffirmed his commit-
ment to the inherent right of freemen for a 
trial by their peers. During the same period, 
Adams continued his opposition to the 
Stamp Acts by writing a series of articles 
for the Boston Gazette entitled “The Dis-
sertation on Feudal and Canon Law.”49 In 
these articles, he reiterated his beliefs about 
individual rights and asserted these rights 
came from “our Maker” and are “indisput-
able, unalienable, and indefensible” as well 
as “inherent, essential, and divine.”50

Adams’s writings provide insight into 
the principles that guided his actions in 
assuming the case. His writings reveal his 
belief that God gave men their rights and 
that no man could take away those rights. 
Only through a “social contract” could these 
rights be limited. This ideal helped explain 
Adams’s commitment and his belief he had 
a duty to defend Preston and the British 
soldiers. Adams knew the Crown-appoint-
ed lawyers refused to take the case because 
of the danger posed by a passionate element 
of the populace, but he would not let that 
danger prevent him from standing on 
principles.

Adams took the case because he 
believed the law, founded on the facts and 
the truth, must govern the outcome, not 
the emotions of a cause, regardless of how 
just the cause might be. As he told Forrest, 
he would rely on facts, evidence, and the 
law. The rule of law would determine the 
soldiers’ innocence. Adams would not stoop 
to the use of tricks or deception.51

Adams’s concerns over his safety and 
reputation in the community immediately 
came to fruition. While he talked to For-
rest, a group gathered outside his home. He 
was instantly pressured by the local crowds, 
composed of members of the Sons of 
Liberty. After Forrest left the house, Adams 
met the crowd outside his door. Benjamin 
Eades asked Adams what Forrest was doing 
in his house. Adams announced to the 
crowd, “Forrest came to me from the jail. 
Ben Eades, you may tell whom you please 
that I have agreed to act as counsel for 
Capt Preston, who is held for murder. You 
may say also that I will defend the British 
soldiers lying in the stone jail under capital 
charges.”52

Word spread immediately about 
Adams taking the case, and he suffered the 
catcalls, humiliating words, and taunts of 
the populous when he appeared in public. 
The more aggressive radicals even assaulted 
him by throwing mud.53 In another inci-
dent, three boys threw stones through the 
windows of his house.54 On 6 March, on his 
way home, members of the Sons of Liberty 
stopped Adams on the street to ask if he 
would defend the murderers. He replied 
forcefully he would take the case and the 
men were innocent until proven guilty.55

Yet, while Capt Preston and his men 
would have defense counsel, there was no 
certainty of a quick trial. The radicals and 
the Royal Authorities swiftly worked to use 
the trial to achieve their political ends: the 
radicals vying for a swift trial and the Royal 
Authorities working to delay justice. With 
emotions running high in Boston, Lieu-
tenant Governor Hutchison worked hard 
to delay the trials, hoping the emotions and 
passions would subside. He thought that, 
with the passing of time, reason would 
prevail and the delay would facilitate a 
fairer trial.

On the other hand, the radicals—afraid 
the passions of the public would diminish 
with time—pushed for a quick trial, work-
ing to influence public opinion in their 
favor. On Monday, 12 March, at a meeting 
“of the freeholders and other inhabitants of 
the Town of Boston,”56 Boston selectmen 
appointed a committee to write an account 
of what happened on King Street. The men 
produced their report, including ninety-six 
depositions from eyewitnesses. On the fol-
lowing Monday, 19 March, they delivered 
their account to the town meeting. The 
town leaders directed the publication of the 
report as a pamphlet titled A Short Narrative 

of the Horrid Massacre in Boston.57 Members 
of the Sons of Liberty, Eades, and Gill pro-
duced the pamphlet.58

Adams persevered with his prepara-
tion for the trial. However, the tumultuous 
political environment of Boston would not 
allow for a quick and, in Adams’s mind, fair 
trial. He mentioned to Abigail in March, 
“If Preston’s trial is not postponed, we shall 
have no chance at all. No judge will sit and 
no jury dare give a fair verdict.”59

The Trial

As the radicals pushed to rouse the furor 
of the public and attain a quick trial, on 12 
March 1770, Chief Justice Lynde of the Suf-
folk County Superior Court postponed the 
trial until June, citing the absence of two of 
the Superior Court justices as the reason. 
Justice Towbridge was sick, and another 
was recovering from a fall from his horse. 
Lynde believed a trial of such significance 
deserved the presence of all four of the 
justices and delayed the trial.60

The radicals also resorted to physical 
means to assert their demands for immediate 
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trials. When they heard the court delayed the 
trials until June, Sam Adams and John Han-
cock led a crowd into the court proclaiming 
the “necessity of proceeding to the trial of the 
Criminals this Term, particularly those con-
cerned in the late bloody Massacre.”61 When 
the radicals referred to “the Criminals,” they 
meant both Richardson for the murder of 
the Snider boy and the soldiers for the clash 
on King Street. These bullying tactics had 
their intended effect. The justices, claim-
ing “duress and afraid to offend the town,” 
agreed to try the Richardson and other cases 
in April instead of June.62

The Court tried Richardson on 11 
April 1770. Josiah Quincy defended Rich-
ardson, and Josiah’s brother Samuel Quincy 
served as prosecutor. The court found 
Richardson guilty. However, the justices 
did not render a punishment and adjourned 
until 29 May.63 The justices did not mention 
the trial of Preston and the soldiers, but 
many people expected them to address this 
issue when they reconvened in May.

When the court reconvened in May, 
Judge Trowbridge was still sick, and Judge 
Oliver was still recovering from his injury. 
Unable to convene the court without all 
four superior justices, Chief Justice Lynde 
again adjourned without specifying a day 
to reconvene. The law did not require the 
court to sit in Boston until 28 August; and, 
since the court conducted its circuit in 
Maine from June through July, the earliest 
possible trial date would be after this cir-
cuit. 64 Hutchinson obtained his delay.

In early September 1770, the justices 
met with the jury of the Richardson case for 
sentencing. The justices felt the evidence 
did not justify a guilty verdict in the case. 
They understood the threat of violence un-
justly influenced the jury, but the sanctity of 
the jury verdict and the law tied the justices’ 
hands. Once again, faced with the threat 
of violence, the justices put off sentencing 
Richardson.65 Unwilling to sentence Rich-
ardson, they turned their attention to the 
arraignment of Preston and the soldiers.

On 7 September 1770, the Suffolk 
County Court arraigned the defendants. 
Each man pled not guilty and elected for a 
trial “by God and my country,”66 meaning by 
jury. The court once again deferred the trial 
until 23 October and adjourned the next 
day.67 While previous delays were in his 

favor, at this point, Preston wanted a trial 
soon, understanding that if the superior 
court found him guilty, he would need time 
for an appeal of pardon from the King. He 
was running out of time. The winter storms 
prevented travel to England and would 
delay his anticipated request for pardon.68

As the Superior Court session ap-
proached, the question of separating 
Preston’s trial from the trial of the soldiers 
arose. The soldiers petitioned the court to 
secure a joint trial. The soldiers asked the 
court to “be so good as to lett us have our 
Trial at the same time as our Captains, for 
we did our Captains orders and if we don’t 
Obay his Command we should have been 
Confine’d and shott for not doing of it.”69 
They went on, stating, “[W]e only desire to 
Open the truth before our Captains face for 
it is very hard he being a Gentleman should 
have more chance for saving his life than 
we poor men that is Obliged to Obay his 
command.”70 There are no surviving notes 
or correspondence to determine how the 
court acted on the soldiers’ petition. How-
ever, subsequent actions reveal the decision. 
On 23 October, the records of the court 
indicated there would be one trial for both 
the soldiers and Capt Preston. Yet, despite 
these written records, at eight o’clock in the 
morning on 24 October, Preston stood in 
the dock alone.71 The Superior Court would 
hold two separate trials.

John Adams based his strategy for de-
fending the British soldiers on the principle 
that, under English Common Law, freemen 
had the inherent right of self-defense. He 
understood the defense of Preston and the 
soldiers relied on convincing the jury of 
the difference between killing someone 
and murder. In Adams’s mind, freemen had 
the right to self-defense and, if assaulted, 
could defend to the death. The right of 
self-defense applied to civilians and soldiers 
alike. By English law, an attack on a soldier 
standing his post was an illegal act. Adams 
recognized this belief ran counter to the un-
derstanding of many of the people of New 
England, who based their interpretation of 
the law on biblical tenets. It was a common 
fallacy in Massachusetts that soldiers could 
not fire on civilians, except in time of war, 
and Adams’s task was to overcome this 
misperception.72 He knew overcoming this 
deeply-held belief was an arduous task.

Another misconception was that, 
during times of peace, soldiers needed 
permission from the civil magistrate to fire. 
Adams had to overcome this myth as well. 
Adams based his defense on the intrinsic 
right of a freeman to defend himself against 
a threat. This basic right was inherent to 
every freeman and not reliant on a state 
of war or the presence of a magistrate. 
Furthermore, Soldiers did not abdicate their 
rights of freemen by becoming soldiers. 
These basic ideas served as the foundation 
for Adams’s defense of the British soldiers.

Preston’s trial began on Wednesday, 
24 October 1770, and ended on 30 October 
1770. For the defense, John Adams, Josiah 
Quincy, and Admiralty Court Judge Robert 
Auchmuty Jr. quickly established that, in 
the confusion of the night, it was impossi-
ble to conclude whether Capt Preston gave 
the order to fire. The jury deliberated for 
three hours and returned with a not guilty 
verdict. The court acquitted Preston.73 The 
acquittal increased the public’s desire for 
vengeance on the soldiers who fired their 
weapons. The Sons of Liberty reacted to the 
acquittal by pursuing prosecution of var-
ious civil actions in support of the people 
wounded during the conflict. Because of the 
threats to his safety, Preston retired to his 
regimental garrison at Castle William. He 
wrote a thank-you note to Auchmuty, but 
not to his lawyers Adams and Quincy.74

Preston’s acquittal complicated 
Adams’s defense of the soldiers by increas-
ing the emotions tied to their case. The 
acquittal also intensified the social pressure 
against Adams. The Monday before the 
second trial, the Boston Gazette published 
the following commentary: “Is it then a 
dream, murder on the 5th of March, with 
dogs greedily licking human blood in King 
Street? Some say that righteous Heaven will 
avenge it. And what says the law of God, 
Whoso sheddeth Man’s blood, by Man shall 
his blood be shed!”75 The unrelenting rheto-
ric, coupled with religious overtones, made 
John Adams’s defense of the soldiers based 
on the rule of law even more challenging. 
Emotions continued to rise, causing diffi-
culties for John Adams’s pursuit of the truth 
based on reason.

Jury selection for the soldiers’ trial 
occurred from 20 November to 27 No-
vember. The trial began the afternoon of 
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27 November and ended on 5 December 
1770. Samuel Quincy and Robert Treat 
Paine prosecuted the case for the Crown. 
John Adams, Josiah Quincy, and Sampson 
Blowers sat for the defense.76

To Adams, the trial was not a political 
opportunity as some believed, or a chance 
to expel the British from Boston. The trial 
was about the rule of law and individual 
rights. To Adams, the jurors should disre-
gard the passions they felt based on their 
loyalties to a cause, either loyalist or radical. 
Only the facts must prevail. He stated in his 
closing arguments,

Facts are stubborn things; and what-
ever may be our wishes, our inclina-
tions, or the dictates of our passions, 
they cannot alter the state of facts and 
evidence: nor is the law less stable 
than the fact; if an assault was made 
to endanger their lives, the law is 
clear, they had a right to kill in their 
defence; if it was not so severe as to 
endanger their lives, yet if they were 
assaulted at all, struck and abused 
by blows of any sort, by snow balls, 
oyster-shells, cinders, clubs, or sticks 
of any kind; this was a provocation, 
for which the law reduces the offence 
of killing, down to manslaughter, in 
consideration of those passions in our 
nature, which cannot be eradicated. 
To your candour and justice I submit 
the prisoners and their cause. The 
law, in all vicissitudes of government, 
fluctuations of the passions, or flights 
of enthusiasm, will preserve a steady 
undeviating course; it will not bend 
to the uncertain wishes, imaginations 
and wanton tempers of men.77

When Adams finished, the prosecution 
again addressed the jury in rebuttal. The 
evening adjournment interrupted the pros-
ecution’s closing arguments, so Paine fin-
ished his comments in two hours the next 
day. At ten o’clock in the morning, Paine 
finished, and the four justices addressed 
the court for three-and-a-half hours. The 
justices’ address included legalities and 
formalities with no visible effect on the 
outcome. For all practical purposes, Adams 
won the case after his closing remarks.

He had eloquently made his case, and 
the rule of law prevailed. With no sophist-
ry, tricks of the trade, or lurid objections, he 
rebuked the passions of the political turmoil 
with the facts. The justices excused the jury 
to deliberate at half-past one o’clock. The 
jury returned at four o’clock and rendered 
a verdict. The jury found Montgomery 
and Kilroy guilty of manslaughter and the 
other six soldiers not guilty. According to 
the jury, the prosecution proved that only 
Montgomery and Kilroy fired their weap-
ons.78 Montgomery and Kilroy immediately 
pleaded “Benefit of Clergy.”79 The two sol-
diers read from the Bible and were branded 
on the thumb with an “M” for manslaughter 
before the court dismissed them.80

Conclusion

The ordeal took a great toll on Adams, both 
physically and emotionally. After the trial, 
he moved from Boston back to Braintree, 
Massachusetts. He moved for two reasons. 
First, he was exhausted from the trial. Sec-
ond, he had work to do as a representative 
to the provincial legislature for a year. He 
suffered chest pains, a general malaise, and 
a desire for a long rest.81 He related the wea-
riness in his diary:

Before or after the Tryal, Preston sent 
me ten Guineas and at the Tryal of 
the Soldiers afterwards Eight Guineas 
more, which were . . . all the pecuni-
ary Reward I ever had for fourteen 
or fifteen days labour, in the most ex-
hausting and fatiguing Causes I ever 
tried: for hazarding a Popularity very 
general and very hardly earned: and 
for incurring a Clamour and popular 
Suspicions and prejudices, which are 
not yet worn out and never will be 
forgotten as long as History of this 
Period is read . . . . It was immediately 
bruited abroad that I had engaged for 
Preston and the Soldiers, and occa-
sioned a great clamour.82

John Adams did not assume the 
defense of the British soldiers for any 
personal gain. He emerged from the ordeal 
exhausted. He defended them because it was 
the right thing to do, and that took moral 
courage. Recall that moral courage is the 
ability to take a stand for personal beliefs 

or values, informed by one’s principles, 
involving physical or emotional risk, 
either real or perceived. In the case of John 
Adams, the physical risk was real. As the 
violence of both the radicals and the Tories 
displaced reason on the streets of Boston, 
John Adams was resolute in his ideals. He 
passionately believed the rule of law—not 
the passions of a mob, no matter how justi-
fied they may feel—must inform the affairs 
of freemen in a society. More importantly, 
he acted based on this belief and manifested 
his beliefs in morally courageous action. 
He stood up for the intrinsic rights of the 
British soldiers because they were freemen, 
entitled to a fair trial, representation in 
court, and the right to defend themselves 
against a dangerous mob.

While this may be an idealized vision 
of Adams, the concept of moral courage is 
wrought with idealism. Adams moved from 
an idealized version of what a virtuous man 
should do, guided by the rule of law and the 
inherent rights of man, to what a virtuous 
man could do. He acted on his principles. 
He could have easily asked Forrest to leave 
his house on the morning of 6 March 1770. 
Instead, he defended the soldiers because 
he knew it was the right action to take. He 
demonstrated the courage of his convic-
tions. Adams could have effortlessly contin-
ued with his life, improving his prosperous 
and growing law practice, maintaining his 
positive relations as a rising member of the 
social-political clubs in Boston, and taking 
care of his family. His inaction would have 
made living with his cousin Sam Adams, 
and the other Sons of Liberty, much easier. 
On the other hand, shutting the door on 
Forrest would have made it difficult for Ad-
ams to live with himself. For John Adams, 
certain principles proved eternal. TAL
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Closing Argument
Principled Counsel and the 
Paraprofessional

By Command Sergeant Major Michael J. Bostic

Principled Counsel: Professional advice on Law and Policy grounded in the Army Ethic and en-

during respect for the Rule of Law, effectively communicated with appropriate candor and morale 

courage, that influences informed decisions.
1

Principled counsel is expected of 

military paralegals, paralegal noncom-

missioned officers (NCOs), and civilian 

paraprofessionals. Doctrinal responsi-
bilities demand principled counsel from 
NCOs—and all leaders. These responsi-
bilities are outlined in Army Regulation 
(AR) 600–20, Army Command Policy;2 Army 
Doctrine Publication 6–22, Army Leadership 

and the Profession;3 Training Circular 
7–22.7, The Noncommissioned Officer Guide;4 
Army Techniques Publication (ATP) 

6–22.1, The Counseling Process;5 and Field 
Manual 1–04, Legal Support to Operations

6—
just to name a few. 

Imagine working in a profession where 
almost every time you speak to someone, 
the words you say matter. Imagine a profes-
sion where people come to you for advice 
or guidance toward some end—a profes-
sion where you often have to keep a calm 
demeanor regardless of the situation. This 
is exactly what we do in the Judge Advocate 
General’s Corps!

Principled Counsel for 

NCOs, Junior Enlisted, 

and Paraprofessionals

We know our Four Constants7—we know 
how our most senior leaders define prin-
cipled counsel as quoted above; but, do we 
all understand it? It is my assumption that 
many do not truly realize what it means. 
Why is this? Perhaps it’s because they can-
not explain it. When you truly understand 
something—you can usually explain it in 
simple terms. If you confuse yourself trying 
to explain or execute; then you may not 

know what you should know. Principled coun-
sel seems easy to understand for our judge 
advocates and civilian attorneys in its defin-
itive prose as they execute it; but for legal 
administrators and paralegal NCOs and spe-
cialists, it may not be as clear. I believe that 
I have practiced principled counsel my en-
tire career, regardless of position—whether 
trainer, coach, mentor, leader, follower, or 
even peer. I have found myself providing or 
needing appropriate candor and moral courage 

to influence informed decisions.
As an Army paralegal NCO, princi-

pled counsel is in the leadership doctrine 
we begin to study as E-4s preparing for 
unit promotion boards and competitions. 
We advance this study throughout each 
level of our NCO professional military 
education. Principled counsel is also found 
throughout the NCO Creed that many 
of us live by—for example, “I will be fair 
and impartial when recommending both 
rewards and punishment.”8

 Simply put, 
NCOs advise commanders and officers 
on adverse actions and decisions that 
affect junior personnel and organizations. 
Noncommissioned officers must stay 
informed on policy, standards, discipline, 
and people. Any principled counsel from 
an NCO to an officer is important because 
of the role that NCOs play within orga-
nizations—a role found in the authority 
derived from commanders in AR 600–20 
and venerated in our NCO Creed. 

One way to understand principled 
counsel is by its key term “counsel.” Our 

Then-Sergeant Manaure Tovar, Fort Leavenworth 
Trial Defense Service noncommissioned-officer-
in-charge, provides counsel at a JAGEX at The 
Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center and 
School in Charlottesville, Virginia. (Credit: Jason 
Wilkerson/TJAGLCS)
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Service has manuals and guides devoted to 
it. It simply means “to give advice.” When 
we tie in “principle,” we get moral and 
legal advice. Paralegal NCOs must become 
well-versed in ATP 6–22.1, The Counseling 

Process. Studying ATP 6–22.1 will help you 
become better at providing counsel and 
principled counsel for a variety of military 
professional and personal situations.

Leaders counsel often—sometimes in 
writing, other times verbally and nonver-
bally (if you’re good). Some may think that 
invoking “principled counsel” is reserved 
for heavy situations when we must become 
expert or key to a decision or outcome. 
Ultimately, as NCOs, principled counsel 
should be infused in what we do in our pro-
fession on a daily basis—care for our people 
and look out for each other.

Principled Counsel in Action 

We provide principled counsel in all our 
legal functional areas: military justice, ad-
ministrative law, legal assistance, contract 
and fiscal law, and national security law. 
Paraprofessionals and military paralegals 
provide principled counsel in support to 
most of our legal functional areas. Whether 
it’s the teammate supporting a military 
justice action by informing a witness or 
victim about procedural matters, helping 
with documents and forms, or a defense 
paralegal assisting a Trial Defense Service 
client with an adverse action proceed-
ing, paraprofessionals still must provide 
principled counsel. Other times, our 
teammates in legal assistance offices enable 
their clients to solve some personal and 
complex matters due to their ability to 
understand principled counsel and enable 
them to make decisions on a different scale. 
Or maybe the teammate in administrative 
and civil law is advising the investigating 
officer on how to properly assemble an in-
vestigative product or complete a DA Form 
3881. Then there is the national security 
law paralegal informing a teammate of the 
location and protected status of a building 
near a key target on a map/screen during 
an exercise. Military and civilian paralegals 
and paraprofessionals leverage principled 
counsel when interpreting and guiding 
others in our profession of arms.

Our doctrine, law, regulations, 
and policy inform our appetite for new 

information. You may recall an anecdote I 
once shared about fundraising, when the 
paralegals from my brigade legal team pro-
vided me with principled counsel on what 
I was allowed to do in an instant.9 These 
teammates succeeded because they were 
prepared and competent. Through institu-
tional learning, organization training, and 
self-development programs, they acquired 
and sustained the knowledge necessary 
to communicate to a senior leader and 
enabled me to make an informed decision. 
Lifelong learning enables us to stay ready 
and knowledgeable in providing principled 
counsel when the time arises.

Senior leaders leverage principled 
counsel when they develop subordinates. 
We use it in reception, integration, and 
retention. We support our teammates 
through sage and accurate advice that often 
influences them to pursue short- and long-
term goals: to resign or not re-enlist, or 
to reenlist and “Stay Army Strong.” Think 
of that first moment when you considered 
leaving the U.S. Army. Which leader aided 
you in making an informed decision to 
stay on the team longer? Was their counsel 
principled? When was the first or most 
recent time you provided principled counsel 
for a subordinate, Family member, or cli-
ent? What would you change now that you 
have understood principled counsel as one 
of our Corps’s core constants?

Solving Problems and 

Recommending Solutions

Within NCO spheres of influence, we 
provide principled counsel to our peers. We 
provide principled counsel to unit platoon 
sergeants, first sergeants, and sergeants 
major—mostly this consists of guidance 
that enables them to understand the com-
mander’s authority and intent more clearly 
through our ability to research and ana-
lyze information. I think we even provide 
principled counsel in routine on-the-spot 
corrections. (Yes—think about that for a 
moment—I think I am right.) No, it isn’t the 
rule of law—instead it’s standards and dis-
cipline. It may even be life or death when it 
relates to performing maintenance services 
on unit equipment or an individual weapon 
in a hostile area of operations.   

Much of what I offer in this Closing 
Argument is not focused on regulation or 

the rule of law; it is, however, supported 
on the ethic of our service. As military and 
Civilian paralegal paraprofessionals and 
NCOs, we support this constant of princi-
pled counsel daily in most of our duties and 
responsibilities. While military and Civilian 
paralegals and paraprofessionals are not the 
ones giving legal advice, it is vital that we 
ready ourselves to give principled coun-
sel to our judge advocates and comrades 
in arms. For it is through that principled 
counsel that we ensure our people are cared 
for and the mission is accomplished.

Ready Now! TAL

CSM Bostic is the Regimental Command 

Sergeant Major of The Judge Advocate General’s 

Corps at the Pentagon in Washington, D.C.
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